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Charlette Schwalhert
Pine Grove Framing & Gallery of fine Art
314 Bridge Ave
Morehead, Ky 40351 (606) 784-6238

You may use this copyrighted logo in conjunction
with your advertising to celebrate Rowan County's
Sesquicentennial durinJ.r 20Q6_
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May 13, 2006
2:00PM
Convention Center

INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS .................................... Lloyd Dean
INVOCATION ............................................................Jack Ellis
REMARKS ..................... Clyde Thomas, Rowan Co. Judge Executive
REMARKS .......................Tim Conley, Morgan Co. Judge Executive
REMARKS .......................... Brad Collins, Mayor, City of Morehead
GOD BLESS AMERICA ........................................... Randy Wells
INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER .................................... Jack Ellis
SPEAKER .............................Jim Gifford, Jessee Stuart Foundation
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The Rowan County Sesquicentennial Celebration of 1856 - 2006 originated
with the Rowan County Historical Society several years ago, as reported in
Ashland's The Daily lndepenaent on January 6, 2004:

Rowan's past

Groups planning
Rowan's 150th
birthday in 2006
ByAWNBLAIR

The Independent
MOREHEAD It will be a banner year, well, really a sesquicentennial year, in Rowan
County when .the ball drops
on Jan. 1, 2006.
And, to celebrate, the
Rowan County Historical Society, officials, local historians
and others are already planning the 150th birthday party.
"We hope to have &omething every month of that
year," said Lloyd Dean, former
society president and chairman of the celebration committee.
"It's going be a tremendous

. tl1ing."

Rowan County's official history began in 1856.
That's when the Kentucky
legislature created it from
parts of Fleming and Morgan
counties, making it the commonwealth's 104th county,

Dean said.
The important occasion
prompted an ·organizational
·meeting with ·the historical
society and countywide organizations last month, he said.
Thursday, the groups will
meet again - ~ 7 p.m. at the
Rowan County Public Library
to plan this year's work.
A corporation, the Rowan
County
Sesquicentennial
Foundation Inc., also is being
formed to coordinate the 2006
activities.
A board of 12 local people,
including representatives of
tourism agencies, city and
county government, businesses and the historical society,
has been named.
"We hope to involve every
organization (with the sesqui;
centennial)," Dean said, listr
ing schools, the university,
even family reunions.

ROW AN COUNTY SESQUICENTENNIAL BOARD MEMBERS:
Lloyd Dean, Chairman
Terri Cline, Treasurer
Sherry Green, Secretary
Clyde Thomas, County Representative
Brad Collins, City Representative
Matt Collinsworth, M.S.U. Representative
Gary Lewis, Historical Advisor
Willie Roberts, Attorney
Rob McCullough, Press
Philip Lewis, Business Community
Fred Brown, Jr., Business Community
Rodney Hitch, Morehead-Rowan County Chamber

For more information, write or call:
Lloyd Dean, Chairman
Rowan County Sesquicentennial Committee
6770 U.S. 60 East
Morehead, KY 40351
606-784-9145

From The CoJ' .
Of.·
Dr. Jack Dt8Cf,on
Elf
•

552 W. Sun St,s

KY .
606-784-74jg351

Motehe:Jd

Programs provided by:
Gateway Area Development District
Gail K. Wright, Executive Director
P.O. Box 1070
Owingsville, KY 40360
606-674-6355
Http://www.gwadd.org
Serving Bath, Menifee, Montgomery, Morgan, and Rowan Counties
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TUESDAY, JANUARY 9, 2007 - MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

BURYING
THE PAST

Farewell until 2056

The 1956 time capsule and its contents were buried Saturd~y ~long
with the 2006 time capsule and will not be revealed again until 2056.
The capsule was buried on the lawn of the old courthouse with several people attending the farewell ceremony. Lloyd Dean (left) Dr.
Jack Ellis (right), both appointed by the Rowan County Fiscal Court
to handle the opening and burial of the time capsule, Keith Pack of
Packs, Inc. (center) and Jimmie Jackson (in hole) and member ,of the
Rowan County Historical Society and helped in t~e burial.
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Time Capsule Buried by the Centennial Committee
on May 26, 1956
on the Campus of Morehead State College
Contents of the 1956 Time Capsule
Opened
October 21, 2006, 1:30 p.m.
Rowan County Public Library
185 East First Street
Morehead, Kentucky
Lloyd Dean, Chairman of the Rowan County Sesquicentennial Committee,
and Dr. Jack Ellis, historian and author, carried the capsule into the Rowan
County Public Library at 1 :30 p.m. on October 21, 2006. Helen Northcutt,
President of the Rowan County Public Library Board of Trustees, acted as
Secretary. Approximately 50 people attended this exciting event.
Jack Ellis, who provided historical information about the documents as
they were opened, was 29 years old when he witnessed the time capsule being
buried on the lawn of the Johnson Camden Library (now Camden-Carroll). He
also witnessed the disinterring of the time capsule on October 7, 2006, at
Morehead State University; and today witnessed the opening of the time capsule
to reveal its contents hidden for 50 years.
As each envelope was opened, contents were described:
(1)

Attorney James E. Clay on outside wrapper.
Centennial Edition of the Rowan County News.

(2)

Two issues of Rowan County News--July 1, 1954 and May 10, 1956.
Bulletin of the Inauguration of Dr. Adron Doran, Morehead State College
'

President.
Copy of The Trail Blazer, ·May 22, 1956 (headline: 85 to get Degrees May 30).
Typewritten list (plain stationery) of Candidates for Degrees, May 30, 1956.
MSC Department of Nursing brochure
MSC brochure, Information about MSC, location, accreditation, degrees,
granted, programs, expenses

r.,sc brochure, "Education for Business at MSC," Department of
Commerce
1

MSC Handbook for Graduate Students, May 1953
(3)

Johnson-Camden Library-Photograph (12 females) and signatures of all

staff and student assistants appeared on MSC Johnson-Camden stationery dated
May 26, 1956.
A brief typewritten description of the Library was given with the salutation:
"To Whom This May Concern in 2056:" Signatures included five librarians and
staff: lone M. Chapman, Librarian; Nona Bess Watson, Cataloger; Marguerite
Bishop, Circulation Librarian; Clarica Williams, Training School Librarian; Pauline
Canafax, Typist.
(4)

Three tickets ($2.50 each - one reserved seat, one adult general admission,

one box seat) to "Within This Valley," a play presented at Jayne Memorial
Stadium on May 22 and May 23, 1956.
Popular Rowan County Centennial Promotional Items: Brothers of the
Brush pass. Certificate for Brothers of the Brush. Certificate for Sisters of the
Switch. Rowan County Centennial Shave Permit Badge. Rowan County
Centennial Sisters of the Switch badge. Cosmetic Permit. Centennial Peddler's
Permit Centennial Wooden Nickel.
Photo of 1956 City Officials: William H. Layne, Mayor; James E. Clay, City
Manager; George I. Cline, City Attorney; Linus Fair, Jimmy Clay, Leo
Oppenheimer, Otto Carr, and Frank Blair, Commissioners.
One Bound Copy of Centennial Publication - Within This Valley- 185~
1956.

(5)

1956 Morehead State College Raconteur

(6)

Shakespeare Quarterly reprint, Winter 1956. "Another Masque for the Merry

Wives of Windsor" and "Laying the Ghosts in Pericles" by John H. Long, MSU
English Department, were in the publication.
A card with this statement was also included: "Mr. Sloan: This is to go in
the 'time capsule."' Signed "Mrs. Breeding" "P.S. This was brought to us by Dr.
Long."

2

(7)

Stapled typewritten carbon copies on yellow paper entitled: "Enrollment by

Kentucky Counties for Second Semester, 1955-56"; "Classification for Second
Semester, 1955-56."
(8)

Campus Club 1956 - Summary of Activities "September 22, 1955-May 12,

1956."

Two tickets ($1.50 each) to Campus Club Dance
New Campus Club officers laminated photo from The Trail Blazer
Laminated newspaper article, "The Bell was There to Ring Out Victory" by
Billy Joe Hall
Laminated newspaper article, "Campus Club Actions, Traditions Told"
(9)

MSC Library Workshop Brochure, July 18-August 6 course listings

Division of Science and Mathematics 16-page brochure (undated); Fenton
T. West, Head
MSC General Catalog, 1955-57
MSC Plan of Buildings and Grounds (4 copies) one-page list of buildings
and grounds with schematic location of each
MSC Bulletin of MSC Schedule of Classes, Summer Session, 1956 (2
copies)
Program for Robert J. Breckinridge Commencement Exercises, Tuesday,
May 29, 1956, 7:30 p.m.
"Glimpse of Campus Life" featuring Adron and Mignon Doran, Eagles, and
other information.
(10)

"Proceedings of the Inauguration Adron Doran as Seventh President of

Morehead State College" (2 copies)
Order of Exercises for Inauguration Program.
Board of Regents Invitation to Inauguration of Dr. Adron Doran, Friday,
October 22, 1954 at two o'clock.
Separate tickets to three events: 1 :30 Registration of Official Delegates, Art
Gallery, Johnson Camden Library; 2:00 Inaugural Ceremonies, Button
Auditorium, Address, Dr. Chester C. Travelstead-- Inaugural Address, President
Adron Doran; 4:00 Reception, Johnson Camden Library.
3

(11)

Constitution of Les Courants, organized 1955-56, Dr. Wilhelm Exel bi rt,

Sponsor
(12)

MSC High School Day-1956-each department of the college has one

page of text and photos
The Trail Blazer dated October 22, 1954- Lead story-"Dr. Doran to be
Inaugurated as 7th President of Morehead at Impressive Ceremonies Friday"
(13)

MSC Bulletin - Summer Session. MSC Schedule of Classes, Second

Semester, 1955-56
(14)

Breck Minstrel Club publications - "Southern Shindig," "Come to Mardi

Gras," "South America Take it Away," "The Mid-Century Round-up" and "Across
the Rio"
(15)

Envelope from Baptist Student Union (BSU) with typewritten note, "Mr.

Slone, will you please put this in the time capsule for us. Sibyl" (document
reveals on July 1, 1954, Miss Sibyl Bell was employed as director of the BSU
activities at MSC)
Plain stationery with this typewritten heading: "May 18, 1956, The Baptist
Student Union, Morehead State College, Morehead, Kentucky," a one-page
· document with brief history of BSU, list of members, and accomplishments.
Morehead-Rowan County Centennial Worship Service Program, Jayne
Memorial Stadium, May 30, 1956, 8 p.m.

4

Time Capsule Buried by the Centennial Committee
on May 26, 1956
on the Campus of Morehead State College
Contents of the 1956 Time Capsule
Opened
October 21, 2006, 1:30 p.m.
Rowan County Public Library
185 East First-Street
..
Morehead, Kentucky
·

Lloyd Dean, Chairman of the Rowan County Sesquicentennial Committee,
and Dr. Jack Ellis, historian and author, carried the capsule into the Rowan
County Public Library at 1 :30 p.m. on October 21, 2006. Helen Northcutt,
President of the Rowan County Public Library Board of Trustees, acted as
Secretary. Approximately _fil_ people attended this exciting event
Jack Ellis, who provided historical information about the documents as
they were opened, was 29 years old when he witnessed the time capsule being

-

buried on the lawn of the Johnson Camden Library (now Camden-Carroll). He
also witnessed ·the disinterring of the time capsule on lJ(!:'7/ ,egfMorehead State
University; ·and today witnessed the opening of the time capsule to reveal
· contents~~+,/./\-.. .5
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As each envelope was opened, contents were described:
(1)

Attorney James E. Clay on outside wrapper. .
Centennial Edition of the Rowan County News.

(2)

. Two issues of Rowan County News-July 1, 1954 and May 10, 1956.
Bulletin of the Inauguration of Dr. Adron Doran, Morehead State College

President.
Copy of The Trail Blazer, May 22, 1956 (headline: 85 to get Degrees May 30).
Typewritten list (plain stationery) of Candidates for Degrees, May 30, 1956.
MSC Department of Nursing brochure
MSC brochure, Information about MSC, location, accreditation, degrees,
granted, programs, expenses
MSC brochure, "Education for Business at MSC," Department of
Commerce

MSC Handbook for Graduate Students, May 1953
(3)

Johnson-Camden Library-Photograph (12 females) and signatures of all

staff and student assistants appeared on MSC Johnson-Camden stationery dated
May 26, 1956.
A brief typewritten description of the Library was given with the salutation:
"To Whom This May Concern in 2056:" Signatures included five librarians and
staff: lone M. Chapman, Librarian; Nona Bess Watson, Cataloger; Marguerite
Bishop, Circulation Librarian; Clarica Williams, Training School Librarian; Pauline
Canafax, Typist
(4)

Three tickets ($2.50 each - one reserved seat, one adult general admission,

one box seat) to "Within This Valley," a play presented at Jayne Memorial
Stadium on May 22 and May 23, 1956.
Popular Rowan County Centennial Promotional Items: Brothers of the
Brush pass. Certificate for Brothers of the Brush. Certificate for Sisters of the
Switch. Rowan County Centennial Shave Permit Badge. Rowan County
Centennial Sisters of the Switch badge. Cosmetic Permit. Centennial Peddler's
Permit. Centennial Wooden Nickel.
Photo of 1956 City Officials: William H. Layne, Mayor; James E. Clay, City
Manager; George I. Cline, City Attorney; Linus Fair, Jimmy Clay, Leo
Oppenheimer, Otto Carr, and Frank Blair, Commissioners.
One Bound Copy of Centennial Publication - Within This Valley- 18561956.

(5)

1956 Morehead State College Raconteur

(6)

Shakespeare Quarterly reprint, Winter 1956. "Another Masque for the Merry

Wives of Windsor" and "Laying the Ghosts in Pericles" by John H. Long, MSU
English Deparbnent, were in the publication.
A card with this statement was also included: "Mr. Sloan: This is to go in
the 'time capsule."' Signed "Mrs. Breeding" "P.S. This was brought to us by Dr.
Long."

(_2)

(7)

Stapled typewritten carbon copies on yellow paper entitled: "Enrollment by

Kentucky Counties for Second Semester, 1955-56"; "Classification for Second
Semester, 1955-56."
(8)

Campus Club 1956 - Summary of Activities "September 22, 1955-May 12,

1956."

Two tickets ($1.50 each) to Campus Club Dance
New Campus Club officers laminated photo from The Trail Blazer
Laminated newspaper article, "The Bell was There to Ring Out Victory" by
Billy Joe Hall
Laminated newspaper article, "Campus Club Actions, Traditions Told"
(9)

MSC Library Workshop Brochure, July 18-August 6 course listings

Division of.Science and Mathematics 16-page brochure (undated); Fenton
T. West, Head
MSC General Catalog, 1955-57
MSC Plan of Buildings and Grounds (4 copies) one-page list of buildings
and grounds with schematic location of each
MSC Bulletin of MSC Schedule of Classes, Summer Session, 1956 (2
copies)
Program for Robert J. Breckinridge Commencement Exercises, Tuesday,
May 29, -1956, 7:30 p.m.
"Glimpse of Campus Life" featuring Adron and Mignon Doran, Eagles, and
other information.
(10)

"Proceedings of the Inauguration Adron Doran as Seventh President of

Morehead State College" (2 copies)
Order of Exercises for Inauguration Program
Board of Regents Invitation to Inauguration of Dr. Adron Doran, Friday,
October 22, 1954 at two o'clock.
Separate tickets to three events: 1:30 Registration of Official Delegates, Art
Gallery, Johnson Camden Library; 2:00 Inaugural Ceremonies, Button
Auditorium, Address, Dr. Chester C. Travelstead- Inaugural Address, President
Adron Doran; 4:00 Reception, Johnson Camden Library.

C3)

(11)

Constitution of Les Courants, organized 1955-56, Dr. Wilhelm Exelbirt,

Sponsor
(12)

MSC High School Day-1956-each department of the college has one

page of text and photos
The Trail Blazer dated October 22, 1954- Lead story-"Dr. Doran to be
Inaugurated as 7th President of Morehead at Impressive Ceremonies Friday"
(13)

MSC Bulletin - Summer Session. MSC Schedule of Classes, Second

Semester, 1955-56
(14)

Breck Minstrel Club publications - "Southern Shindig_
, " "Come to Mardi

Gras," "South America Take it Away," "The Mid-Century Round-up" and "Across
the Rio"
(15)

Envelope from Baptist Student Union (BSU) with typewritten note, "Mr.

Slone, will you please put this in the time capsule for us. Sibyl" (document
reveals on July 1, 1954, Miss Sibyl Bell was employed as director of the BSU
activities at MSC)
.• .
Plain statione_
r y with this typewritten heading: "May 18, 1956, The Baptist
Student Union, Morehead State College, Morehead, Kentucky," a one-page
· document with b·r ief history of BSU, list of members, and accomplishments.
Morehead-Rowan County Centennial Worship Service Program, Jayne
Memorial Stadium, May 30, 1956, 8 p.m.
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MOREHEAD MEMORIES: PEOPLE & PLACES
1856-2006: ROWAN IS 150 YEARS OLD
LOOKING BACKWARD WITH PRIDE: FORWARD WITH HOPE
BY
JACK D. ELLIS
( ~
11
0 Id/ SHY-I w_ '3 {._ F ~ IC., J/d (J... rl JN'Yr1 O 12-1 J11- \!:XI 2 !
This year Rowan County will celebrate its sesquicentennial birthday with events

scheduled throughout the year. A 12-member Sesquicentennial Board has been
established with Lloyd Dean, chair; Teri Cline, treasurer, and Sherry Green, secretary.
This impressive group along with the Rowan County Historical Society, city and county
government officials, schools, clubs, businesses, churches, medical, legal, veterans and
university community, as well as most citizens are all making plans to make this the
biggest birthday bash in our history. (The Centennial Celebration was said to be the
biggest at that time.)
~~rtainly a birthd~y should be a time of celebrating past events as well as looking
hopeful!~ into the future. We live in the present and anticipate the future based upon our
knowledge of the past. ...,..,,1By reaching deep into our past we try to understand those people
~

~

and events that shap~ 01,tj)ives. In reaching into the past and trying to understand those
.
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who have gone b~fo~e us~.oy studying their character, sensing their spirit, sympathizing
",.

~
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.,

-.

with their suffering ind\~:vor.wgJheir success, we are better able to understand the
t'
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.,._.,C

present as we look f01ward into the future .
The late Dr. Thomas D. Clark, Kentucky's renown historian, wrote in his
introduction to my book, Kentucky ·Memories - Reflections of Rowan County. "Literally
1

1

, , ")

lJ/

scores of people have contributed both positively and negatively to the history of this
community (Rowan County), and each of their acts should remain as a record of their
presence and activities. In the same way every important human act documenting the
past should be passed on to future generations as a foundation for its presence and
actions." This is exactly what so many people in this county will be doing this year as we
look backward with pride and forward with hope.
Our own Kentucky Folk Art Center on First Street in Morehead has already put
together a magnificent display of prints, photos, artwork and memorabilia documenting
the 150 year history of Rowan County. It is an excellent exhibit everyone should see
and it is free! Do not miss it!

ROWAN'S

toom BIRTHDAY BASH A BIG ONE

In 1956, Rowan' s 100th bit1hday, there were many events scheduled throughout

the year. There were marching bands, fireworks, floats, contests, dances, displays, a
midway, dignitaries, special entertainment, and thousands of visitors. Those many,
many other events highlighted the greatest year in the history of Morehead and Rowan

~e-rt\)~t
County. Those many activities opened on Sunda,1 with people in all churches followed
by J'Faith of Our Father~'religious observance in Jayne Stadium Sunday evening. The
speaker was Dr. James DeWeered, a radio evangelist of his day. A massive choir
representing all churches provided the music.

2

The next week the mood moved from faith to fun with almost around the clock
activities beginning with Governor Chandler and 20 members of his cabinet present for a

{;
parade and open house. Later a pageant entitled "Within

e Valley'' ran for several

nights at Jayne Stadium.
There were many special days throughout the year including Youth and Young
American Day, Firemen and Forestry Day, Rowan County Homecoming Day, and
Morehead State College Day. Elaborate programs were conducted celebrating the
history of these groups. Also, included in the 100th birthday bash were what was called
"In Between Activities," e.g. midway amusements; festive activities for the centennial

queen and her court; scores of window displays; specialty acts; fireworks at the pageant
including shooting of an "atomic bomb"; crowning of a pioneer mother; street dances;
square dances; fire fighting demonstrations; industrial and agricultural exhibition; special
tours of Morehead College campus~coon drag; kangaroo court sessions by the legal
community; and style shows. In addition, hundreds of Morehead homes held private
parties, dinners and entertainment.

I F e, . S
· S. I~ rf42--~ IJ F 7rl(_ ~WIStl
Rowan County men celebrated the centennial celebration in 1956 by joining the

'!, N...trm-ftP-.S o F'

Brothers of the Brush. Women joined the Sisters of the Swish. Each received

,,
certificates saying they had a high regard for black eyed peas, turnip greens, hog jowl,
II

sow belly, pot licker, grits and chitlins. The men acknowledged they would enter into the
revered Kentucky custom of beard cultivation. The women acknowledged they would

3

follow the revered Kentucky custom of bustles and staves. Both men and women agreed

·&

to

whenever they heard "My Old Kentucky Home." Those not following those

regulations were brought before a kangaroo court and many were placed in stocks.

CENTENNIAL TIME CAPSULE CONTENTS
A major event of every historical celebration is the burial of a time capsule to be
opened at a future date. That was especially true for Rowan' s Centennial Celebration. In
1956, this writer happened to be a student at MSC working on my certification for
Library Science. I was coming out of the Johnson Camden Library and witnessed the
burial ceremony of the Centennial Time Capsule. (I really had no idea I would ever be
around when it was to be opened.)
The ceremony began at 3:00 p.m. May 28, 1956 with MSC President Adron
Doran presiding and Steve Hamilton, MSC College Student Council presidenj and later a
renowned professional major league baseball player, and NBA basketball star, as well as
later becoming MSU Athletic Director, doing the honors. According to Dean Roger
Wilson, the college' s centennial representative on the Centennial Committee, the capsule
was a project of the Centennial Committee with the cooperation of the college. The vault
was filled with documents and photographs depicting contemporary life in the city,
county, and college in 1956. It was buried in front of the College Library because the
Centennial Committee considered that spot the least likely place to be disturbed.

4

However, later on when the Carroll Library Tower, the Caudill-Little Bell Tower and the
concrete outdoor patio were constructed, because of having to re-route portions of the
underground utilities tunnel, it could have very well been lost. But thanks to the
conscientious university administration, the time capsule was preserved.
\\

II

The instructions on the time capsule clearly state ~ ntennial ~ e capsule placed
here May 26, 1956, to be opened at the Rowan County sesquicentennial in the year of
2006. Included in the time capsule are such items as a centennial edition of the Rowan
County News, current college catalog, city council roster, information about the college
Library and student organizations, blueprints of city and college territory, photographs of
contemporary buildings and landmarks within the county. The Sesquicentennial
Committee will present plans for opening the valued vault sometime in 2006.

5
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Time capsules capture a moment in time in the history of a family. a community, a state, the countrY, the
world or even some group or segment of society: Time
capsules are tucked away with items prtserved for
some future generation to open long after all of those
who put it together have passed from this existence.
They offer a unique glimpse into that segment of time.
They give us some look at what was happening in that
period of time. Politics of the era, tur moil, the celebrations and the joys of the time are often fo und in the
newspapers, magazines and letters and essays that
were placed in the capsule. In more recent times, items
have gone into time capsules that show the technology
of the times and leave us to wonder if those who find
the items will even know what to do with them or understand how they operate.
As we prepare for the celebration of Newton Falls'
Bicentennial. we have discussed doing a time capsule.
We know that there is a time capsule in existence that
was done in 1976, the year of the United States Bicentenn ial celebration. That time capsule is not slated to
be opened until the 2076 at our nation's tr i-cent<funial.
There are items that are placed in that time capsule
that were the latest innovations for that time and even
the children who placed the i.tems there wonderec;I. tq.e
same
thing.
·f
Lake Milton, Ohio •. :
Discussions have come about in how do we deteTmine what will go in the time capsule, what if we g~t
Join the Thousands of Successful
too many items, how will we chose? But part of deciding what to put into the time capsule is to remember tbe
Local TDDS Graduates !
purpose of the time capsule. We are asking individuq;ls
to think about what you might like to see placed iri o~r
bicentennial time capsule. Keep in mind that we are
limited in the size number of items going into the ti.me
capsule. Some items will be easy to determine, items
like newspapers from that weekend, envelopes with the
bicentennial stamp that will be the last one to be cancelled with the cancellation stamp for each day: Other
items may be harder to determine. Some items will be
unique to the individual who will ask to place the time
in the time capsule, some items will h<}ve a meaning for
all of us and to those who find them.
The Bicentennial Committee passed a resolution to
D'.:f~iti~n
.HeimQursement
Programs !
. . .P,·
'
.
do a time capsule to be opened in 100 years from now on
D Over'",34t:Years of Training Experience !
the City of Newton Falls Tricentennial. It will be
sealed on December 31st, 2006 at a time to be deterD .A5-~:·Ab.p.µt pur .R.P.M. Program !
mined and will be the last official act of the BicentenD Local·& Oifl1Jobs Available !
nial Committee. It will be done in a way to reflect the
D
·A'II ~ho Qualify !
entire Bicentennial year. It will include letters from the
members of the Bicentennial Committee, telling those
D Call :·NQW F·o·r A'Pefson~l:?Tour
!
;.-,t.
in the future something about each of the members.aqd
why they became involved in the committee. We hoje
to have items from the many organizations and businesses in town. If you have an item that you would li}i.e
to place in the Time Capsule, please contact Sara Dm{ison at 330-766-3449 or ~3:30-872-6022, or Zane Stowe a.t 3~766-3450 or 330-872-7782.
· .·,. ).

Time
capsule to be
sealed ·on
Dec.31,2006
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This is the year 2006, and in Rowan County, it is the cause to celebrate the
150 years since Rowan County was formed. The question comes up, "What
was the world like in 1856?" Well, Franklin Pierce was President of the United
States, and there were still unexplored areas in the West. In the Rowan County
Library is a map published in 1856 that shows the world into which Rowan
County was born in great detail. This map with a size of six feet by six feet
contains an encyclopedia of information about the time.
The map contains the existing states as well as the territories from which
many of our present states would eventually come. The map is amazingly
· accurate considering the techniques available at the time for determining the
places shown on the map.
One of the provisions of the map is to show the areas where each of the
known Indian tribes were living, and into what areas they extended.
Besides North and Central America, the entire world is shown in both global
and extended projection. Hawaii is shown, but called by the name then in use:
the Sandwich Islands.
Instead of Canada being the large country to our north, the great area was
called British America. There was a small area that was called Western Canada
and another small area called Eastern Canada, but the huge area now known as
(;anada did not exist when this county came into existence
There are several lists of information giving distances from place to place as
travel could then be followed, as well as rivers and canals. Probably the most
la~resting list for us today, is the list of every county in the United States
~ ~ether with the population as know by the census of 1850.
One of the interesting items to be omitted is the location of highways.
Highways as we know them were not in existence when the map was made.
Travel was an entirely different mode at that time.
So if you are interested in the emergence of Rowan County as a unique place
on earth, you need to see the map that can show you what was present as
Rowan County began. It seems that is the logic of celebrating a
sesquicentennial.
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Today we are celebrating Rowan County's Sesquicentennial-the
county's 150th birthday. It 1s the right time to reflect on the county's prideful
past, because the past is secure and will richly repay our examinations. It is
also the perfect time to reflect on Rowan County's future. If the past is
secure, then the future is insecure and that's the way many of you feel about
it-insecure.

\Nt
Why? Because you are not completely confident that your children
and grandchildren have the courage, the strength of character, and the work
ethic necessary to continue the great work that you have done aea~~&
hat's not an indictment of young people

i's simply a concern. aad1h.ose of

you who have contributed to society with your hard work and public
responsibility have earned the right to be concerned. In general terms, that
concern and how to deal with it is the subject of my brief remark~~~"':-.-"'"'

When I look out across this sea offac~

see America's greatness. I

see men and women who fought wars, built homes, and raised children. I
. see magnificent people who have given everything to make Morehead a
great community and Rowan County a great county.

I also see people who are great teachers. Right now some of you are
thinking, "I'm not a teacher," and that's not true. You are all teachers
because you teach by example. Your children, grandchildren, and friends
look at your example when they face crises and attempt to solve problems.
Jesse Stuart once wrote that "good teaching is forever and the teacher is
immortal" and that applies to every person here today. What you teach
through your example becomes immortalized in the people who follow your
example.

And when you think about it that way, it helps y o u ~ , to see the
enormous importance of each person's life and each person's example.

You and your ancestors fought and won wars to preserve America's
freedom. But the greatest fight is still ahead of you. You have won the wars
and today I challenge you to win the peace.

at does that mean? It means you have to build a community that
represents the things you fought for as soldiers and fought for as citizen

d that is going to be a struggle friends, because America is eroding!
America is eroding! Our great county is more threatened by internal
weaknesses than by any outside threat. And that's a problem that can only
..
.
h
.
tJJ,
.
b e so1ve d one citizen at a time, one ome at a time, one commumty at a
,t

time. Saving America is not someone else's job!
Cl

f7Y

Let me give you an example of the societal deterioration that I'm
talking about: In the 1940s, according to CBS News Reports, the top seven
school problems were: talking out of tum, chewing gum, making noise,
running in the halls, cutting line, dress code infractions, and littering. In the
1980s, the seven major school problems were: drug abuse, alcohol abuse,
pregnancy, suicide, rape, robbery, and assault. The last 25 years have
certainly seen no improvement.

Let me be quick to say this is not a criticism of our schools. It is a
comment on the society that created those schools. Schools do not exist
apart from society. They are, like most other institutions, mirror images of
. society. And when we look in this mirror we see today's world -- a society
I).. ~ fJl~ l.~

that we created -- and that we must change for the better.
/\-

J

I know you love your country and I know you love your hometown.
So I'm going to whisper a little platitude that you may have heard from your
spouse at one time or another: Love is not something you say; it's something
you do.

Briefly I want to suggest five things that you, as individuals, can do in
the privacy of your homes and in your capacity as everyday citizens that will
combat the national problems we face and help to insure the preservation of
your personal legacy, too.

1. Teach your children and grandchildren to enjoy reading.
Functional literacy is not enough. Teach them to love reading.

(J)

It will make them wiser and calmer. You must teach them with
your example.

2. Teach your children and grandchildren to work. There is a
dignity to work that tMt- only workers can understand. America
is obsessed with and addicted to entertainment. You must teach
the people who look to you for guidance how to work ... and the
value of work. There's only one way to do that. Work with
them.

3. Teach your children and grandchildren to live within their
means. Children must learn the difference between wants and
needs.

4. Teach your children and grandchildren to obey the law.
Criminal behavior is epidemic in America today . . .You must set
a good example and you must create an expectation in your
community that law enforcement officers will enforce the law
and that citizens will obey the law.

5. Teach your children and grandchildren to love God, and to
follow his commandments. Teach them with your example.

Jesse Stuart once said, "We've lost something we've got to get back; Not the
. one-room schoolhouse, but the spirit of the one-room schoolhouse." I know
that spirit exists in the hearts and minds of the people who are here today
and I know you can focus it on today's problems. If we work together to
solve today's problems, we cannot fail. If we do

~ ·~· ···-~
cannot succeed.

work together, we

tt,uf /J1!1d1~

he beginning of a bette1A_future for Rowan

County. Good luck my friends. The challenges ahead are great, but so are
the rewards. Happy Birthday Rowan County. May you have 150 more.

~tm1an C7t7untp

01Jestfl'1c:entmnial <Yelcbrall"tJn

18S6--2006
1956 ~ vehicles needed for Parade
Rowan Countys 150th year Sesauicentennial Parade will be
held in Morehead December 2 startina at

t

P.M.

All 1956 cars and trucks that are still in use in Rowan
Countv ~

ited to oai;-ticioate. Thev will be olaced in

line toaether to aive honor to Rowan Countvs Centennial
Parade which was held in 1956.
To reaister in the parade.contact Rodney Hitch or Carrie
Lawson at 784-5i74 i Tracv Williams at the chamber of commerce.
784-6221 or Lloyd Dean 784-9145 before November 24.

Llovd Dean, Chairman
Sesa.Committee
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(:f6esquicenfennia!

The Rowan County Sesquicentennial Celebration Committee
will hold its auarterly meetinq

Julv 13th at 2 P.M. at the

Chamber of Commerce in the old Deoot.
The three main tooics to be discussed is the ooenina
of the

100 year Time Caosule which was buried

in 1956 at

the University. the buryinq of time caosules by businesses.
j

churches. schools and orqanizations this fall. and the 150th
vear Sesquicentennial Parade which will be held in Morehead
this fall.
I

All oraanizations are asked to send a representative
to the meetinq.
The oroqrams and celebrations are exoected ·to qo throuqh
December 31. 2006 to round out Rowan Countys 150 vears.
I

For mor~ information. call or write LloYd Dean. 6770
I

!

U.S.60 East ~ Morehead.Kentucky 40351 or 784-9145

Ky

I

seeds of conflict for many years. One battle was fought in Rowan County
near Bluestone. But Morehead was held hostage on two different
occasions, and the Courthouse was burned in 1863.
1869 (8)

Morehead was officially incorporated as a city with a mayor and council
form of government.

1871 (10)

Although a bond issue of25,000 dollars to help in construction of a
railroad through Rowan County had been rejected by Rowan voters, a
railroad did open up through Rowan County. The ElizabethtownLexington Railroad connected with the Eastern Kentucky and big Sandy
Railroad opening up Rowan to the east and west. It made Morehead one of
the early railroad towns in Kentucky.

1884 (10)

Beginning of the Rowan County War (Tolliver-Martin Feud). That Feud
ran rampant through the region for three years. Morehead was considered a
lawless town without courts, schools, judges and churches. The town was
held hostage for a time by one faction of the feud and many citizens moved
away to escape the violence. During that period there were 22 killed and
many wounded. A plea was issued for missionaries.

1887 (10)

The feud ended and Morehead Normal School opened under the
sponsorship of the Disciples of Christ Missionary Society. Frank Button
and his mother became the first principal and teacher. One pupil showed
up the first day but the school grew rapidly and soon acquired 50 acres for
new building expansion.

1898 (8)

A beautiful Courthouse opened which heralded a new era for Rowan
County government. It is being restored to its original
the Rowan County Arts Center.

2 ·
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1900 (10)

'

A company was formed in Clearfield, Pennsylvania, and stock issued in
New Jersey. A.W. Lee and John W. Wrigley were the principle owners.
Out of that company came the Morehead North Fork Railroad, Clearfield
Lumber Company, Lee Coal Company, Lee Clay Products Company, a

-as

town, and a post office known ,y Clearfield, Kentucky.
1906 (10)

Articles of Incorporation were issued for a corporation called the Kentucky
Fire Brick Company, located in Rowan County, Kentucky. Principle stock
holders were Lunciford Pitt Haldeman, Grace Haldeman and J.B.
Hammond. Out of that company came a firebrick factory, a town, and a
post office known as Haldeman, Kentucky.

1911 (7)

Cora Wilson Stewart, Rowan County Superintendent of Schools, opened
the county rural schools at night with volunteer teachers. The program was
called "Moonlight Schools" and was an attempt to educate illiterate adults.
The first night they expected an enrollment of 150 and over 1,200 showed
up. The Moonlight School program became synonymous with adult
education and spread rapidly through the nation and world.

1913 (5)

A "Chautauqua" was established that became the Rowan County
educational and agricultural fair which continued for almost half a century.

1917(4)

WWI took many Rowan County men from their home to fight a war on
foreign soil. Fifteen did not return. Cora Wilson Stewart wrote several
manuals for the military designed to teach illiterate soldiers to function in
the military.

1920 (5)

Prohibition in this nation brought increased illicit production of an
alcoholic beverage known as "moonshine whiskey" or "white lightening."
For over a decade it was the main source of income for many mountain
families.
3

1922 (7)

'

Morehead High School established as the first public high school in Rowan
County. Sports team first called "Black Cats" -~ ~owan County High
School's sports teams are "Vikings."

1923 (10)

Morehead Christian Normal School became a new state supported college.
The committee appointed by the Governor to select a site for a new state
college in Eastern Kentucky finally broke a deadlock between Morehead
and Paintsville. Morehead won the coveted prize.

1925 (10)

Midland Trail, US 60, opened up through Rowan County. That brought a
connection to the outside world that the county had not had before.
Tourists came along with automobile and truck traffic. A new era opened
up.

1929 (7)

Collapse of the Stock Market and the beginning of the era called the "great
depression." The Morehead State Bank failed and the Citizens Bank came
out of that failure bank. But the Peoples Bank survived the crash. Many
new deal government programs were established to aid the hungry.

1931 (7)

New Breckinridge High School building opened on the Morehead College
Campus. Sports team called the "Eaglets." (Closed 1982).

1933 (8)

Rowan County Civilian Conservation Camp (CCC) Camp F-4 Company
578 established in Clearfield, Kentucky. They built ;:,,'Yoads, bridges and
buildings.

1939 (8)

Flash flood struck Morehead. July 4, a tragic devastating flash flood struck
Morehead and Rowan County. Property damage was established at
between $2,000,000 - 5,000,000 but the human tragedy could not be
calculated because 25 people drowned that night. They ranged in age from
7 months to 77 years.
4

1941 (10)

Pearl.Harbor attacked by the Japanese launching this nation into WW II
which lasted almost four years. All those alive at that time would forever
remember where they were when they heard the news. Morehead, Rowan
County as was the nation forever changed. Over fifteen hundred men (and
women) from Rowan entered some branch of the military service. Those
who returned were forever changed and sixty would never return.

1946 (4)

Morehead State College dropped from the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools accreditation list. That was the worst penalty that
could be assessed a college.

1956(4)

Rowan County Centennial Celebration. For the first time Rowan
Countians remembered their heritage.

1956 (7)

First Rowan County Public Library Board appointed. That group led the
fight for a library tax and eventually a new public library.

1960 (10)

A newly formed organization called the Northeast Kentucky Hospital
foundation was formed. This committee of fourteen citizens spearheaded
the drive to build a hospital in Morehead.

1963 (10)

the new St. Claire 41-bed hospital opened, later called St. Claire Regional
Medical Center, opened its doors to a whole new era of medicine in
Morehead.

1965 (8)

Decision by the Morehead City Council to build and operate their own
water system and go to Licking River for their water.

1966 (8)

Morehead State College became Morehead State University, opening a
whole new era of education in Kentucky.

5

1972 (8)

I-64 opened through Rowan County.

1974 (10)

Cave Run Dam completed and operational. This flood control project and
recreation area on the Licking River near Farmers, Kentucky, was first
authorized in 1936 and created a lake of over 7,300 acres.

1980 (10)

Opening of the new and expanded St. Claire Hospital facilities forming the
bases for becoming St. Claire Regional Medial Center.

1997 (5)

Dedication of the Kentucky Folk Art Center.

2002 (5)

Construction of Rowan County's Clyde F. Thomas Regional Airport.

2006 (4)

Renovation of the Old Courthouse into an Arts Center.

2006 (7)

Morehead Conference Center opened.

2006 (8)

Rowan Sesquicentennial Celebration.
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THE SESQUICENTENNIAL QUARTE RLY
WHERE :

CHA MBER

WHEN:

l J _ l\ pr i l

ST U££T
COMMERCE , FIRST
~

OF

2006

T IM E :
SPE!:<-KERS IN VITcD FO R UPD ATE: HARVf:Y PE NNINGTON, HELE l~ SUk MONT,
T LM GILLI AM, J .D . RE~DER ,
JACK ELLIS , HOB SLOAN

-GARY LEWIS, JEAN CLINE, DETTY SHAH P ,
Horne Demonstr ation Agent, 4 - H,

(iALK ABOUT PARADE DATE
MONTH AND
AI'JD
WEEK MOST ACTIVITIES
\HLL TAKE PLAC:E . )

COUNTY

AGENT,

and

PLUS PA RADE UPDATE:

CHRISTINE BARK ER

MS U REPRE SENTAT iVE
/IIIIIII/III/IIIIII//II//IIII/IIII/I/II/I/II/I/IIIII//II/I/I/I/

ROWAN COUNTY SESQUICENTENNIAL BOARD MEMBERS:
Lloyd Dean, Chairman
Teri Cline , Treasurer
Sherry Green, Secreta ry
Clyde Thomas, County Representative
Brad Collins , City Representative
Ma tt Collinsworth , M.S.U. Represent a tive
Ga ry Lewis Historical Advisor
~llie R~be rts, Attorney
/(oh rvv:{;; /t_ovt hr Press
Philip Lewi s , Business Community
Fred Brown ,Jr. Business Community
Rodney Hitch, Morehead ,Rowan County Chamber
/III///I//I/I/I////II///II//////I/////II///IIIIII///I////II/I/I/

Jonathan S tiles, loc a l CPA is to be thanke d for h is help,also
in he l ping to build the frqmework for the organi z a tion to help
c e lebrate Rowan Countys past of ....1856 to 200 6 .
/ / II/I////I/////II/////I///III/////I/////I/I///I/IIII/II/II//I

ITEMS OF I MPORT AN CE TO US ACCORDING TO JONOTHAN STILES
l. Neecl Mission statement 2. Three years of budgets , 3 . Tentative
sched ule of activities and brief descripti on of activity,4.
By--La ws , 5 . Copies of fund raising 1 et t er s or samples , etc . , to
to be used . ~- Fundraising activ ities, 7. Copy of filed
art icl es -with Sec retary of S tate.
/ /I////I I / I I / / / / / / I I / / / / / / / / I / / / / I / I / I / / / I ///I III / I / / / I / / / / / / /

A S PECIAL THANKS TO WILLIE ROBERTS FOR HIS HELP AND INPUT IN TO
OUP LEG AL RESPONSIBILIT IE S .
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I 6),;6-- 2 006-SE SQUICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION MEETI NG SET
The Rowa n county Sesquicentennial Board will conduct
its quarterly meeting April 13th at 2 P.M. at the Chamber
of Commerce Building.
The main topics to be discussed will be the May 1st
celebration involving all of Morehead and Rowan County,
and the May 13th program at the new Convention Center,
starting at 2 P.M. with Jim Gifford as speaker. Jim Gifford
is Director of the Jessee Staurt Foundation in Ashland.
An update will be given on putting into action other
events for 2006.
All organizations int he County are asked to send a
representative to the meeting.
This is expected to be the largest celebration in
Rowan Countys history throughout the year of 2006.
The Rowan County Sesquicentennial Celebration

of

1 85 6-2006 originated with the Rowan County Historical
Society several years ago.
For more information call or write Ll o yd Dean, 6770
U. S . 60 East,MOrehead,Kentucky 40A51 or ( 6 06) 7 8 4-9145

(fo~ fht~~t:;man .
Rowan County Sesq. Comm.
1856-2006
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C!l<owc1n Vountp
(~e:.squicenfennial 6)ek:bru!fon

I SSC -2006.Restaurants
Morehead,Ky 40351
Dear Manager;
As you probably already know, Rowan County and Morehead
will be celebrating its 150th birthday May 1st. The Kentucky
Legislature established Rowan county as a county 1 May 1856,
from Morgan and Fleming County.
Several p;ojects have already been completed or in the
process of being formed.
The Sesquicentennial Celebration Program will be held
May 13th at 2 P.M. in the new Convention Center.The public
is invited to attend this once in a life time event.
We would like to invite all eating establishments in
the town and county to serve a small piece of Birthday
cake on May 1st to everyone who might be eating in their
establishment at twelve e clock in celebration of our once
in a life time celebration.
Rowan County students have been asked to design and
prepare Birthday cards for the celebration on May 1st.
We have also asked all Fire Departments,P 0 Lice, and
the town siren to sound off at 12 0 Clock for this event.
This sound off will include cars, trucks, dinner bells and
etc.
Jim Gifford, manager of the Jessee S taurt Foundation
will be guest speaker at the May 13th program in the new
Convention center starting at 2 P.M.
Thank you very much for helping to make this a once
in a life time for Morehead and Rowan County.

/~Ir•,

-_J ? )J.c,- .a----.._____
IJUL··~ - v ~
Lloyd pean,Chairman
Sesquicentennial
Celebration Committee
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KENTUCKY ALMANAC 2005
ROWAN COUNTY
BY
JACK D. ELLIS

ca

Since Rowan was carved out of an isolated, violent, feud filled region of
Kentucky 150 years ago, it has grown into an important cultural, educational, medical
and recreational center in Eastern Kentucky. But that growth has not been without
several struggles.
Historical Rowan County is nestled amid the foothills of the Appalachian
Mountains on the edge of the Daniel Boone National Forest. It is believed the first
Europeans entered this section of Kentucky in 1772 and later settled in the Licking River
Valley. They soon started a town called Crossroads (later named Farmers.)
. Rowan was established as the 104 th county on May 1, 1856. It was formed out of
portions of Morgan and Fleming Counties, and named for distinguished jurist-attorney
John Rowan the owner of Federal Hill in Bardstwon where his nephew Stephen Foster
wrote "My Old Kentucky Home." At its formation Rowan was the 77 th in size with a
population of about 2000. The economy was based upon timber and agriculture.
Triplett, a tiny community near the geographical center of the county was selected
as the site of the county set and the name was changed to Morehead in honor of
Kentucky Governor Charles Morehead (1855-1859). Although Morehead was selected
as the county seat it was not incorporated until 1869.

1

I

During the Civil War (1865-1869) some of the county's citizens fought on both
sides. It was brother against brother, neighbor against neighbor and Morehead's
Courthouse was burned March 21, 1864. That bitter battle helped sew the seeds of
another conflict which began Election Day, 1884, called the Tolliver-Martin Feud or
').. "J.-

Rowan County War (1884-1887). Rowan became a lawless community and

y people

were killed over a three year period. At one time the Kentucky Legislature
unsuccessfully tried to pass a bill to abolish Rowan County.
Rowan County attracted international attention because of the violence. In April,
1887, a Louisville Courier Journal headline read: "Rowan, a county without schools,
I/
without churches, without judges: missionaries urgently needed. As a result of that

headline, Frank Button and his mother Phoebe were sent to Morehead by the Kentucky
Christian Church Board to establish a church and a school. They opened the Morehead
Normal School on October 3, 1887, with one student. Out of that humble beginning

~

,e,~,~

came Morehead State Normal School 1922, Morehead State College,

~"!~,

in 1966,
'

H .. ,AlAL-V

·

I

people.
A movement to help overcome illiteracy in the region began September 5, 1911 at
7:00 p.m. when School Superintendent Cora Wilson Stewart with volunteer rural

f
teachers opened what was called "Moonlight School_s! through the county. They were
~I
opened on moonlight nights so people could better see how to get through the darkened

2

hills and hollows. They expected 150 to enroll but 1200 came the first night. This
movement grew nationally and internationally as a model for adult education.
In 1881 the railroad came through Rowan County opening up the market for the
region's vast virgin timber, stone and clay deposits. Immediately small communities
open up along the railroad as shipping points for those products. Those communities
included Farmers, Rockville, Bluestone, Egypt, Bronson, Brady, Eadston and Haldeman.
At one time the Kentucky Fire Brick Company at Haldeman employed 400 men. It was a
busy factory town with schools, churches, businesses, post office, parks, sports teams and
a recreational area. Sadly in 2005 the community has all but disappeared.
In 1906 a railroad was built from Clearfield, Kentucky, to Morgan County to
reach the vast timber and clay deposits in the region. At one time the Lee Clay Products
company employed 300. In 1973, Clester "Booge" Armstrong purchased the Lee Clay
heldings and his son now runs a lumber mill on the site.
On July 4, 1939, Morehead and Rowan County suffered its greatest disaster.
Shortly after midnight a flash flood roared through the town, washing away houses and
drowning 25 people. It also caused 5 million in property damage. As a result of the
devastation a flood wall was built to prevent a repeat of such a tragedy.
On July 1, 1963, St. Claire Hospital opened its doors as a 41 bed general acute
care hospital under the administration of the Sisters of Notre Dame. In 2005, it is a
modern 159 bed Regional Hospital providing the latest in health care to the people of

3

Eastern Kentucky. This health care facility employs over 1,000 people.
In December 1973, the U.S. Corps of Engineers completed the Cave Run Dam
across the Licking River between Rowan and Bath Counties. The dam created a
beautiful 8270 acre lake that provides flood control, water supply to the region, and a
recreational area that attracts thousands every year.
On July 4, 2002, Freedom Park was dedicated on the grounds of the old
courthouse in downtown Morehead near the old Doughboy Statue. It is a living
monument to honor all Rowan Countians who have served in the military in war and
peace. In 2005, there are almost 3,000 names on the wall including over 1,500 who
served in WW II. Names are added as men and women are discharged from the military.

1·
I

In 2005 the future looks bright in Morehead, Rowan County. They recently

Rowan, Bath, Morgan and Menifee Counties are cooperating in building a regional
development center that will benefit the whole region .

4

Groups planning
Rowan's 150th ·. ·
birthday in 2006 ,
!:

...

BJ AWN BlAIR
The Independent

MOREHEAD It will be a banner year, well, really a sesquicentennial year, in Rowan
County when the ball drops ·
on Jan. 1, 2006.
,·
· And, to celebrate, the
Rowan County Historical Society, officials, local historians
and others are already planning the 150th birthday party.
"We hope to have something every month of that
year,'' said Lloyd Dean, former
society president and chairman of the celebration committee.
"It's going be a tremendous
. tlting."

Rowan County's official history began in 1856.
That's when the Kentucky
legislature created it from
parts of Fleming and Morgan
counties, making it the commonwealth's 1~4th county,
·- --

-

-

.

Dean said.
The important occasion
prompted an ·o rganizational
meeting with ·the historical
society and countywide organizations last month, he said.
Thursday, the groups will
meet again - at 7 p.m. at the
Rowan County Public Library
to plan this year's work.
A corp<>ration, the Rowari
County
Sesquicentennial
Foundation Inc., also is being
formed to coordinate the 2006
activities.
·
A ·board of 12 local people;
including representatives of
tourism agencies, city and
county government, businesses and the historical society,
has been named.
"We hope to involve every
organization (with the sesqui;
centennial),'' Dean said, list~
ing schools, the university, ·
even family re\lillons. ., ·
·
See BIRIHDAY / Page C2.
r-

-

-- , -, -

-

.

--

·- - -

'Birthday: :Groups.s_
e~kin,g :_/·
f a,milY: histories/or book
... ~
.. . .. . .

. . oldest people, he said.
BLAIR. can bereache4
. "Of course' there will be a pa- ALLEN
at
·.
'
. '
'· For example, Dean coordi- rade,'' Dean said, .adding ·he ablair@dallyindependent.com
:_ nates his family's Dean and hopes to see a Rowan County or (606) 326-2657.
· .,'._ ·
.
Creech reunion, and "we may · ·king and queen,· as well as a
·. have them at that particular time horse and.buggy in the para~e. ..
'·come in pioneer dress,'' he said.
For the parade, it also would ·
The groups are currently in be interesting to find a 1956 authe process of asking residents tomobile, representing the coun- .
to write family histories for a ty's centennial, and a 2006 one ·
Rowan County history book.
for the sesquicentennial, he said.
They hope to be deeply in- · "It is hoped that this will be
volveclwith the project by end of one of the greatest and ~ongest
this year, and print the book · celebrations Rowan County has
.sometime next year so it's ready ever seen."
.
for sale.by January 2006, Dean · For more information, write
said.
the Rowan County Historical So.· There are also plans .to record fiety, P.O. Box 60, Morehead,~ ·
_ oral histories from the county's 40351. , .
·
FnmPqlCI

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
OF
ROWAN COUNTY SESQUICENTENNIAL FOUNDATION, INC.

The undersigned incorporator executes these articles of
incorporation for the purpose of forming and does hereby
form ·a nonprofit corporation under the laws of the
Commo·n wealth of Kentucky, KRS 273 .161 et seq., in accordance
with the following ·provisions.
ARTICLE I
The
name
of
the
corporation
SESQUICENTENNIAL FOUNDATION, INC.
'

is

ROWAN

COUNTY

ARTICLE XI
(A) Said corporation is organized exclusively for
charitable, educational, religious or scientific purposes
within the meaning of Section 501 ( c) ( 3) of the Internal
Revenue Code(or corresponding section of any future Federal
Tax Code) .
The corporation shall have all the powers
allowed corporations by Chapter 273 of the Kentucky Revised
Statutes.

(B)
In furtherance of the general purpose in Paragraph
(A), the particular purposes of the corporation are to
promote the · celebration of the hi~tory of Rowan County,
Kentucky,
community pride,
and -to honor founders and ~, ·
forefathers of Rowan County, Kentucky.
ARTICLE I I I The business c:1nd affairs of the corporation shall be ·
governed by a board of directors. · The twelve ( 12) members
of the initial board of directors shall ' serve until the
· first
annual
election
of
directors / and
until
their
successors are elected anq qualify.
The names and mailing
addresses of the initial directors are as follows:

Lloyd Qean
6770 u;s. 60 East
Moreheid, Kentucky 40351

.Teri Cline
150 Easi First Street
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Sheree Greer
150 East First Street
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Clyde Thomas
627 Ea$t Main Street
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Brad Collins ·
105 East Main Street
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Fred . Brown
210 Morehead Plaza
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Gary Lewis
302 East 2nd Street
Morehe~d, Kentucky 40351

722 West 1st Street
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Matt Collinsworth
102 West First Street
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Willie Roberts
627 East Main Street
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Phillip Lewis
1470 Flemingsburg Road
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Rodney Hitch
150 East First
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

e::M
~~~

..

.

ARTICLE IV
The street address of the initial registered office of
the corporation is 6770 U.S. 60 East, Morehead, Kentucky
40351

The · name of the
address '. is Lloyd Dean.

initial

registered

agent

at

that

ARTICLE V
The mailing address of the prin-ciple off ice of the
corporation is 6770 U.S. · 60 East, More~e-ad, Kentucky 40351.
ARTICLE vr
No part of the net earning of the incorporation shall
inure to .the benefit of, or be distributable to its members,
trustees, directors, officers, or other private persons,
except that
the corporation shall be authorized and
empowered to pay reasonable compensat~on for : services
rendered and
to make
payments
and / distributions
in
furtherance of 501(c) (3) purposes.
No substantial part of
the activities of the corporation shall be the carrying on
of
propaganda,
or
otherwise
attempting · to
influence
legislation and the corporation shall not participate in,.or
intervene in (including the publishing or distribution of
statements) any political campaign on behalf of or in
opposition to any candidate for public office.

Not
Articles,

ARTICLE VII
withstanding
any
other
provisions
the corporation shall not carry on

of
any

these
other

r

activities not permitted to be carried on
(a) by a
corporation exempt from Federal Income Tax under Section
501 ( c) ( 3) of the Internal Revenue Code ( or corresponding
section of any future Federal Tax Code) or (b) by a
corporation, contribution to which are deductible under
Section
170 ( c) ( 2)
of
the
Internal
Revenue
Code
( or
correspoAding section of any future Federal Tax Code).
ARTICLE IIX
. Upon dissolution of the Corporation, assets shall be
distributed for one or more exempt purposes within the
meaning of Section S0l(c) (3) of the In~ernal Revenue Code,
i.e., charitable, educational, religious or scientific, or
corresponding · section of any future Federal Tax Code, or
shall be distributed to the Federal government, or to a
state or local government for a public purpose.
ARTICLE IX
INCORPORATOR
The name and address of the incorporator is Lloyd Dean,
6770 U.S. 60 East, Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Executed and acknowledged by the undersigned on this
of September, 2003.

~91-'\ day

CO~SENT OF INITIAL REGISTERED AGENT
Pursuant to the provisions of KRS ·C hapter 27 3, the
undersigned, as the initial registered agent identified in
Article IY of the Articles of Incorporation of ROWAN COUNTY
SESQUICENTENNIAL FOUNDATION, INC. hereby consents to serve
ROWAN COUNTY SESQUICENTENNIAL FOUNDATION,
INC. in that
capacity until such time as such appointment is terminated
or until the undersigned resigns in accordance with the
Kentucky Nonprofit Corporation Act.

THIS INSTRUMENT PREPARED
BY WILLIAM W. ROBERTS
627 East Main Street
Morehead,KY 40351

::~ne:

(6;;zfl

WILLIAM W. ROBERTS

THE SESQUICENTENNIAL QUARTERLY
WHERE:

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, F[RST STREET

WHEN:

23 SEPTEMBER 2004

TIME:

2 P.M.--3 P.M.

MEETING

SPEAKERS INVITED FOR UPDATE: HARVEY PENNINGTON, HELEN SURMONT,
JACK ELLIS,

GARY LEWIS,JEAN CLINE,BETTY SHARP,

(TALK ABOUT PARADE DATE
AND POSSIBEL MONTH AND
WEEK MOST ACTIVITIES
WILL TAKE PLACE.)

Home Demonstration Agent, 4-H, and
COUNTY AGENT, PLUS PARADE UPDATE:

///////l///////l///////////l//// /, ///////////I/II///////////////

ROWAN .COUNTY SESQUICENTENNIAL BOARD MEMBERS:
Lloyd Dean, Chairman
Teri Cline, Treasurer
Sherry Gr~en, Secretary
Clyde Thomas, County Representative
Brad Collins, City Representative
Matt Collinsworth, M.S.U. Representative
Gary Lew1.:s
1.stor1.cal A visor
Willie Roberts, Attorney
knn Laurence, Press
Philip Lewis, Business Community
Fred Brown,Jr. Business Community
v Rodney Hitch, Morehead,Rowan County Chamber
/II/////II/I////////I///////////I///////////I//I/////I/I/II/////

Jonathan Stiles, local CPA is to be thanked for his help,also
in helping to build the frqmework for the organization to help
celebrate Rowan Countys past of~856 to 2006.
//I///////I//////////II////////I///I//I////I//I///////I///I///

ITEMS OF IMPORTANCE TO US ACCORDING TO JONOTHAN STILES
1. Neea Mission statement 2. Three years of budgets, 3.Tentative
schedule of activities and brief description of activity,4.
By-Laws, 5. Copies of fundraising letters or samples,etc.,to
to be used. ~- Fundraising activities, 7. Copy of filed
articles with - Secretary of State.
///////////II/II////II/////II/I////////////////II/I///////II//

A SPECIAL THANKS TO WILLIE ROBERTS FOR HIS HELP AND INPUT INTO
OUR LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES.
{tt/ll//l/llllll//llllll///l//////////////lllll///ll///l//////

THE S~SQUICENTENNIAL QUARTERLY
WHERE:
WHEN:
TIME:

MEETING

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, FIRST STREET
10 March 05,

2 P.M.

2 P.M.--3 P.M.

SPEAKERS INVITED FOR UPDATE: HARVEY PENNINGTON, HELEN SURMONT,
J.D. Reeder,

,GARY LEWIS,JEAN CLINE,BETTY SHARP,

Bob Sloan, Missy Jent,Home Demonstration Agent, 4-H, and
Christine Barker,

COUNTY AGENT, PLUS PARADE UPDATE:

////l//lll//////////l///////l////////////1//////I//II/II////I//
ROWAN COUNTY SESQUICENTENNIAL BOARD MEMBERS:
Lloyd Dean, Chairman
Teri Cline, Treasurer
Sherry Green, Secretary
Clyde Thomas, County Representative
Brad Collins, City Representative
Matt Collinsworth, M.S.U. Representative
Gary Lewis Historical Advisor
Willie Roberts, Attorney
Ann Laurence, Press
Philip Lewis, Business Community
Fred Brown,Jr. Business Community
Rodney Hitch, Morehead,Rowan County Chamber

//////////I//////I//I///IIII/I///I//////I////III///////I//I/////
Jonathan Stiles, local CPA is to be thanked for his help,also
in helping to build the fr 9 mework for the organization to help
celebrate Rowan Countys past of -1.856 to 2006.

//I////////II/I/IIIII/II////////I//I////I//IIIIIII///II///II//
ITEMS OF IMPORTANCE TO US ACCORDING TO JONOTHAN STILES
1. Neea Mission statement 2. Three years of budgets, 3.Tentative
schedule of activities and brief description of activity,4.
By-Laws, 5. Copies of fundraising letters or samples,etc.,to
to be used. P.· Fundraising activities, 7. Copy of filed
articles with ~secretary of State.

III////I///I////IIII/II//II/II////I//IIIII//I/III//I//IIII//I/
A SPECIAL THANKS TO WILLIE ROBERTS FOR HIS HELP AND INPUT INTO
OUR LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES.

I/I///I///III/III/III/I////I/IIIII/I////I///III/////I//III/I//
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SESQUICEN1ENNIAL CELEBRATION MEETING PLANNED OCT.13th

On Thursday October 13 at 2 P.M. the Sesquicentennial
Board

wilY meet in the Chamber of Commerce Building on

First Street. The Chamber office is located in the old
C

&

O Depot.

An update will be given on planning for the celebrations
of Morehead and Rowan COuntys 150th year which will take
part all through 2006.
All organizations are .invited to participate in the year
long events and are invited to send a representative to the
meetings.
The Rowan County Historical Society will serve as a clearing
house for all activities.
For more information ~all Lloyd Dean 784-9145 or write
6770 U.S.60 East,MOrehead,Ky.40351.
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Sesquicentennial Board
1856-2006
784-9145
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J8S6-2006
THE SESQUICENTENNIAL QUARTERLY
WHERE:

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, FIRST STREET

WHEN:

OCTOBER 13th

TIME:

2 P.M.--3 P.M.

MEETING

SPEAKERS INVITED FOR UPDATE: HARVEY PENNINGTON, HELEN SURMONT,
JACK ELLIS,
ROBERT SLOAN
(TALK ABOUT PARADE DATE
AND POSSIBEL MONTH AND
WEEK MOST ACTIVITIES
WILL TAKE PLACE.)

GARY LEWIS,JEAN CLINE,BETTY SHARP,
Home Dernons~ration Agent, 4-H, an~
COUNTY AGENT, PLUS PARADE UPDATE:
Jaycee Representatives

////////////I///////I//////////I/////////////I//I//I/////////I/
ROWAN COUNTY SESQUICENTENNIAL BOARD MEMBERS:
Lloyd Dean, Chairman
Teri Cline, Treasurer
Sherry Green, Secretary
Clyde Thomas, County Representative
Brad Collins, City Representative
Matt Collinsworth, M.S.U. Representative
Gary Lewis Historical Advisor
Willie Roberts, Attorney
Ann Laurence, Press
Philip Lewis, Business Community
Fred Brown,Jr. Business Community
Rodney Hitch, Morehead,Rowan County Chamber

/II///////I//////II///////////I///////////////////I//I//////////
SOME PROJECTS COMPLETED OR IN THE PROCESS OF COMPLETION
1. Rowan County History 1856-2006---Jack Ellis
2. Painting of Old Courthouse-------Christine Barkeflr
3. Rowan County History 1856-2006 Rowan County Historical Soc.
4. CDs-----------Harvey Pennington and Committee
5. Martin--Tolliver war-------Robert Sloan
6. Rowan Agricultural Projects----Torn Stevens,Jr.
7. Pioneer Sunday for churches in County--Dr.Michael Anderson
8. Horne Makers Cookbook----Extension Office and others
9. Pargde, time, makeup of parade for Morehead & Rowan County
10. Main Kickoff for celebrations, date, location,program

r
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
OF
ROWAN COUNTY SESQUICENTENNIAL FOUNDATION, INC.

The undersigned incorporator executes these articles of
incorporation for the purpose of forming and does hereby
form a
nonprofit
corporation under the
laws
of
the
Commonwealth of Kentucky, KRS 273.161 et seq., in accordance
with the following provisions.
ARTICLE I
The
name
of
the
corporation
SESQUICENTENNIAL FOUNDATION, INC.

is

ROWAN

COUNTY

ARTICLE II
(A)
Said corporation is organized exclusively for
charitable, educational, religious or scientific purposes
within the meaning of Section 501 ( c) ( 3) of the Internal
Revenue Code(or corresponding section of any future Federal
Tax Code).
The corporation shall have all the powers
allowed corporations by Chapter 273 of the Kentucky Revised
Statutes.

(B)
In furtherance of the general purpose in Paragraph
(A), the particular purposes of the corporation are to
promote the · celebration of the history of Rowan County,
Kentucky,
community pride,
and to honor · founders
and
forefathers of Rowan County, Kentucky.
ARTICLE I I I
The business and affairs of the corporation shall be
governed by a board of directors.
The twelve (12) members
of the initial board of directors shall serve until the
first
annual
election
of
directors
and
until
their
successors are elected anq qualify.
The names and mailing
addresses of the initial directors are as follows:

Lloyd Dean
6770 U.S. 60 East
Moreheid, Kentucky 40351

Teri Cline
150 East First Street
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Sheree Greer
150 East First Street
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Clyde Thomas
627 East Main Street
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Brad Collins
105 East Main Street
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Fred Brown
210 Morehead Plaza
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Gary Lewis
302 East 2nd Street
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Jack McNeely
722 West 1st Street
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Matt Collinsworth
102 West First Street
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Willie Roberts
627 East Main Street
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Phillip Lewis
1470 Flemingsburg Road
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

Rodney Hitch
150 East First
Morehead, Kentucky 40351

ARTICLE IV
The street address of the initial registered office of
the corporation is 6770 U.S. 60 · East ·, Morehead, Kentucky
40351

The name of the
address ·1s Lloyd Dean.

initial

registered

agent

at

that

ARTICLE V
The mailing address of the principle off ice of the
corporation is 6770 U.S. 60 East, Morehead, Kentucky 40351.
ARTICLE VI
No part of the net earning of the incorporation shall
inure to the benefit of, or be distributable to its members,
trustees, directors, off ice rs, or other private persons,
except
that
the
corporation
shall be authorized
and
empowered to pay reasonable compensation for
services
rendered
and
to
make
payments
and
distributions
in
furtherance of 501 ( c) ( 3) purposes.
No substantial part of
the activities of the corporation shall be the carrying on
of
propaganda,
or
otherwise
at tempting
to
influence
legislation and the corporation shall not participate in,.or
intervene in ( including the publishing or distribution of
statements) any political campaign on behalf of or in
opposition to any candidate for public office.

Not
Articles,

ARTICLE VII
withstanding
any
other
provisions
the corporation shall not carry on

of
any

these
other

activities not permitted to be carried on
(a)
by a
corporation exempt from Federal Income Tax under Section
501 ( c) ( 3) of the Internal Revenue Code ( or corresponding
section of any future Federal Tax Code) or (b) by a
corporation, contribution to which are deductible under
Section
170(c) (2)
of
the
Internal
Revenue
Code
(or
corresponding section of any future Federal Tax Code).
ARTICLE IIX
Upon dissolution of the Corporation, assets shall be
distributed for one or more exempt purposes within the
meaning of Section · 501 ( c) ( 3) of the Internal Revenue Code,
i.e., charitable, educational, religious or scientific, or
corresponding · section of any future Federal Tax Code, or
shall be distributed to the Federal government, or to a
state or local government for a public purpose.
ARTICLE IX
INCORPORATOR

The name and address of the incorporator is Lloyd Dean,
6770 U.S. 60 East, Morehead, Kentucky 40351
Executed and acknowledged by the undersigned on this
day of September, 2003.

;).. 9K.

CONSENT OF INITIAL REGISTERED AGENT

Pursuant to the provisions of KRS Chapter 273, the
undersigned, as the initial registered agent identified in
Article IY of the Articles of Incorporation of ROWAN COUNTY
SESQUICENTENNIAL FOUNDATION, INC. hereby consents to serve
ROWAN COUNTY SESQUICENTENNIAL FOUNDATION,
INC. in that
capacity until such time as such appointment is terminated
or until the undersigned resigns in accordance with the
Kentucky Nonprofit Corporation Act.

THIS INSTRUMENT PREPARED
BY WILLIAM W. ROBERTS
627 East Main Street
Morehead,KY 40351

::~ne: (67:;JiII

WILLIAM W. ROBERTS

THE S ~SQUICENTENNIAL QUARTERLY
WHERE:
WHEN:
TIME:

MEETING

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, FIRST STREET
10 March 05,

2 P.M.

2 P.M.--3 P.M.

SPEAKERS INVITED FOR UPDATE: HARVEY PENNINGTON, HELEN SURMONT,
J.D. Reeder,

,GARY LEWIS,JEAN CLINE,BETTY SHARP,

Bob Sloan, Missy Jent,Home Demonstration Agent, 4-H, and
Christine Barker,

COUNTY AGENT, PLUS PARADE UPDATE:

////l//ll//l///l/////l///l////////ll/////1////II///II/II/////I/

ROWAN COUNTY SESQUICENTENNIAL BOARD MEMBERS:
Lloyd Dean, Chairman
Teri Cline, Treasurer
Sherry Green, Secretary
Clyde Thomas, County Representative
Brad Collins, City Representative
Matt Collinsworth, M.S.U. Representative
Gary Lewis Historical Advisor
Willie Roberts, Attorney
Ann Laurence, Press
Philip Lewis, Business Community
Fred Brown,Jr. Business Community
Rodney Hitch, Morehead,Rowan County Chamber
//////////////I/////III////I/////////////////II//II///////I//I//

Jonathan Stiles, local CPA is to be thanked for his help,also
in helping to build the fr 9 mework for the organization to help
celebrate Rowan Countys past of ..J.856 to 2006.
//I/////////I////////////I//I/IIIII///////II/////I//I/III/I///

ITEMS OF IMPORTANCE TO US ACCORDING TO JONOTHAN STILES
1. Need Mission statement 2. Three years of budgets, 3.Tentative
schedule of activities and brief description of activity,4.
By-Laws, 5. Copies of fundraising letters or samples,etc.,to
to be used. R· Fundraising activities, 7. Copy of filed
articles with ··secretary of State.
I///II//I/////I///I////I/I//I/////I//////I/////II/////I//I///I

A SPECIAL THANKS TO WILLIE ROBERTS FOR HIS HELP AND INPUT INTO
OUR LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES.
II///////I//II/////I///I///////III/III///////I///I////I////I//

TH E S ESQU ICENTE NNIAL QUA RT ERL Y

WHER E:

CHA MHER OF COMM ERCE ,

WHEN :

l 3.

T IM E :

2 - -3 P .M .

SP EAKE RS

l; pr i

l

_R
F T
- ST .s Tu
n EE T

2006

INV I TED FOR UP DATE:

T [ M GIL LI AM , J . D . RE~D ER ,
jACK

1· NG
ME ~·T·
~

EL LI S , B OB S LOAN

( TALK ABOUT PAR ADE DAT E
AND
MON TH AND
WEEK MO S T AC T IVI TIES
WILL 1'AKE PLACE . )

HARV~ Y PEN NINGTO N , HEL EU SU I:(MONT ,

-GAR1' LEWIS,J EAN CLIN E, DETTY SHAH P ,
Home Demonstr ation Agent , 4-H ,
COUNTY AGENT,

and

PLUS PARA DE UPDATE :

CHRISTINE BAR KER

MSU REPR ESE NTATIVE
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I /II/II/IIII//I/I/IIII/II/I/III/I///III/II/II/
ROWAN COUNT Y SES QUI CENTENN I AL BOARD MEMBER S:
L l oyd De an , Cha i rman
Ter i Cl in e , Tr eas urer
Sher r y Gr ee n, Se cretary
Cl y de Thom as , County Representative
Brad Col l ins, C i ty Representative
Matt Col li n s wo rth, M.S.U. Represent a tive
Ga r y Le wis His tor i c a l Advisor
Wi l lie Robe r ts , Attorney
Af~~r.l, , P r ess
Phi l ip L e wn , Bus in es s Commun i ty
Fred Bro wn,Jr. Bus iness Community
Rodn e y Hitch , Mo rehea d,Rowan County Chamb e r
IIII I // II/I/III /I / / / I I / / I I / / / / / / I / / / / / / I I / I I / I I / / / I I I// //I///II/

Jona th a n Stiles , local CPA is to be thank ed f or h i s help,also

in h el p ing t o bui ld th e fr~mework for the or ga n ization to h el p
celebrate Rowa n Cou n tys past of iBS6 to 20 06 .
I / / I/// //I / I/ // I I / / / / / I I / / / / I / I / I / / I / / I / / I / I / / I I / I / //IIII II///

I T EMS OF IMP ORTANCE TO US ACCORDING TO JONOT HAN S T ILES
l . Nee d Mi ss i o n s t ate me nt 2. Three years of b udg ets , 3 . TR n tat i ve
s c hedule of a c tivi ti e s a n d brief de s cripti o n of a c t ivity ,4.
By - La ws , 5 . Copies of fundr ai sing letters o r sa mp les , etc ., to
t o b e u s ed . ~ - Fundra i s in g a ctivities, 7. Copy of f i l e d
art i cle s -with Sec r e ta r y of S t a t e .
I I//I// I//I/I / I / / / I I / / / / I / / / I / / I / I I / / / / / / I I//I/II/ I / //I I / I / ///

A S PECIAL THA NKS TO WILL I E ROBER T S F OR HIS HELP AN D INPU T IN TO
OU P LEG AL RESP ONS IBI L ITIES .
il l / l l / / / / // l l l l / //l l l l / / / l l / l / / l l / l l / l / / / /l / ll / l/ // l / l l/l l /ll

c?ehhl :A-Lion
l 8S_6_- 2006--
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SESQUICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION MEETING SET
The Rowan county Sesquicentennial Board will conduct
its quarterly meeting April 13th at 2 P.M. at the Chamber
of Commerce Building.
The main topics to be discussed will be the Ma y 1st
celebration involving all of Morehead and Rowan County,
and the May 13th program at the new Convention Center,
starting at 2 P.M. with Jim Gifford as speaker. Jim Gifford
is Director of the Jessee Staurt Foundation in Ashland.
An update will be given on putting into action other
events for 2006.
All organizations int he County are asked to send a
representative to the meeting.
This is expected to be the largest celebration in
Ro wan Countys history throughout the year of 2006.
The Rowan County Sesquicentennial Celebration

of

18 56 - 2 006 originated with the Rowan County Historical
Society several years ago.
For more information call or write Lloyd Dean, 6770
U . S . 6 0 Ea st , MO re head , Kentucky 4 Ofa. 5 1 or ( 6 O6 ) 7 8 4 - 9 14 5

(6~ ~-.. e-t:~ ----~1oyd / oean, chairman
Rowan County Sesq.Comm.
1856-2006
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Brief History of Rowan County

n

Crom parts of Fleming and Morgan counties, on May 1, 1856* the Kentucky Legislature
I created Rowan County. It was the 104th county in the state and was named for Judge
John Rowan, a distinguished jurist and United States Senator from Kentucky. The seat of
justice was named Morehead in honor of James T. Morehead, a former Kentucky governor.
Although Morehead was designated the county seat, it was not legally incorporated until
January 26, 1869.
In the 1880's the railroad arrived and the towns began to grow. Rodburn, Eadston and Brady
developed as lumber towns, and Rockville and Bluestone as rock quarry centers

/rouble began in the 1870's during an election campaign for circuit judge. More troubles accompanied each
f ~ucceeding political campaign until it became open warfare in 1884. In an altercation John Martin killed Floyd
Tolliver, and the Martin-Tolliver feud began. During the next three years it grew to involve many families in the fray.
The lawlessness became so prevalent that many citizens moved their families to more peaceful areas. The state militia
came to Morehead three times during the course of the Feud and stayed for a while until order was restored, but as soon
as they left lawlessness returned. Finally on June 22, 1887*, a group of armed citizens surrounded the hotel where the
clan had gathered and shot it out with them. By the end of the day several of the men of the feuding families were dead.
The Rowan County war was over.

I

n 1856 Judge Thomas Hargis came to Morehead. He studied law with his father Col. John Hargis, Morehead's
first postmaster, town trustee and business man. Young Thomas Hargis became a Confederate soldier during the
Civil War to fight for the Confederacy, even though his father employed a negro mammy.
He distinguished himself to become a captain the the famed Orphan Brigade. He later served as Nicholas County
Judge, Kentucky State Senator, Circuit Judge for this district. In 1879 he became the youngest Chief Justice of the
Kentucky Supreme Court ever to be elected.
In 1893 Judge Thomas Hargis donated $500. and four acres of land and built the first school building on that
land.
Frank Button and his mother, Phoebe came to Morehead and actually started a Christian school which gradually
evolved into Morehead Normal School. After gaining state support evolved to Morehead State Teachers College. In
1966 it progressed and became Morehead State University.

r

/ h e Moonlight Schools were first established in Rowan County in 1911. This was made
/ ~ossible by the inspiration and hard work of Cora Wilson Stewart. Through her efforts
great strides were made in combating illiteracy.
They were called "Moonlight Schools" because classes were held only on bright moonlit
nights due to the rough trails students had to travel and after the days work was done.

N

ear midnight on July 4, 1939*, nearly six inches of rain fell near the Rowan-Carter line.
By 2:00 a.m., Triplett Creek had overflowed causing the greatest disaster in Morehead's history.
Water rose so swiftly that 25 persons lost their lives and over two million dollars worth of property
was destroyed. In the 1950's tobacco was the leading farm crop. Completion of Interstate 64 brought industrial
growth. Employment opportunities today are growing rapidly with the advancemen• of the Educational opportunities,
regional Medical facilities, Industry, Shopping Centers and Tourist attractions.

Farmers

0

ne of the first villages to develop was Farmers on Licking River. The exact date is unknown, but it was said to
have been there during the Revolutionary War. Natural resources such as timber, stone and water from Licking_
River played a great role in the development of the community. Several names have been given to the village:
Farmer's Cross Roads, The Cross Roads, Confederate Cross Roads and the 1880 Rowan county Census listed the
village as Licking City. During this time Licking City was a thriving metropolis compared to Morehead. There were
physicians, a drug store, hotel, with many businesses and occupations represented. The stone quarries and lumber
yards provided many jobs.
Dr. T.A.E. Evans was elected Mayor of Licking City (Farmers) and later in 1925 he was elected Rowan County
Jqdge and served four years. Farmers is now just a small version of what it once was in the 1800's.

Clearfield

C

learfield was the second settlement in Rowan County. Dixon Clack, from a military grant, obtained land just
south of the confluence of Dry Creek and Triplett Creek and built his home, a store, and a water-powered
sawmill. The Clearfield Water Company from Clearfield, Pennsylvania established its sawmill near Dixon's site and
the town developed as Clearfield. The mill operated about 17 years. In October 1925 the Lee Clay Products Company
purchased the land to use the very fine clay for tile and like products. Lee Clay company developed a community for
their 300 employees. Since transportation was a difficult problem for men to get to work, the company houses they
provided were a Godsend.
In the late 1950's and early 60's Union trouble began brewing and a strike was called. During the long strike,
Lee Clay Company lost most of their outstanding contracts and was forced to go out of business. Some blamed the
union for their loss of livelihood.

Morehead

M

orehead, the third settlement, was known as a stage stop on the road to and from Ashland and Lexington. Travelers to
and from the salt works in Carter County to the Bluegrass depended on finding food and lodging in Morehead. Fertile
land, good water and the lack of Indians encouraged people to settle in the area. It was known as Triplett but the name was
changed to Morehead in 1856 when it became the county seat. With the addition of the railroads, Federal highway U.S. 60 and
good strong leadership, the citizens no longer need to travel to Ohio and Indiana to find employment. Morehead has become the
Regional Medical, Educational, Industrial and Shopping Center for this area of Kentucky.

E lliottville

E

lliottville was first called Hoggetown for Squire and James Hogge who settled there in 1870 and opened the first store.
The post office was Elliottville in 1876, probably for a Mr. Elliott whose first name has been lost. In 1878 Charley Ward,
a storekeeper and judge, had the village incorporated as Bristow, but the Elliottville name is still used. Elliottville was settled as
a farming community and progressed into a small village with a large modern school, fire department, and several businesses
with many worthy community activities.

J

Rodburn

R

odburn was a boom town. About 1873 the Hixon-Rodbum Lumber Company came from New York and erected a
million dollar sawmill at the junction of U.S. 60 east and Ky 32 to process lumber from the Cranston area. They built
one of the largest mills, employing 300-500 men. They provided homes and built an up-to-date town for their employees and
their families. There was a black smith shop, general store, post office, and a large lodge. Board walks ran all through the town.
There was a depot and all trains stopped at Rodbum. There was also a railroad from the saw mill to Cranston and every Sunday
the train took people to church at New Hope ... for FREE. After the timber began to be exhausted the mill was sold to a
company in New York. There was a great fire and the sawmill and many of the homes and buildings were completely
destroyed. The man in charge of the mill was arrested. Only a few of the homes and businesses were ever rebuilt.

T

Haldeman

he town of Haldeman was named for L.P. Haldeman of Portsmouth, Ohio who with his uncle W.A. Connally of Soldier,
Kentucky and Joe H. Sole of Louisville, formed a corporation in 1902 called the Louisville and Portsmouth Firebrick
Company to produce bricks from the area's clay deposits. In 1906 a new corporation was formed: The Kentucky Firebrick
Company. It continued until 1944 when it was sold to General Refractories.
In 1916 a second firebrick company was established. There were two brickyards for about 30 years.
Haldeman developed into a modern town. There were company houses, a company store, schools and a medical facility, which
was established for their workers, was also made available to the community. General Refractories's Nurse, Lacy Kegley,
attended to the medical needs of their employees. In addition to this (without pay) she cared for the citizens of the community
( even to delivering babies ). She also was available to the school children in Haldeman for all their cuts and scrapes. ( If she
had been a Catholic, I think she would be considered as a Saint.) The post office was established in 1907.
With the advent of the Union, General Refractories Brick Co. began to notice unrest with their workers. The Union called a
strike and turmoil broke out among the workers. Neighbors and friends became divided; fights and gun shots took the place of
peace. After the strike, Haldeman never returned to its previous status. General Refractories moved their business elsewhere.
The community became a ghost town and many of the workers had to leave Kentucky to find jobs.

* Haldeman was once known as the Society Settlement in Rowan County.
Other Communities
Bluestone, Rockville, Hilda, Brady, Egypt, Bronson, Munson,
Cranston, Cogswell, Crix, Paragon, Vale, Eadston and Minor

J

"Our discards become someone else's Treasure"

Blue Goose , the pride of Clearfield
This beautiful blue Coach afforded a luxurious ride for Rowan and Morgan county people to visit relatives, go
shopping or just to take a magnificent scenic trip to enjoy the beauty of rural Kentucky.
lt s regular route began at Clearfield and traveled over Clack mountain, through both the Paragon and the
Twin tunnels with Rigley as it s destination. This daily routine began in 1920 and ended in 1933.
1

1

The Blue Goose was powered by it s own motor and did not need a steam engine to pull it, even though it ran
on the railway track. This unique Coach is still in operation today out West. Knott s Berry Farm,( a giant amusement
park in Buena Park, California) purchased the Blue Goose and several miles of track from the Morehead and North
Fork Railway system. As of today (Oct.21st, 2005) the famous Blue Goose (now named :Galloping Goose")
(\__~
transports hundreds of thousands of people each year around the scenic railway system at
~~
Knot s Berry Farm in Orange county, California.
1

1
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Morehead's first movie was shown in 1904. The silent pictures
were shown on a screen which was a white sheet stretched on the wall.
A pianist furnished the musical sound and set the pace for the scenes

The Dixie Restaurant - 1922
Main Street in Morehead
A favorite place for hungry travelers to stop and enjoy the delicious home cooked
meals. This family restaurant also specialized in delicious pies and pastries. It was always
a busy spot in town
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Paragon Tunnel
It is now at the bottom of Cave
Run Lake.
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Law 1899: It shall be unlawful for any person to profanely curse or
swear upon the streets or sidewalks or in the presence of any female
or minister of the Gospel in Morehead.

Farmers Depot
In 1880 the Rowan County Census listed the (Farmers) Village as "Licking City".
This was a bustling town with many businesses and was the scene of much railway activity.
The freight trains transported logs, lumber and stone from nearby quarries to all parts of the country.
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The old wash tub along with
some home-made soap was a Saturday
tradition in rural Kentucky.
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Transportation

U.S. Mail 1914

April 28, 1975

Jesse Wallace delivering mail to rural Rowan County.

Susie Halbleib, R.N. and Dr. Louise Caudill in Rowan
County on one of their many visits to patients.

1908 Going to town

Model T. Ford touring car

Andrew and Francis Ann McKenzie
and son John.

Dan and Alta Parker with Hazel & Ethel Hays and
Nola Mae Parker
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Railroad Depot at Haldeman, Kentucky
The railroad was an important aspect ofHaldeman's rapid development. The freight
trains transported the Haldeman Fire Bricks to market.
Since hardly anyone in the community owned an automobile, the passenger trains
provided much needed transportation. The depot was also a place where people like to meet
~
and just catch up on the local news and gossip of the day.
~~e>
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Denzel Foster and dog "Old Bounce" . Talent
and musical abilities were plentiful in early
Rowan County History

"Anchors Away"

Blue Jackets
The Bluejackets: When low enrollment and the strains of World War II
threatened its survival, Morehead College opened its doors to the Navy College
Training Program. During its two years of operation, the Navy School trained
more than 4,400 Sailors as shipboard electricians.
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From left, Ed Jackson, unknown and Paris Jackson
Jr. in Hawaii, 1943. The brothers met accidentally
during WW II. Paris Jr. was then shipped out to the
South Pacific and lost his leg on the Saratoga to
suicide bombers.
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Moonshine

S t i 11

Many Rowan County farmers had a moonshine still nestled in a wooded area on their property. They
raised food to sustain their family and animals and harvested trees to provide fuel for heat and cooking.
However, they also needed money to buy shoes, clothing, medicine, staples and things necessary for
survival like stoves, cooking utensils, furniture etc. The operation of a still was to provide the much needed cash.
There were two kinds of whiskey, Government and Moonshine.
By the mid and late 1800's the Federal Revenuers stepped in and declared war on the moonshiners and
~~
applied stiff fines and jail terms to the offenders.
~~g~
Uncle Sam wanted the tax revenue from the sale of LEGAL whiskey.
~~
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Many little boys grow up to become soldiers and carry guns. "All World Wars and
conflicts around the globe have affected Rowan County families during these last 150 years."
Kentucky is noted for it's patriotism!
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Rowan County Baptism

After Church on Sunday this kind of scene knew no season.
(notice the bare trees and people wearing jackets and coats.)
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Main Street was first paved
in 1924.

Elliottville School

Built in 1939 by WPA
The Elliottville (Hogtown) School no longer educates children but still has an importance in
the community. It is now only a shadow of it's once glorious past.
Similar school structures are still standing. Farmers School is a delightful Antique Center full
of historical items to both view and also to purchase.
Haldeman School has been vacated and left to decay.
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Old Law:
No work or business shall be done on the Sabbath day, except for duties of women
providing food, household chores and necessary caregiving.
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"Calaboose"

Rowan County Jail 1870's
The jail and stockade were built of logs and Prisoners were
allowed in the small space inside the stockade during the daytime.
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Old Law:
It is unlawful to spit upon the streets or sidewalks or any
public place in the city of Morehead.
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Oxen team and steam engine on Railroad Street, late 1880s/ early 1900s
Peoples Hotel, tall building on the left.
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When Earnest Sparkman was 12 (after
the death of his father) he was given a
job at Haldeman Brick Yard where he
was employed for the next 50 years.
He was the sole support of his mother,
5 sisters and 1 brother.
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Troops on Guard
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The State Militia enjoyed Morehead's hospitality three times during the conflict. The first visit
(shown above) was during July and August 1885. It was initiated by the Martin house incident. Note tents
pitched behind the courthouse.
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In 1886 Legislature laid down an edict that Rowan County would be discontinued
unless the feuding stopped immediately.
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A, pp~eciation to all who loaned pictures and shared ideas.
Author Christine Barker, a local Artist, has traveled around the globe but her great love and
passion for Rowan County has always beckoned her back home. This bit of history has been a
labor of love. The memory most etched in her mind, is her miraculous survival of the 1939 flood.
Thanks to Juanita Blair for her spirit of generosity in sharing her knowledge of historical events
and photographs. A special thanks to Dr. Jack Ellis and Rev. Loyd Dean.
Charlette Schwalbert, Co-designer and printer. Pine Grove Framing & Gallery - Publisher
MOurdi.scardsbetometomconeelse's Treas ure"
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Even those with no ties to Morehead will find
themselves interested by the succinct way
Ellis presents historical facts in a painless
manner such that the reader mu,st merely tum
the next page and enjoy.
(From Lexington Herald-Leader's review of
MOREHEADMEMORIES: True Stories From
Eastern Kentuc'9(, 9-16-2001)

Tonia Sexton photo
Copies of the Trail Blazer and the Rowan County News were among the many
items inside the 1956 time capsule that was opened Saturday at the Rowan
County Public Library.

Capsule

From A-1
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nial organizer, and Dr. Jack
Ellis were in charge of the
opening proceedings and
both were pleased with the
number of people who decided to attend the opening.
"We have carried out the
wishes of the 1956 centennial committee to open this
time capsule this year,"
Dean commented.
Among the many envelopes stuffed tightly inside the canister was one
that held a 1956 copy of the
Rowan County News, later
named The Morehead
News. Other envelopes
contained items such as
photos of city officials, a
Morehead State University
1956-year book and tickets
to the 'Within the Valley'
play that was performed
during that time at MSU.
During·a short speech by
Ellis, he told everyone he
was -pleased to be part of
the 2006 opening of the

'lbnia Sexton photo
Dr. Jack Ellis holds -a 1956 copy of Morehead State
University's Trailblazer after it was taken from the
time capsule.
time capsule. He said he remembers well the day it
was buried on the MSU
campus.
. "They chose the campus
as the safest place to bury
it because they wanted a
place that would prevent it

from being moved as
much," Ellis told those attending the opening. ~'Although it has been moved
twice since it was placed in
the ground, I do believe
campus was the best place ·
for it all these years."

Theanticip tion

ends

•••
Time capsule buried in 1956 finally opened
.

.

'

Willow Leach
was among
the many people to be present Saturday
during the
opening of the
time capsule.

Tonia Sexton
photo

· Tonia Sexton ph~to

Dr. Jack Ellis holds a copy ·o f "The Rowan County
News" that was buried 50 years ago when the time capsule was placed on the campus of Morehead State University. Also pictured is Lloyd Dean, sesquicentennial
committee leader.

By TONIA SEXTON
Staff Writer

tsexton@themoreheadnews.com
The 50 years of waiting
came to an end Saturday, as.

_the 1956 time capsule was fi,nally opened and all its contents were revealed to the
community.
The opening ceremony took
'place this past Saturday at

the Rowan County Public Library with several people attending the much-anticipated
moment.
.
The metal cylinder was
brought to the surface Oct. 7,

but due to its potentially fragile contents the opening was
delayed.
·
Lloyd Dean, Sesquicenten-

See CAPSULE on A-8

TUESDAY, JANUARY 9, 2007 - MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

BURYING
THE PAST .

Farewell until 2056

The 1956 time capsule and its contents were buried Saturday along
with the 2006 time caps ule and will n ot be revealed again uutil 2056.
The capsule was. buried on the lawn of the old courthouse.with several people attending the farewell ceremony. Lloyd Dean (left) Dr.
Jack Ellis (right), both appointed by the Rowan County Fiscal Court
to handle the opening and burial of the time capsule, Keith Pack of
Packs, Inc. (center) and Jimmie Jackson (in hole) and member of the
Rowan County Historical Society an:d helped in the burial.

::::::r:::

The a~ticipation ·conti~u-,,_. . ._. •••
A look at 50 years of buried memories t~ be vie\,o/ed Oct.
. 21
;;

..

~

By TONIA SEXTON
Allen Tabor,
member of.
the physical
plant at
Morehead
State University, uncovered the 50year-old time
capsule Saturday at the
MSUcampus. The
event was
one of many
that marks
Rowan County's 150th
birthday. The
capsule will
officially be
opened Oct.
21 at the
Rowan County Public Library.
Tonia Sextoff
photo

Staff Writer
tsexton@themoreheadnews.com

· Although those attending the time
capsule ceremony Saturday were eager to see the opening of the barely
rusted, metal canister, it was decided
to wait until the potential fragile contents could be taken to a more prbtected atmosphere.
Saturday was all about the digging
up of a 50-year-old time capsule that
was scheduled for reappearance during this _year's Rowan County Sesqui-

;J~t1f1!!~]~ I~

-_:

on Morehead State j
University's campus. As people
•Stood around eagerly waiting for
the stainless steal
flask to reach
.
above the surface, most had to wonder
what they were about to see from the
past.
"As we transfer custody of this time
capsule, we are pleased to have taken
care of it," said MSU President Dr.
Wayne Andrews. "This is an important time for all of us here in Rowan
County. And, we are certainly glad to

See BURIED on A-10

M orehead

emories:
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Sesquicentennial seg ments of
Rowan's 150-year history
By JACK ELLIS
Special to The Morehead

News

"Remember th,e former
things of old." (Isaiah 46:9)
This is a selected list of
major events that have
happened in the 150-year
history of Rowan County.
This writer has ranked
them on a scale of 1-10 as
to their importance in the
growth and development of
Morehead and Rowan
County (10 being of major
importance and down to 1
as being of minor importance). Of course, many of
you might place a different
ranking on 'these events.
Also, many others might be
added to the list; however,
most of these have been
written about in my books.
This is an attempt to
arrange them in chronological order and rank them as
to their importance in
Rowan's history.
1803 (5): By act of the
Kentucky Legislature a toll
road was opened from the
contluence of Triplett and
Licking to where the Big
Sandy river empties into
the Ohio (near Catlettsburg). It was to serve as a
.µiore direct route to our nation's capital. There was a
.tollgate about 4 miles west

of Morehead where the
creek ran near the hill ·
(Gayheart Pond). The tollgate was operated by the
Powers ~,amily. The.r e probably was an illeg~ "shun"
road around the gate to
avoid paying toll.
1856 (10) By. act of
Dr. James M. Gifford
the Kentucky Legislature a
new county was created out •
, of portions of Fleming and
Morgan )counties. It was
named Rowan in honor of
famed jurist Judge John
council form of government.
Rowan who lived at Feder1871 (10): Althot1.gh a
al Hill where Stephen Fosbond
issue of 25,000 dollars
ter wrote "My Old Ken- ·
to
help
in construction of a
tucky Home".
railroad
though Rowan
·1856 (8): The village of
County
had
been rejected
Triplett was selected as
by
Rowan
voters,
a railroad
Rowan's county seat. The
did
open
up
through
Rowan
name was changed to
Morehead in honor of for- · County. The Elizabethmer Governor James More- town--Lexingl;on Railroad
connected with the Eastem
head. ·
Kentucky and big Sandy
1861 (7): Civil War beRailroad
opening up Rowan
gan between the northern
to
the
east
and west. It
and southern states. Although Kentucky remained made Morehead one of the
early railroad towns in
neutral many fought on
.
Kentucky.
each side. That served as
1884 (10): Beginning of
the seeds of conflict for
the
Rowan County War
m~ny years. One battle
(Tolliver-Martin
Feud).
was fought in Rowan CounThat feud ran rampant
ty near Bluestone. But
Morehead was held hostage though the region for three
years. Morehead was c·onon two different occasions,
sidered a lawless town
and the courthouse was
·
without
courts, schools,
burr,-ed in 1863.
judges
and
churches. The
1869 (8): Morehead was
town was held hostage for
officially incorporated as a
a time by one faction of the
city with a mayor and

Dr. James M. Gifford, president,
CEO, and senior
editor of the Jesse
Stuart Foundation,
is one of Kentucky's foremost
historians and authors. He will
.speak Saturday,
May 13 at the opening ceremony of
.Rowan County's
Sesquicentennial
at 2 p.m.

feud and many citizens·
moved away to escape the
violence. During that period there were 22 killed and
many wounded. A plea was
·issued for missionaries.
1887 (10): The feud ended and Morehead Normal
School opened under the •
sponsorship of the Disciples
of Christ Missionary Society. Frank Button and his
.mother became the first
principal and teacher. ·One
pupil showed up the first
day but the school grew
rapidly and soon acquired
.50 acres for .new building
expansion.
1898 (8): A beautiful
courthouse opened ...

See complete story
-in today's special
insert called
- Sesquicentennial
Edition

About tht• Authot·

Dr. Jack Ellis
is a retir'=ld
Morehead
State University Library
director and
a retired
minister.
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Morehead M efflories:
Time capsules 1956 and 2056
By JACK ELLIS
Special to · The Morehead

TIME _CAPSULE NOTICE

News

"The vision is yet for an
appointed time." (Habakkuk

2:3)

Material-to be included in the 2056 Time
Capsule should be delivered to
Jack Ellis, 552 W. Sun Street
on or before December 20, 2006
Phone (606) 784-7473.

.

Lloyd Dean, the hard
working and community
minded chairman of t he
Rowan County Sesquicentennial Committee, recently had surgery. It has
slowed him down, and he
has temporarily lost his
voice. As the result of his
illness, Mr. Dean has asked
this writer to help him in
finalizing information
about the 2006 Rowan
County Time Capsule.
Therefore, if your organization plans to submit material for the ne)V time capsule, it should be delivered
to me at 552 West Sun
Street on or before Dec. 20,
2006. (Please read this article before you make a de-;ision.)

Time capsules freeze a
moment in time
Time capsules should
capture a moment in time
in the history of a community, state, country, or
world. It should include
documents about government, politics, churches,
clubs, or other institutions
and organizations that
make up various segments

Morebead's city officials, 1956, from left, back: Council members LA Fair, Leo Oppenheimer, Otto · Carr, Franklin Blair. Front: Jimmy Clay, city manager; Bill
Layne, mayor; George Cline, city attorney.

the data, or had information in 8 mm home movies
been in the 1956 time capsule, it is doubtful that an
8 mm movie projector ~s
available today.
As 2006 rapidly comes to
a close, we as a community
should examine what was
buried in the Rowan County Time Capsule in 1956
and determine what should
be placed in another capsule to be buried in 2006.

be able to be played in the
of the community. The cap- and celebrations that are
recorded in newspapers,
future because there might
sule should contain information and items prebooks, magazines, docunot be hardware available
or compatible for the softserved for some future gen- ments, letters and essays.
It is vital that everything
ware. Technology tends to
eration to open long after
those who have put the ma- be dated and identified. Re- change format rapidly and
the future generations
terial together have passed cently materials included
in time capsules have remight not be able to recovfrom the scene.
flected the technology of
er the data. When computTime capsules offer a
that era. It makes one won- ers first came on the scene,
unique glimpse, frozen in
der if those who recover the programs were punched
time, of what was impor· data in the future would
i.rito cards and fed into the
tant to that generation at
know how to retrieve the
computer. I don't think if
that time. Materials could
information. Such things as ' we recovered punch cards
be about politics, educain a time capsule buried in
tion, churches, clubs, social video discs that are so
activities, turmoil, troubles, prominent today might not the 1960s we could retrieve

Listing of 1956 time capsule
In examining the contents of the Rowan County
Time Capsule buried on the
campus of Morehead State
College in 1956 and opened
Oct. 21, 2006, we gain
some insight into a moment frozen in time 50
years ago. As the contents
were opened .a nd examined
in the ·Rowan County Public Library, Mrs. Helen
Northcutt, president of the
Rowan County Public Li-

brary Board of Trustees,
acted as secretary and
recorded a list of the documents hidden for 50 years.
As each envelope was
opened the contents were
described. A partial listing
of the contents of the 1956
Time Capsule included:
1. A centennial edition of
the Rowan County News
and two single issues of
that paper for July 1, 1954,
and May 10, 1956. (Attorney James Clay's name
was on the envelope.) Also
a copy of the Trail Blazer
for May 22, 1956.
2. A typewritten list of
MSC graduates for May
1956.
3. Bulletin of the Inauguration of MSC President
Adron Doran with proceedings of the event and reception on Oct. 22, 1954.
4. Many MSC brochures
about degree programs and
handbooks with depart-

See HISTORY on D-~
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tennial Committee and keep a copy in your own :Or ganization~
•:
Sadly, hundreds of tim~
capsules have been burieq
in this country and lost because of lack of documentation. The Sesquicentennial
Committee has plans to
prepare a map of all time
capsules in Rowan County.
Families could even bury
their own time capsule and
have it recorded on the
County Map.

History From 0-1

Jack Ellis, left, and Lloyd Dean examine Rowan
County Centennial Time Capsule buried in 1956,
opened 2006. ·
Ox cart in Rowan's Centennial Parade, 1956.

Say MERRY CHRISTMAS .
with a Book Abont Local Ilistory & H~roes
by JackD. Ellis
.
Kentucky·Memories: Jfejlections of Rowan
Count:y. 450 pp; 200 photos; c. 2005.
Patriots.and Heri>es: Eastern Ky. Soldiers of
'fVWJI. 41 2 pp; 8S photographs; c. 2003.·

Morehead Memories: True Stories From Eastern
Kentucky. 592 pp; 100 photo~aphs; c. 200 l .
·
(Almost out ofpnnt)
Each: $35.00 + $4.0O S&H
For signed c-o pies w ith a 'pers011al ·
Gift Card from You, Contact:

Jack 'D. Ellis
552'W. Sun Street, Morehead, KY 40351
(~06) 784-7473

at tp.e Coffee Tree Bookstore;
MSO Bookstore; St. -Claire Gift Shop; Mustard See~l;
Available.locally
·

and Baldwin. & Assoc.

Website: JSFBOOKS.COM
Add $5.50 S&H

mental information such as
Nursing, Business, English, and Library.
5. Photographs and in- ·
formation about the J ohnson Camden Library.
6. Enrollment at MSC by
Kentucky counties.
· 7. Breckinridge Minstrel
Club publications: "Southern Shindig," "South America Take it Away," "Across
the Rio" and "The Mid-Century-Round Up."
8. Many items of the
Rowan County Centennial
promotions. Items including tickets to the play
"Within This Valley," an
out door drama presented
at Jayne Memorial Stadium May 22, 23, 1956.
9. Brothers of the Brush
Certificates and Shaving
Permits, Sisters of the
Swish Certificate and Cosmetic Permits. Centennial
Peddlers Permit and Centennial wooden nickel.
10. Morehead-Rowan

County Centennial Worship
Service Program at Jayne
Stadium May 30, 1956 at
8:00 p.m.
11. Information about
Baptist Student Center in
1956.

1

Groups and families
may want their own
time capsule
Since this time capsule
was buried on campus it
was heavily weighted with
Morehead State College information. Plans are for the
2006 capsule to be buried
on the ground of the newly ·
renovated and restored
Rowan County Courthouse.
Hopefully, that capsule will
include much more of community activities about the
important things happening in Rowan County in
2006 as well as MSU information.
·
·
The Sesquicentennial
Committee is encouraging
churches, clubs, schools or .

other organizations to bury
their own time capsules. If
they do, please be sure
everything is dated, identi~
fled and properly preserved. Also they should
prepare a map explaining
where it is buried and sent
one copy to the Sesquicen-

What might be included
in time capsules
Those .things for consideration in the County Time
Capsule should include
documents and information
from clubs, businesses,
schools, churches, and other institutions. Materials
submitted should include
dated and identified documentation about important
recent events. The material
should be strongly packaged in as small a package
as possible, and sealed in
heavy paper and then covered with plastic. Remember space is a very important factor. All items recovered from the time capsule
buried in 1956 were in good
condition. However, after
being exposed to light for a
few days they lost some of
their luster.
We hope to see some of · ·
your organizations' important recent events included
in the 2056 Time Capsule.

The s1n11e source for Aid. Your Insurance Needs.
•Low Monthly Payments
•24n Claims Reporting
•Low down Payments
•Flexible Payment Options
•Blue Ribbon Claims Service •SR-22 or FR-19

1380 Flemingsburg Rd. Morebead, KY 40351
(Located in Lewis Plaza next door to Sears)
606-784-0007

Call Today for Free Guoce

Patrick Roark

D
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ForOai"" !tpo,tin1 On~Toll Frtt Di,J 1-800-411 -Jm
Nationwide Mutual lamanct Company and Afflib.ted Ccmpantel, Kationwidt lite lnsuraACt Complny,
HomtOlfKf: Coiomios,Ot.o ◄llJS.lllO. llationwi< , u.llatioo'Mdo fnmtnwi,n<IO.lourlido
are fedm lty rtgisteml strvict nwb of Nalionwidt 11utual lnSlh'1llCt Company.
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or1es:
ets "hoping" to earn the honor
of being Pageant Queen.
Thirty-three were nominated
ttie night before the pageant but 16 withdrew, many to help
ened. General admission a friend or relative in the conkets were $1.50, reserved test.
The
active
candidates
s~ts $2 and box seats $2.50 . .
ildren's tickets were $0. 75. included: Merle Allen, Patty
Barbara
Hyden,
1 tickets purchased before Skaggs,
1a y 19 received a 50 cent dis- Loreda Hardin, Janice Moore,
Joyce Brown, Donna Kautz,
cflunt.
Twenty-two lovely young Joan Lewis, Mary Louise Cox,
· ies, both marri~d and sin- Joyce Hall, Betty Green,
' between the ages of 16 and Shelby Manning, Lydia White,
Easterling, Gail
, began heatedly selling tick- Marilyn

2003-Looking Backward With Pride, Forward With Hope
Special to The Morehead News

Hope springs eternal in the
human breast. That hope has
always been in the hearts of
Moreheadians even though
they faced an uncertain future .
That was especially true in the
political arena.
In 1941 with the nation on
the verge of a world war, J .
Don Talbott, state democratic
leader, addressed 450 democrats at a local Jefferson
Jackson Day dinner and called
upon our nation to beware of
our enemies "within and without." Of course, it was the
original "axis" nations of
Germany, Japan and Italy that
brought us into World War II
for the next four years. Today
we face another axis, "the axis
of evil."
In 1941 County Clerk
Vernon Alfrey urged all sportsmen to buy their hunting and
fishing license because local
game wardens would be cracking down on violators. 11; was
something new then, but
everyone over 16, including
women, were required to purchase the $1 license. Also that
·year, Kenneth Vencill and
Kenneth Lewis opened a new
business called "The Open Air"
fruit and vegetable market on
East Ma1n Street. It was one
of the first such businesses in
the county.
.~ .... .,.
'1 .o..4.n...L-------'--'- _..,.

Randall C. Wells, chairman
of the Rowan County
Centennial Committee in
1956.
line for filing for political office
in 1951, there were a total of
57 candidates for political
office in Rowan County's democratic and republican primary.
.
Among those filmg for magistrate that year were: Elmer
R. Crisp, John A. Hamm, John
Harvey Trent, Bruce Botts and
Edmond Oney. Also, Austin
Alfrey was a candidate for reelection as County Attorney.
1956 was Rowan County's
centennial year and local resi-

·,

Dr. Jack
·':\ i
Ellis is a
~
r etired
Morehead
State
University
Library_
director and
a retired
minister.

iKfl~{~aft ,:'ere pro

By JACK D. ELLIS

...•

dents went all out in .planning
and organizing a spectacular
centennial celebration that
brought thousands of visitors
and former residents to Rowan
County.
The herculean effort included a planning committee, a
contest for centennial queen,
parade, pageant, centennial
ball and a special five day celebration.
A Centennial Committee
was appointed by the fiscal
court that included Randall C.
Wells, chairman, a well as
M.L. Tate, Roger Caudill,
Mary Alice Jayne, Dwight
Pierce, Mickey Ponder, George
Cline, Glenn Lane, · Beulah
Williams, Eunice Cecil, W. T.
McClain, William Whittaker
and W.E. Crutcher.
Dr.
Normal Tant, audio-visual
director at MSC and survivor
of the infamous WW II Bataan
Death March, was the official
photographer. He took over
500 photographs for the centennial.
Centennial pageant production
The Centennial Committee
made plans for an elaborate
pageant. As is the case in any
pageant, a Queen must be
selected and a contest was held
to select the Pageant Queen.
The Queen would be the young
lady who sold the most pageant tickets.
Tickets could be purchased
in advance al\ the way up t o

Crosthwaite, Patty Johnson,
Ena Bocook, Joyce Gullett,
Ruth Green, Phyllis McBrayer,
Joyce Moore and Wilma Lewis.
Although the lead changed
from week to week, the young
lady who sold the most pageant tickets was Loreda
Hardin, who became "Pageant
Queen." Her court included
the first, second and third runner-ups P at Skaggs, -wilma
Lewis and Barbara Hyden

See LOOKING on A-10
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1rr-post war Ut4o, hope
would again spring eternal in
the hearts of Rowan Countians
with the prospect of building
Cave Run Lake: There were
both·pro and con groups organized. The anti-reservoir group
was led by County Judge
Luther Bradley and the Rowan
County Farm Bureau came out
solidly against the project.
The pro forces had not yet
organized, but the dam would
not be build for almost another
30 years. That year land owners in the Licking Valley were
hopeful of a major oil strike following a 150 barrel a day oil
well drilled on McCulley
Branch in Salt Lick, not far
from the already established
Ragland Oil Field.
In 1946 farm ponds and contour farming were major projects of the Rowan County
Conservation
Committee.
That year Bishop William T.
Mu lloy visited Morehead to
select a site for a Catholic
Church or Chapel and the
Morehead Stockyard sales hit
a ·new record high as top veal
calves sold for $18.15.
~946 state championship
. and senior play
· Of course it is the hope of
every school in Kentucky to
win a state basketball championship. In 1946, that hope was
realized in Morehead when
Breckinridge Training School
captured the State Basketball
Championship. (This writer
has written much about that
team and it will "4opefully" be
in a future book) . .\,{ ~
Another proud moment for
the Breck class of 1946 was
their classic senior play. The
cast included Martha Lee
Pennebaker, Elaine Lyon,
Ailene Caudill, Janet Patrick,
Jean Tabor, Jean Flannery,
Betty Coleman, N ell Fair,
Janis Caudill, Jean Christy,
Jean Sorrell, Barbara Schafer,
Louise
Kelly,
Margaret
Gullett, June Bentley.
Also Lois Jean Wheeler,
Harold Caudill, Bill Roberts,
Harve Mobley Jr., Sonny Allen,
Joe McGruder, Bill Litton,
Carl Johnson and Edward
Fannin.
In politics hope always
springs eternal in the breast of
would be future elected county
officials. Following the dead-

·--·
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I've been a State Farm® agent in your
neighborhood for years. Fortis Health* has
been providing health insurance for more
than l 00 years. We're teamed up to offer
you flexible and affordable individual
medical coverage. Two great forces one perfect fit in
health insurance.
See me today:

Steve 8 .;.arker, Agent
135 E First Street
M orehead, KY
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LEE'S
Famous Recipe.Chicken
Chicken ls What We Do!
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- SpecialFamily Feast $15 9f Tax
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For news, sports and infor,nation,
depend on THE MOREHEAD NEWS

Driver
Recruitment
Directory
From left, Carmel Johnson(?), Farl Ellington,?, the old Dutchman, Labe McKinney(?)
and Ransom Gibbs. Early wildcat oil drilling crew at Mount Hope in Rowan County in
the 1940s. They used a steam-powered drill, seeking oil.

Looking

ence backward_in time
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Opportu.n.l.ty to
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• Home Weekly
• Excellent Equipment
• Medical, dental, 401 K
•Quarterly Bonus
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respectively. The tickets were
sold and the pageant ran for
six nights in May 1956.
The title of the 1956 centennial pageant was "Within This
Valley." The name was suggested by Mrs. Marie Howard
who felt the name was most
appropriate for portraying the
historical events of Rowan
County. The title was also
intended to present an image
of a valley of peace and calm,
which was opposite of the
image of Bloody Rowan in the
early days of its history.
The pageant was an elaborately staged production of the
100 year history of Morehead
and Rowan County. It was
presented in 28 scenes that
ran for six nights, May 21-26.
There were 300 costumed persons on a stage almost a& long
as the football field in old
Jayne Stadium, where the
pageant was presented. It
opened with the fanfare of
trumpets that heralded the
arrival of the Centennial
Queen and her court.
Following an introduction
by a narrator called "The Old
Timer" there was a transportation scene that took the audi-
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CALL TODAY!
1-800-346-2818, ext. 730

The "NEW"
CANNON EXPRESS
www cannooexpress com

Call Today
or M-F 8-4 CST

800-845-9390
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TRUCK JOB
SEEKERS

COMPANY/
OWNER OPERATORS
TEAM
SOLO
OVER THE ROAD
NORTHEAST REGIONAL
SOUTHERN REGIONAL
DEDICATED
WE HAVE A JOB
FOR YOU!!!
USF Glen Moore has several
Driving opportunities that
Will fit You and
Your families needs
• COMPANY DRIVERS
New Pay Packages and Great
Benefits for Team, Solo OverThe-Road, Southern Regional and
Dedicated Fleets.
• OWNER-OPERATORS
Mileage Base Pay With Fuel
Surcharge Program, Ins. Avail. At
Reduced Cost, Weekly
Settlements, Discount Fuel.
CALL TODAY AND BE PART
OF A FINANCIALLY
STABLE COMPANY
CALL RECRUITING AT
Knoxville, TN - 800-999-267 I
Carlisle, PA- 888468-3748

Get Your
Career in Gear!
•
•
•
•

Owner Operators
Company Drivers
Teams
Students
Apply to several top
trucking companies with
QNE application!

1-800-906-3364

Morehead ladies dressed in their centennial finest durl
Rowan's Centennial year, 1956, include from lei"'.J
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Our Dedicated Route
Drivers receive:
Consistent lifestyle
Better home time
Great pay & benefltsll
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www.wwmf.com

A New Attitude, New Respect,
and a New Beginning.
We are here for YOU!
6 mo. OTR exp. req.
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Werner Enterprises, using
trucks, talent and technology to
remain a leader in the
transportation industry seeks
EXPERIENCED DRIVERS for
this exciting DEDICATED
ROUTE opportunity!

Now Hiring in

800-876-1660
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~ttention COL
Drivers!

Must be 23 yrs. old
1 1/2 - 2 yrs. exp.,
good driving record
Wl,MN, TN & MO
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the airplane to the automobile,
horse and buggy, wagon and
mules and covered wagon. The
final backward journey took
them back to the "travois" or
an "Indian drag" behind a
pony to walking through the
wilderness of Rowan County in
t856.
The next scene took you
back to the time of the red

iuar~uarne t1ayne, .ueanne

.1ant, 1u1gnon .uoran ana.

Beulah Williams. They were called "Sisters of the Swish".

man, who for many moons
lived, loved, hunted and fought
within this valley. There was a
tepee studded village of Indian
families with old men shivering in blankets around the
campfire as children ran and

played and dogs barked.
Rowan Countians have
always looked back nostalgically and looked forward with
hope. Building upon what has
been and improving on what is
to come.
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Know ye, l-hat in recognition of her having manifested an unmrtally high regard for
black-eyed pea,; turnip green,, lwg jowl, aon, belly, pot likker, gritsJ chitlin,, corn pone
uncl cracldin l,read and the revere,l Kentucky custom ·of brutle, and stm)es,

is, cu of tlds date a member in good sta,uli11g of 1'HE SISTERS OF TIU; SWISH.
Thi~ member will, there/ore, be obliged to care/idly a,ul dilligently discharge the
duties <>l tliia organi:isation by doi1,g and performing all mariner of things thereunto belonging.
. .
As evidence of her 100d faith in accepting this obligation, tile member named herein will contint.te to "con,ume a tn,e ladies slwre of the /are mentio1ted above; pay re,pectful ,ho,iiage ,to .o,,r b".tirde,l brotl,era, and alway, staml at att,mtion ·,11hen "Jly Old .Ken ..
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County of Jl.owan _~n the State <>f Kentucky, tlii, __ ,.,:,.::._.----:;;.;._
d-ay ~/ '-,'--'-------:..:-:-:...·-.::. -~ in the .year Oiae Thmuond Nine
llun,Ired an,1 Fifty-Six.
·
·
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Official 1956 "Sisters of the Swish" certificate.
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Native American traditions spotlighted
in Lake Cumberland SRP event
The
annual
Native scheduled is a native dance
American Weekend at Lake demonstration. In the evening,
Cumberland State Resort a buffalo dinner buffet will be
Park near Jamestown offers served.
The Native American
guests an opportunity to learn
more about the culture and Weekend is presented jointly
traditions of our region's first by the park and Indian Creek
residents. The 2003 edition of P roductions. The package
this special weekend is price of $159 per couple
includes two nights' lodging,
scheduled for Jan. 31-Feb. 1.
On Friday evening, guests all sessions, and the buffalo
will be entertained by music dinner. For reservations, call
on Indian flute and fiddle. 1-800-325-1709. For more
call
park
Saturday's busy schedule information,
includes presentations on naturalist Steve Thomas at 1Native American traditions 270-343-3111.
The Kentucky State Park
and genealogy, animal totems ,
storytelling, and myths . Also System is composed of 50 state

~

parks plus an interstate park
shared with Virgini a . The
Department of Parks operates
17 resort parks with lodges more than any other state.
During the administration of
Gov . Paul Patton, two lodges
have been built and all 15
others have been renovated.
Each year, Kentucky parks
draw 7 .6 million visitors and
contribute $289 million to the
economy.
For
mor e
information on Kentucky
parks, visit www .kystate
parks.com.
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"Classifieds
you can
afford
to use."

About the Author
Dr. Jack Ellis
is a retired
Morehead
State University Library
director and
a retired
minister.
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M~rehead ·Memories: ·
Celebrating the Sesquicentennial
By JACK ELLIS
Special to The Morehead
News

"Good teaching is with
you in all that you do."
(Genesis 22:11)
On Saturday, May 13, at
the new Morehead Convention Center, the first of several activities was held celebr~ting Rowan's 150th
birthday. That was a busy
day in our community, and
many could not be there for
that celebration. Therefore
this writer wants to share
with you the following complete text of Dr. James Gifford's inspiring, positive
and challenging speech of
that meeting as he pointed
with pride to the past,
while offering a challenging
hope for the future:
\\Today we are celebrating
Rowan County's Sesquicentennial - the county's
150th birthday. It is the
right time to reflect on the
county's prideful past, because the past is secure
and will richly repay our
examinations. It is also the
perfect time to reflect on
Rowan County's future. If
the past is secure, then the
future is insecure and
that's the way many of you
feel about it-insecure.

We are all teachers
Why? Because you are
not completely confident
that vour children and

example and .you must create an expectation in your
community that law enforcement officers will enforce the law and that citizens will obey the law.
5. Teach your children

represents the things you
fought for as soldiers and
fought for as citizens. And
that is going to be a struggle, friends, because America is eroding! America is
eroding! Our great county
is more threatened by internal weaknesses than by
any outside threat. And
that's a problem that can
only be solved one citizen
· at a time, one home at a
time, one community at a
time. Saving Amerka is not
someone else's job!

Schools reflect society
Let me give you an example of the societal deterioration that I'm talking
about: In the 1940s, according to CBS News Reports,
the top seven school problems were: talking out of
turn, chewing gum, making
noise, running in the halls,
cutting line, dress code infractions, and littering. In
the 1980s, the seven major
school problems were: drug ·
abuse, alcohol abuse, pregnancy, suicide, rape, robbery, and assault. The last
25 years have certainly
seen no improvement.
Let me bP, quick to say
this is not a criticism of our
schools. It is a comment on
the society that created
those schools. Schools do
not exist apart from society.
They are, like most other
institutions, mirror images of society. And when we
· look in this mirror we see

and grandchildren to love
God, and to follow his commandments. Teach them
with your example.

See HISTORY on D-2
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Stephanie Ockerman photo
Dr. Jim Gifford, left, was the featured speaker at
the May 13 Sesquicentennial Celebration.
make them wiser and
calmer. You must teach
them with your example.
2. Teach your children
and grandchildren to work.
There is a dignity to work
that that only workers can
understand. America is obsessed with and addicted to
entertainment. You must
teach the people who look
to you for guidance how to
work ... and the value of

work. There's only one way
to do that. Work with them.
3. Teach your children
and grandchildren to live
within their means. Children must learn the difference between wants and
needs.
4. Teach your children
and grandchildren to obey .
the law. Criminal behavior
is epidemic in America today...You must set a good
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Why? Because you are
mstitu ons, mUTOr :unages
not completely confident
of society. And when we
t
.
· look in this mirror we see
grandchildren have the
o ays
courage, the strength of
that we created -- and a ·socharacter, and the work
ciety that we must change
ethic necessary to continue for the better.
the great work that you
I know you love your
have already accomplished. country and I know you
That's not an indictment of love your hometown. So I'm
you,ng people, but is simply going to whisper a little
a concern. Those of you
platitude that you may
who have contributed to so- have heard from your
ciety with your hard work
spouse at one time or anand public responsibility
other: Love is not somehave earned the right to be thing you say; it's som~concerned. In general
thing you do; .
terms, that concern and
how to deal with it is the
Teach the children
subject of my brief reBriefly I want to suggest
marks.
five things that you, as inWhen I look out across
dividuals, can do in the prithis sea bf faces in the auvacy of your homes and in
dience, I see America's
your capacity as everyday
greatness. I see men and ·
citizens that will combat
women who fought wars,
the national problems we
built homes, and raised ·
face and help to insure the
children. I see magnificent
preservation of your perpeople who have given
sonal legacy, too.
everything to make More1. Teach your children
head a great community
and grandchildren to enjoy
and Rowan County a great
reading. Functional literacy
county.
is not enough. Teach them
I also see people who are to love reading. It will
great teachers. Right now
some of you are thinking,
"I'm not a teacher," and
that's not true. You are all
teachers because you teach
by example. Your. children,
grandchildren, and friends
look at your example when
they face crises and attempt to solve problems.
Jesse Stuart once wrote
that "good teaching is forever and the teacher is immortal," and that applies to
every person here today.
What you.teach through .
your example becomes immortalized in the people
who follow your example.
And when you think
about it that way, it helps
you to see the enormous
importance of each person's
life and each person's example.

Winning wars not enough
You and your ancestors
fought and won wars to
preserve America's free- ,
dom. But the greatest fight
is still ahead of you. You
have won the wars and today I challenge you to win
the peace. What does that
. mean? 1t means you have
to build a community
that
______
L
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Ev_e nts scheduled for First.
Church of God, RCCA
Morehead First Church
of God hosted a dinner for
supporters of Rowan County Christian Academy on
Friday, May 12. The event
was one of the first events
held at the Morehead Convention Center. The audience was entertained by
former Miss Kentucky ,
Tanya White (now an
RCCA mom); Tyler Elam
(Moses); and Kenneth
Alderson (an RCCA student). All students of RCCA
participated in a program.
From left, Kennedy Keeys, Matthew Gregory, Carrie Hurst, Andrew Dillion,
Guest speaker Dr. ordon
Aizhail Taylor, Austin Alderson, Caitlyn Hamm, Joseph Parsons, Hannah Taylor. Carlisle was introduced by
Steve Lewis, the emcee for
the
evening. Morehead
Farmer's
First Church of God and
Market coupons
RCCA thank all who attended and all who had a
to be issued
part, large or small, in
making the evening a sueThe Women, Infants and
Children's (WIC) Program
is issuing Farmer Market
Nutrition Coupons for eligible WIC participants. Federal and state mandated
guidelines require that
when issuing the Farmers
From D-1
Market coupons to WIC
participants, they must also
Jesse Stuart once said,
receive nutrition education.
"We've lost something we've
Therefore, beginning this
got to get back: not the oneyear the· Health Departroom schoolhouse, but the
ment will be issuing Farmspirit of the one-room
mer's Market nutrition proschoolhouse." I know that
gram coupons during reguspirit exists in the hearts
larly scheduled WIC apand minds of the people
pointments.
Froin left, Susie Taylor, Tonya White, baby Slade who are here today and I
Many have just been isknow you can focus it on toWhite.
sued WIC Food Instruments
. day's problems. If we work
(vouchers) at the Health
together to solve today's
Department and may not
MOREHEAD-ROWAN
problems, we cannot fail. If
have an appointment for
COUNTY CHAMBER
we do not work together, we
another 3 months. Since
EVENT UPDATES
cannot succeed. My sincere
coupons are being issued
hope is this year will be the
early this year all particibeginning of a better and
UofimitedJ:icMs.
~o,
Contracts!
pants should receive
Friday, June 9
brighter future for Rowan
coupons by Aug. 15. The
Rowan County Relay for
County. Good luck, my
Farmer's Markets are still
Life-Rowan County Senior
friends.
The challenges
going strong in August and High School Track
Conahead
are
great, but so are
•
FREE
24/7·
Te~nical
Supp¢
the last day to use coupons tact: Chimila Hargett at
• Instant Messaging - keep your buddy list!
the rewards. Happy :Birthis Oct. 15. This should allow 784-4116
• 10 e-mail addresses with Webmai!!
day, Rowan County. May
all WIC participants a
• Custom Startf':age - news. weather&. mo,:e!
you have 150 more. 'I
chance to use their coupons. Saturdav, June 24
.--1.V"JIVsr " __ .. _
.. ,
:e c....r._.: L.. ~Y .,ii.ino,I '!

RCCA fundraiser at Morehead Conference Center.
cess. Lisa Litton spearheaded the event. Greta Bo
Bennett directed the program, and Kim Allen was
responsible for flower
arrangements.
The church and school
are looking forward to their
first summer camp, "Adventures with Jesus" which

will be held June 12
through July 28 and directed by Kim Nettleton, wife
to First Methodist Church's
pastor. The fee for the 7week camp is $400.Registration for the fall
term at RCCA is now underway. Call 780-9566.

-www.themoreheadnews.com
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Womens- Koret, Erin London, Blast, & more - 30% off
Young Wome11s-Tommy, Roxy, Levis, Nike & more - 30% off

Swimwear - Dresses - Purses NOW 30% off
Sandals - By Nike - Bass -Tommy - Life Stride - 30% off
Childrens- Tommy, Levi, Roxy, ~uiksilver - 30 % off
Mens- Shirts & Shorts NOW 30% off
RedWing workboots NOW 30% off

Shop today and sare at Ruperts 30% Off Spring Sale! .

R:UPE,RT S
1

DEPARTMENT STORE
"Quality C/.o(hing & Shoes For The Entire Family"
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132 East Main, Grayson, KV
Open: Mon. - Sat. 9-6

474-5341
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CELEBRATING ROWAN COUNTY' S 150™ YEAR

County celebrates its
150th birthday

Rowan County Historical
Society charter members
April 1, 1977
Carolyn Balda, Lt. Col. Ed- Haldeman Brickyard
ward J. Balda, Mike Biel, Sheila
Biel, Esther C. Brown, Mrs. No. 1 Brickyard, Haldeman, taken in 1920s.
Ernest B. Byington, Cora Jane
Click, Ora L. Cline, Requa Jean
Cline, Kathy Cornett, Elmer
Crisp, Ruth Crisp, Arvetta Dean,
Lloyd Dean, Minty Dean.
Dr. Charles Derrickson, Kermit Ferguson, Dr. Ben Flora, Jr.,
Bernice Gulley, Shirley Hamilpicture of the group which will be
ton, Dr. Harold Holbrook, Mary 8 November 2003
Dear
Corporation
Member
used through 2006 and beyond.
Alice Jayne, Clifford Johnson,
Pearl Lovelace, Paul Mills, Mrs. Rowan County Sesquicentennial We certainly hope you caA be at
this important event which is a
Herman Mabry, Fenton Morris, Foundation, Inc.
·
Morehead,
Kentucky
40351
once
in a life-time event.
Wm. Foley Partin, Jr., Margaret
We hope this 2006 celebration
Partin.
Let me take this moment to will involve the total ·population
Eliza Plank, Dr. W.H. Proudpersonally
thank you for agreeing ·of Rowan County and serve as a
foot, Winnie Proudfoot, Virginia
Randolph, Adrian Razor, Mabel to serve as a member of the model for other counties in their
C. Reynolds, Jan Rimmel, Dr. Rowan County Sesquicentennial future planning.
Various groups are already inRoy Roberson, Dr. Norman Fout¥iation in helping to celevolved in the planning for the
Roberts, Celia Royce, Paul Shau- brate·its history of 1956-2006.
v:1:? J?r. Stu~rt- ~rague, Thomas ,::__;_..W4have scheduled its first of- year of 2006.

Leaders serve on ·b oard.
to plan birthday events

· ~ , , c _ _ T'"'oo.--- -.;...,. .......

.

it more convenient for you and
possibly at 2 P.M.
Many acti vi ties are being
planned for the year 2006 and interest in the Birthday will grow as
we get closer to the date. ·We value your input into future activities and we recognize
the value of your serving on this
very im-portant Foundation.
I feel that permanent good can
come out of this for Rowan
County and its citizens as we do

.I.'-.Ul'TA.II '-..,UUIH,J '-..,~J1u:;1111u11 .I.7.:JU

Herb Bradley, Ethel Williams.

Robert Thornsberry.
Homer Thurman, Rusty Thurman, Clifford Wells, Minton E.
Whitt, Juanita Wilt. ·

200J aL2 P.M. in the Fiscal Court
room in the Courthouse.
This is a very important meeting as we plan to get an official

on a quarterly basis during the
year of 2004 and 2005. If possiLloyd Dean, Chairman
ble we will be meeting in the Fis- Rowan County Sesquicentennial
cal Court room wr..i '.)h will make Celebration 1856-2006
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Rowan County: .Then·and Now
Planning group says zoning is way of the future
By KIM HAMILTON
News Editor
khamilton@themoreheadnews.com

We've come a long way since
Rowan County'slO0th birthday
in 1956.
Back then, farmers diversified
their crops with strawberries to
enhance income. This spring, voters in Elliottville approved allowing wine sales at the CCC Trail
Vineyard.
In 1956, downtown businesses
thrived. In 2006, Wal Mart hopes
to build a new, Super Center here.
That super store is planned for a
parcel of city property located beyond the old J.C. Wells sawmill
and lumber yard on Flemingsburg
Road. The location is qujte a distance past what many would have
envisioned as a part of the city.
With municipal growth and
change has come the idea that
planning for the future is i~portant and that "future" is approaching more rapidly than many have
anticipated.
Recently, one of the top suggestions of a large group of citizens who participated in a planning effort was county- wide zoning.
Morehead and Rowan County
was the first to participate in the
NewCity initiative in April.
A merged city- county government was a second priority and
suggestion from · the 72 persons
who worked on ·plans for the

community's future.
In a month long roundup of
ideas, NewCities employees held
sessions with various CIVIC
groups, organizations and local
residents.
"The investment you make today will have future dividends,"
said Anthony Reynolds with the
NewCities Institute.
The workers with the institute
will compile the information they
gathered and are to return in June
to give a report. By mid- summer,
they will have a completed report
that can be used as a potential future plan.
"We will come back with
strategies for getting the community where it wants to go," said
Steve Austin with the NewCities
Institute.
During a four-hour session in
April, the participants were divided into about 13 groups in which
they discussed needs for Rowan
County and created visual maps
of how to get there.
Leaders of the various work
groups spoke to the audience:
"We felt like when you address those issues, the first and
foremost thing is county- wide
zoning," said Ray White.
"We thought the number one
thing would be to merge city and
county government, and with that
we could bring in county- wide
zoning," said Gail Lincoln.
"We want to see a Morehead
and' Rowan County that is cultur-

ally, technologically and health
conscience," said Francene Botts
Butler. ·
"We had the concept of a new
model for economic development
that g·e nerates jobs and keeps
money here," said Betty Regan.
"We thought we should focus on
turning natural resources into
products here instead of shipping
them out of the region."
"Our group said we need safe,
affordable housing and we should
outlaw aluminum buildings with
strict codes for enforcement and
zoning," said Kay Stiner.
"Zoning and having growth
where it is natural - along KY 801
and KY 32 North - and whatever
plan is chosen needs to be .stuck
with," said Fielding Turner.
"Politicians come and go, but if I
sink money into something, I
want to know what it's going to
be next to."
"We think the main thing we
need in this community is someone who will stand up and say
what he thinks," said Paul Blair.
He added that the city's zoning
ordinance itself is 30 years old
and does not allow for town houses.
He added that there should be
county commissioners instead of
magistrates .so everyone could
vote for them, not just the people
in their district.
Common themes were:
• County- wide zoning ·
• Merged city- county govern-

ment
• A tax for emergency services
such as fire and ambulance
• Sidewalks
• Affordable living for all
stages of life
• Jobs
• Jobs using natural resources
• Protecting tourism
• MSU student and community transition
• Diversity
• Revitalize downtown
• New model for economic development
• Mass transportation
• County- wide technical resources
• Providing recreation and a
park plan
• Community edpcation collaboration
• Better entertainment
• Higher paying jobs
• Fostering self-owned businesses
• Community safety
• Building design standards
• Affordable health care
• Regionalism
• Preservation of heritage
• Sticking to an adopted plan
• Acting locally, thinking globally
• Protection of natural resources
• More "community" spaces
where people can meet
We've come a long way since
1956. Happy 150th birthday,
Rowan County.

Y'ALL COME: Danny Blevins Sr., who lives on Cranston Road,
is shown ringing his old dinner bell at rtoon on May 1, 2006 in
honor of Rowan County's 150th birthday. Picture taken in front
of the Blevins Family Museum.

R Owan Countians asked to hol reunions, old-time dinners
~

...

1111

September

of that y ear.

But

Madison County jumped ahead

of this county and booked all of
the talent Rowan had counted on
securing.
However, local leaders were
not to be deterred. They held
their chautauqua the following
summer, closing with a grand
homecoming week, and a greater
Rowan County Convention. This
event, spearheaded by School
Superintendent Cora Wilson
Stewart, was actually the forerunner for future fairs in our
county.
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THE HAPPY COUPLE: Virgil Cornett and Bonnie Williams on
their weddin~ Jan. 4, 1964. ____ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Sue McClurg Cynthia Elam
GR/ I Broker

784-3700

Realtor
Res/ 783-0375

7
2 7)
J•mcclurl@yahoo.com
cyelam@mla.net
LOW INTEREST RATES STILL AVAILABLE!

{609) ENJOY THIS LOVELY 3 BR, 2 BA,
• HOME WITH NEW WINDOWS AND A
FIREPLACE IN THE COZY FRONT ROOM
OPENING UP TO THE KITCHEN. THE
FORMAL DINING ROOM IS JUST RIGHT
FOR ANY SPECIAL OCCASSION, AND A
2-CAR GARAGE KEEPS YOU DRY ON
RAINY DAYS. CALL SUE 784-3700

(527) FRESHLY CLEANED CAR-

(631) NEW CONSTRUCTION 4BR,

(647) FAMILY EXPANDING? TRY
THIS "FORSIZE". A 4 BR, 2.5 BA,
FAMILY ROOM, MULTI LEVEL CEDAR
HOME WITH 2 CAR ATT. CARPORT
SITUATED ON 2 +- ACRES Nf;:AR
TOWN.
CALL CYNTHIA AT 783-0375

2.5 BA, HARDWOD FLOORS,
WHIRLPOOL TUB & 2 CAR
GARAGE IN GREAT AREA NEAR
1-64/KY 801.
CALL CYNTHIA AT 783-0375

PET! 4 BR, 2.5 BA, 2 STORY
HOME LOCATED IN ONE OF
MOREHEAD'S MOST DESIRE.:
ABLE NEIGHBORHOODS.
CALL SUE 784-3700

Check out our .listings at w
Toll-Free 1-866-417-8464 ° O

Visit our web si
www.all-starrealesta

ROWAN COUNTY COURTHOUSE
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Some history of Little
Perry community

-.
I

i ':
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REARUED, COSTtJM£.t), and r"a:dy to partkipa:te in. tb& ,:entellllittl <:olobration of Rowan County,
Ky.. uro M,;,reh&ad TQ'r"rs Mr, and Mti<, Ea:rl 8klimn«tt wjlh son B-usiet, Roy .R.eynoldJ;;, and. Mr;
and Mrs, M!lton Ta:dc:etl dlld son .Larry. Beards qualified men Ix$ ':Btothers cf tho Brush.'

County Fair has
its beginnings in
early 1900s
The Rowan County Fair was
an institution steeped in this
county's earliest history.
, The fair had its beginning in
1913 when plans were made to
· hold a "chautauqua" in Rowan
County. (It was a type' of fair)
"Chautauqua" was an Indian
word meaning a ceremonial gathering. It originated at Lake Chautauqua, N.Y. in 1874 by the
Methodist Episcopal church as
assemblies for ·religious studies.
YOUTH OFFICERS: 4-H officers, Elliottville Elementary, 1956- The program was soon extended
57. From left, Carson Castle, Butch Roe, Bonnie Templeman, to include educational, musical
Bonnie Williams, Janet Lewis, Beulah 'Moore, Donna Temple- and dramatic entertainment.
A "chautauqua" soon became
man.
a generic name for programs given by traveling entertainers usually performing at rural county
fairs. It became an institution in
the early history of our nation. It
became a popular gathering for
the purpose of education and entertainment, in the form of lectures, concerts, and plays. They
were usually held either outdoors
or in a large tent.
Rowan farmers hold Chautauqua
In the fall of 1913, Rowan
mJde plans to become the first
mountain county to hold a chau+n,,,.....,_,.Q__,.i.

Q..rl

.t---'11'..S:ldl

J.,_,,,.r1 f'or

Compiled by Lloyd Dean (attended Little Perry 1937-38),
March 1984
1. Some of the early families
of Little Perry community
were: Oney, Barker, Parker,
Fraley, Messer, Turner, Stamper, Sparks, Skaggs, Sturgill,
Bradley,
Eldridge,
and
Thomas.
2. Some of the former teachers were: Ollie Click Sexton,
Marjorie Roberts, Mabel Kelly, Imogene Hogge, Opal
Hogge, Marie Lewis, Steve
Caudill, Nannie Caudill.
3. Two one room schools were
located at Little Perry. One
was known as the little school
and the other as the big
school.
· 4. Pie Suppers were a yearly
event at the school to raise
money to buy supplies for the
school. Ben Sturgill served as
auctioneer for some of the Pie
Suppers.
5. The remaining building is
now being used as a Baptist
church.
6. Little Perry used to have a
voting house. It was built by
the W.P.A. in the 1930s of native stone.
7. There were ball games between Little Perry and the other one-room schools.
8. The school had an outside
well for drinking water. .
9. The school also had outside
restrooms.
10. Superintendents of
schools at the time were, Powers, Cornett, Crosthwaite, Cecil and Cassady.
11. One cemetery located on
Little Perry was called the
Parker Cemetery.
12. The Little Perry schools
used a coal stove for heat.
13. Little Perry is a farming
community and some of the
nativ~ trees are walnut, maple,
dogwood, oak, sycamore,
CENTENNIAL BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION: Evangeline En- hickory, pine and others.
derle, Ethel Williams, -- Fraley;
14. Little Perry School built
around 1920, part of students
came from Gates school.
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Rowan County rur~l sch·o ol roster 1946-4 7
1. Clearfield: Murl Gregory,
Clearfield; Virginia Cox, Morehead; Aileen Hall, Clearfield,
Emma Caudill, Clearfield; Nelle
Phillips, Morehead; Oleta Lewis,
Clearfield.
2. Dry Creek: Sadie Fielding,
Mor.ehead.
3. Wes Cox: Goldia Cox, Elliottville.
.
5. Craney: Ruby Roe, Morehead.
6. Bratton Branch: Ernest Ferguson, Bluestone.
7. Upper Lick Fork: Milford
Jones, Pelfrey.

13. Ramey: Clela Prater, R.#1 ,
Morehead.
14. Bull Fork: Mary Holbrook,
Sharkey.
15. Alfrey: Chas. H. Ellis,
Cogswell.
16. Mt. Hope: C.C. Crosthwait, Bangor.
·
17. McKenzie: Chas. McKenzie, Cogswell.
19. S'eas Branch: John Caudill,
R.#3, Morehead; Phoebe Butcher,
Morehead.
23. Poplar Grove: Chilma
Butcher, R.#3, Morehead.
24. Ditney: Margaret Pelfrey,

Elliottville.
26. New Home: Elzie Johnson, Elliottville.
27 . .Big Brushy: Hazel Johnson, R.#1 , Morehead.
28. Johnson: Marie Ellington,
Morehead.
30.
Cranston: . Minnie
Gastineau, Morehead; Mary J.
Quesinberry, Morehead.
31. · Clearfork: Lulie Hogge,
Morehead, R.#2.
32. Rockfork: Gustiva Masters, Morehead, R.#2.
33. Island Fork: Hazel Molton,
Morehead, R.#2.

34. Adams-Davis: Juanita
Cooper, Morehead, R.#2.
35. Clark: Inez Sturgill, Morehead, R.#2; Iva Stacy, Morehead,
R.#2.
36. Holly: George Brown,
Morehead, R.#2.
37. Little Brushy: Dorothy Ellis, Morehead; Grace Christy,
Morehead.
41. Lower Lick Fork: Sena
Forman, Morehead, R.#3.
43 . Old House Creek: Allie
Porter, Morehead, R.#3.
.
44. Oak Grove: Aster Jones,
Hamm.

48. Moore: Dorothy Alley,
Farmers.
49. Waltz: Katherine Caudil~
Morehead.
·
51. Three Lick: Thelma
Kissick, Salt Lick.
52. Rosedale: Carma Jones,
Elliottville.
53. Little Perry, Minnie L.
Wells, Morehead, R.#2.
54. Sharkey: Myrle Kinder,
Morehead, R.#1.

ficer, Morehead.
Eunice Cecil, Supervisor,
Morehead. ·
Myrtle·Caudill, Book Custodian, Morehead.
Elsie Lee Cornette, Clerk,
Morehead.

Janitors: Chas. Kegley, Morehead School; Forest Cornett,
Morehead School and office;
Craig Hamilton, Elliottville
School; Harry Adams, Farmers
Ted · L. Crosthwait, Supt., School; Sam Bowen, Haldeman
Morehead.
School.
Mabel Alfrey, Attendance Of-

Rowan County.remembers 'The·fairest of them all'
By JACK D. ELLIS
"Let the people be assembled together" Is 43:9
(Editor's Note: This is one in a
series of articles about local history entitled Morehead Memories:
People and Places. The articles
deal with those business and professional people that helped
Morehead grow and prosper.)
The Rowan County Fair was
an institution steeped in this
county's earliest history.
The fair had its beginning in
1913 when plans were made to
hold a "chautauqua" in Rowan
County. (It was a type of fair)
"Chautauqua" was an Indian
word meaning a ceremonial gathering. It originated at Lake Chautauqua, N.Y. in 1874 by the
Methodist Episcopal church as
assemblies for religious studies.
The program was soon extended
to include educational, musical
and dramatic entertainment.
A "chautauqua" soon became
a generic name for programs given by traveling entertainers usually performing at rural county
fairs. It became an institution in
the early history of our nation. It
became a popular gathering for
the purpose of education and entertainment, in the form of lectures, concerts, and plays. They
were usually held either outdoors
or in a large tent.
@Kicker:Rowan farmers hold
Chautauqua
®~~ody~opy:
In the fall of

and participants, that an extra day
(Thursday) was needed for registration, and building temporary
Fair interests increases
Interest in, and support for the pens to house the animal exhibits.
Community Fair grew rapidly, Also, detailed plans were made
and by 1927 "represented a for the first School Parade.
· tremendous step forward in the
development of Rowan County." Schoolteachers involved - parade
The heavy downpour of rain on added
All Rowan County teachers
that Friday, Oct. 8, 1927, failed to
· dampen the enthusiasm of the ex- met Friday, Sept. 13, 1935, to fihibitors. Although the crowd was nalize plans for the fair. The
down on Friday due to the rain, teachers met in the Morehead
attendance was excellent on Sat- High School Gym, and the program was as follows:
urday.
Rowan's Community Fair was
growing and becoming more sue- Morning Session 9:30 a.m.
cessful each year.
Assignment of tests for scholIts idealistic purpose also ex- arship events (Art, Music, Literapanded to bring all of Rowan ture)
Countians together and to <levelDevotional Exercises - the
op a better relationship between Rev. T. F. Lyons
the farmer, merchant, parent and
Roll Call - Secretary
school. Prizes were awarded for
Aims and Purposes of the Fair
the best .examples of canning, - Mrs. Lester Hogge
baking, sewing, fruits and vegetaRegistration of Exhibits - the
hies. The prizes, ribbons, and cat- Rev. B.H. Kazee
alogs were paid for by local mer- ·
Group Singing led by Murvel
chants, who reaped tremendous Blair
benefits from .the thousands of ·
Agricultural Department - C.
people that eventually attended L. Goff
these fairs.
Afternoon Session 1 p.m.
How to Prepare School ExName and fair site changed
With the construction in 1928 hibits - Goldie Dillion
Art in School Exhibits - Lilof the new, modern Morehead
High School Gym and auditori- lian Messer
Preparation for the Parade um, the site of the fair was moved
from the college to the new Gym- Frank Laughlin
Athletic Events (Track &
nasium on Second Street and Tippett Avenue. Not only the site of Field) - Austin Riddle
Open Discussion - Questions
the fair changed but the name of
for Teachers - Roy
Corthe fair changed.
·
Therefore, by 1930, under the nette
clared a success by everyone.

building banners, floats, and
preparing exhibits of livestock,
cooking, canning, and sewing.
The I 935 Fair, considered on
the county's best, brought seven
thousand people into Morehead.
They came from Haldeman,
Farmers, Elliottville, Clearfield and all points east, west, north
and south. They came from
schools such as: Charity, Bull
Fork, and Clark. They came from
Haldeman, Hardeman, and Holly,
and from Ditney. Dry Creek,
McKenzie, and Minor. From Mt.
Hope, Oak Grove, Waltz, Wess
Cox, Razor, and Perkins, and
from 40 other schools. But they
came and were happy to be here.
Fair Day more exciting than
Christmas ·
Fair Day was the most exciting day of the year in the life of
Rowan's school children. They
expected little for Christmas, and
received very little. They understood their parents could not afford to buy them much for Christmas. BUT FAIR DAY - that was
something else. Each child. in
each home was up long before
daylight..
They completed their chores,
put on their Sunday best over-all,
or gingham dresses, and began
the ~xciting journey to Morehead.
There they proudly participated
in the parade, prizes, and other
activities. If they won a blue ribbon for any activity, they were as
proud as any Olympic athlete, because they understood they representesl..the;r school. Also_ the ath-

Booklets - Ella May Boggess
and Mable Alfrey, Supervisors
Best · health, animal, arithmetic, and birds.
Public Events
Cooking, Canning - Mrs. E.
Hogge and Mrs. T. F. Lyons, Super.visors
·
Best canned fruits, vegetables,
fried chickeny cake and
candy.
·
Sewing and Handwork - Mrs.
Ernest Jane, Mrs. Sadie
Fielding, Supervisors
Best quilt, dress, apron, handkerchief, and hooked rug
Flowers -fyfrs. C. E. Bishop
and Mrs: Gertrude Synder, SupervisoFs
Best Vase of dahlias, zinnias,
roses; and Best Potted Plants,
fems, and artificial flowers. Also
best crops of potatoes, hay, pumpkins, watermelons, and tobacco.
Also best garden crops including
tomatoes, turnips, beans and
onions.
Also orchard products of apples, peaches, and pears.
Livestock - Henry Hagan, Supervisor
Best calves, pigs, chickens,
and sheep.
Miscellaneous Events
Awards were given for the best
hog caller, chicken caller, fiddler,
and hoe down dancer..(This event
attracted more spectators than
any other event.)
The Rowan County Fair continued every year until 1939.' That
'U./5\S:.
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night. Also, buildings, roads,
bridges, and crops were devastated. Therefore, the Fair Committee elected not to hold the fair in
1939.
But it was resumed in 1940
and 1941, until World War II
stopped it again. Although the fair
resumed in 1946, there never
s.eemed to be the enthusiasm and
interest that was there before the
war. The nation, as well as Rowan
· County, seemed to have lost their
innocence, and became too sophisticated to participate.
Fair fades slowly away
Before World War II everyone
looked forward to the fair and
marching in the parade. Also they
eagerly became involved in the
events. Bqt the post-war ear
brought grumbling from teachers,
children and parents. They complained that too much time was
spent on the fair. Therefore, the
Rowan County Schools and Agricultural Fair died a natural death
in the 1950s.
In 1956 Rowan County celebrated its centennial year, and
there was a major Morehead parade and other activities. But the
County Fair has disappeared. It
has now be replaced by the excellent Hardwood and Harvest Festivals. But these events seem to be
economicaJly based, whereas the
old fair was educationally based.
Both are important, and as we
approach the new millennium we must not forget this. Maybe
we need a Rowan County
c.,,...1-,._.,... __1.,.,

..,.._...,
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come the first mountain county to
hold a chautauqua, and it was
planned for September of that
year. But Madison County
jumped ahead of this county and
booked all of the talent Rowan
had counted on securing.
However, local -leaders were
not to be deterred. They held their
chautauqua the following summer, closing with a grand homecoming week, and a greater
Rowan County Con,vention. This
event, spearheaded by School Superintendent Cora Wilson Stewart, was actually , the forerunner
for future fairs in our county.
l

A fair beginning
Beginning in the 1920s, county fairs sprang up throughout
Kentucky. Each county tried to
make their own fair the "fairest of
them all." Rowan · County was
certainly no exception, and on the
· first Friday and Saturday in October of 1925, Rowan's first fair
was held. It was called a Community Fair, and had a very modest
beginning on the campus of
Morehead State Teachers College
and Normal School.
It was the brainchild of Agriculture Professor Henry C. Haggan, County Extension Agent,
C.L. Goff, School Superintendent
Harlan Powers and MSC President Frank Button. The first fair
was called a Co~unity Fair. Its
purpose was to' .. promote city,
county, and colleg~-.,cooperation.
It was a noble purpdse and the
first Community Fair wa~housed
in five · rooms of the colleg~ administrative building. It was' d.e,-

HAL.DElv\i\N.

intendent Lydia Messer Caudill,
Rowan's Community Fair became known as the Rowan County School and Agricultural Fair.
Greater emphasis was placed upon school participation emphasizing the educational importance of
the fair. Added to the list of usual
fair exhibits were Art, Athletics,
Music, and Livestock. Not only
ribbons were awarded for winners in their areas, but prize money was also provided by the local
merchants.
Fair Committee appointed
Roy Cornette became the Superintendent of Rowan County
Schools in 1934. Working with
local community leaders, he began to enlarge and expand the ·
Fair, with the schools taking an
even more active part. Planning
began with the appointment of a
Fair Committee, which met July,
8, 1935. Mrs. Lester Hogge was
elected president of this committee. Other committee members
included Henry C. Haggan, Head,
Agricultural Department MSC;
the Rev. B. H. Kazee, Pastor Baptist Church, Secretary; Dr. H.L.
Wilson, Treasurer; Roy Cornette,
Head of School Dept.; C.L. Goff,
Agriculture; Mrs. C.U. Waltz,
Home Department; and Austin
Riddle, Athletics. This same committee served for five years, improving and enlarging the fair
each year.
·
Rowan's 1935 Fair was held
on Oct. 3, 4, and 5 in the Morehead High School Gymnasium. It
was decided that because of the
great number of floats, exhibitors,

-----

----
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5-8 held at this time)
Business Meeting - Ira
Caudill, president.
The first teachers meeting
eyery school year throughout the
remainder of the 1930s involved
primarily planning and preparation for the Fair.
Very detailed planning for the
fair did ·not include how to get the
children into town. The problem
was left up to the ingenuity of the
individual teachers. There were
no school busses for these early
fairs, and it was up to teachers
and parents to bring the children
into town. Some walked, and
some came in cars, cattle trucks,
wagons, and on horseback. Many
schools held pie suppers to pay
for a truck to haul the children into town. But they came to town to
march mthe parade and celebrate
the fair. It was a great day in the
life of the community.

... ....,..,....., v•vu.l,Q vv \.tl \,., u1.,.,1u al u1u Jayne
nve uasn 1100<1 tllat hit Rowan replace the Rowan County
Stadium, and few had such things County on July 4. There were 25 Schools and Agricultural Fair.
as athletic shoes, so most every- people drowned on that dreadful
one took off their heavy shoes,
and participated barefoot.
Some examples of the 400
events listed in the 1935 School
Fair were:

School Events
Athletics - Austin Riddle, Supervisor
High jump, broad jump, baseball throwing, and 75 yard and
100-yard dash.
Kindergarten - Norma Powers,
Supervisor
·
Clay modeling, hand writing,
and best booklet
Emergency
Education
Katherine Caudill and Oscar
Patrick, Supervisors
Best academic display, and domestic art display
Elementary School - Ellen
Hudgins and Mae Meadows, Supervisors.
Schools and teachers march in
Best posters, hand drawings,
parade
poems, and maps.
Each school and teacher was
required to march with a banner
or a float in the parade. (However, first and second grades were
not required to march.) Banners,
and floats carried by the children
proudly represented their school
and community. For instance the
banner carried by the Sharkey rural school children had a picture
of a shark,° and the picture of a
key; thus making "Sharkey." Also, the Little Brushy School carried a banner with the word "Little" printed next to a pile of brush,
followed by a "Y"; therefore "Little Brushy." They worked hard

LANE-STUCKY-GRAY FUNERAL HOME
808 Old Flemingsburg Road •Morehead, Kentucky

606-784-4134
Obituary Information Line: 780-0059
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POSING .8S PIONEERS of their Kentucky
county are W. E: (Bill) Bradley and Mrs.
Bradley with children Ricky and Cathy.

Reminders of
back when ...

WE SHALL NEVER FORGET: One of the few times The Morehead News printed a special edition outside of the regular Tuesday and Friday edition was a special 9/11 section printed in 2001.
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Lloyd Dean, left, presents Raymond Hall with a recognition
award from the Rowan County Historical Society for contributing to the history of Rowan County. Hail is president of the Histori~al Society ancl active with the annual Haldeman reunio11.
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According to 1the Rowan
County News, published on
Thursday, May 10, 1956:
Loreda Hardin held the lead
in the race for Centennial Queen
with Pat Skaggs in second place,
Wilma Lewis in third and Barbara Hyden in fourth.
Other candidates were Joyce
Brown, Merl Allen, Janice
Moore, Donna Jean Kautz, Patty
Sue Johnson, Joyce Hall, Mary
Louise Cox, Betty Jean Greene,
Ella Mae Bocook, Phyllis
McBrayer, Marilyn Ann Easterling, Joan Lewis, Shelby Manning, Joyce Moore, Ruth Greene,
Joyce Gullett, Gail Crosthwaite
and Lydia White.
The Rowan Coun~ News also listed the members of the Centennial Celebration committee.
They were Randall C. Wells,
chair, M. L. Tate, Roger Caudill,
Mary Alice Jayne, Dwight
Pierce, Mickey Ponder, George
Cline, Glenn Lane, Beulah
Williams, Eunice Cecil, W.T.
McClain, William Whitaker, W.
E. Crutcher and Roger ,Wilson.

KERA 10-year
anniversary
This month marks two important occasions. The 10-year anniversary of the beginning of
sweeping educational reform in
Kentucky was this week.
It also is the start of another
important round of assessment
testing at Rowan County schools,
a direct descendant of the Kentucky Educational Reform Act
passed in 1990.
Teachers at all schools are
gearing _ up for assessment, or
CATS also known as Commonwealth Accountability Testing
System, scheduled for April 1728.
Despite ttst scores from 1999,
whether good or bad, teachers
and administrators are concentrating on this year and how to
improve student learning.
One school that's focusing on
reading is Clearfield Elementaiy.
Although it had the highest test
scores in the district in math and
social studies, teachers aren't
looking for praise but realize
those numbers could be in decline next year.
They are focusing on doing it
iclit .. t o d av.
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gives annual awards
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The Rowan County Historical
Society held its annual awards
night Dec. 18, at the Rowan
County Library to recognize 10
local individuals for their contribution to Rowan County history.
Those recognized for 1990 ·were:
Rev. Russell Reynolds, Clester
Armstrong, Lottie Powers, Steve
Wright, Raymond Hall, Bessie C.
Hall, Steve Hamilton, John Collis, Jim Forrest and Kim Hamilton.
Debbie and Sandy Knipp and
their "band provided entertainment for the evening. They performed Christmas carols and folk
songs.
Formed around 1976, the Historical Society works closely
\\ ith the Kentucky Historical So-

ciety to preserve the historical
richness in Rowan County.
Lloyd Dean, secretary-treasurer, said · the society is currently
working on several projects.
They are involved with the
1992 bicentennial for the county,
the genealogy of some of the old- ·
est families of the county, locating the oldest buildings and the
oldest people in the county. They
also have a project started to put
up highway markers in the community indicating where historical sites are located.
The Historical So~iety is currently having·a membership drive
which costs $2 for one year or $4
for two years.
For inore information contact
Lloyd Dean or Raymond Hall.

In 1956, advertisements in
The Rowan County N¥ws incl uded:
A garage on (old) .Flemingsburg Road for rent, lease or sale.
The garage was owned by Curt
Hutchinson and was a Standard
Oil dealer. Potential renters could
call him at phone number 199.
The ad touted the garage as "the
best looking garage in Morehead."

"Now is a time to spray your
strawberries," read an advertisement for C.E. Bishop Drug Company in the Rowan County News
in 1956. "For liquid spray, 25
percent is malthion; 50 percent is
DDT and 50 percent is captan."

_Calvert's Pharmacy was locat~
ed on Main Street across from
the (old) courthouse. The business was established in 1950 by
Bob Holbrook and J.B. Calvert.
Early in 1956, the business became associated with the Walgreen Agency and Calvert purchased Holbrook's interest.

In 1956, the Farmers Airport
was reported to be able to accommodate larger planes "than most
people think." The airport had a
2,000 foot runway and was maintained as a state auxiliary landing
field.
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In 1956, Clayton Perkins
owned Rowan County Plumbing
and -Heating on Fairbanks Avenue. The business offere·d a
complete line of heating and
plumbing supplies as well as expert service personnel.
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In 1956, an advertisement
read: "it's smart to eat out when
you have a restaurant like the All
New Greyhound." The Greyhound Restaurant was managed
by Verne Lewis and Shade Kincer.
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In 1956, "We have all grown
together," read an advertisement
for the Model Laundry and Dry '
Cleaners owned by J.B. Calvert
Sr. "Exclusively using Sta-Nu,
that wonqerful fabric restorer
that makes garments look like
new. Every garment is moth
proofed."
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Sesquicentennial segments of Rowan's 15Q~tyear history
By JACK ~LLIS
"Remember the former things
of old." (Isaiah 46:9)
This is a selected list of major
events that have happened in the
150-year history of Rowan County. This writer has ranked them on
a scale of 1-10 as to their impor~
tance in the growth and development of Morehead afld Rowan
County (10 being of major importance and down to 1 as being of
minor importance). Of course,
many of you might place a different ranking on these events. Also,
many others might be added to
the list; however, most of these
have been written about in my
. books. This is an attempt to
arrange them in chronological order and rank them as to their importance in Rowan's history.
1803 (5): By act of the Kentucky Legislature a toll road was
opened from the confluence of
Triplett and Licking to where the
Big Sandy river empties into the
Ohio (near Catlettsburg). It was
to serve as a more direct route to
our nation's capital. There was a
tollgate about 4 miles west of
Morehead where the creek ran
near the hill (Gayheart Pond).
The tollgate was operated by the
Powers Family. There probably
was an illegal "shun" road around
the gate to avoid paying toll.
1856 (10)
By act of the
Kentucky Legislature a new
county was created out of portions of Fleming and Morgan
counties. It was named Rowan in
honor of famed jurist Judge John
Rowan who lived at Federal Hill
where Stephen Foster wrote "My
Old Kentucky Home".
1856 (8) : The village of
Triplett was selected as Rowan's
county seat. The . name was

changed to Morehead in honor of
former Governor James · Morehead.
1861 (7): Civil War began between the northern· and southern
states. Although Kentucky remained neutral many fought on
each side. That served as the
seeds of conflict for many years.
One battle was fought in Rowan
·County ·near Bluestone. · But
Morehead was held hostage on
two different occasions, and the
courthouse was burned in 1863.
1869 (8): Morehead was officially incorporated as a city with
a mayor and council form of government.
1871 (10): Although a bond issue of 25,000 dollars to help in
construction of a railroad though
Rowan County had been rejected
by Rowan voters, a railroad did
open up through Rowan County.
The Elizabethtown--Lexington
Railroad connected with the Eastern Kentucky and big Sandy Railroad opening up Rowan to the
east and west. It made Morehead
one of the early railroad towns in
Kentucky.
1884 (10): Beginning of the
Rowan County War (TolliverMartin Feud). That feud ran rampant though the region for three
. years. Morehead was considered
a lawless ,town without courts,
schools, judges and churches.
The town was held hostage for a
time by one faction of the feud
and many citizens moved away to
escape the violence. During that
period there were 22 killed and
many wounded. A plea was issued for missionaries.
1887 (10): The feud ended and
Morehead Normal School opened
under the sponsorship of the Disciples of Christ Missionary Society. Frank Button and his mother

became the first principal and
teachei:. One pupil showed up the
first day but the school grew rapidly and soon acquired 50 acres
for new building expansion.1898 (8): A beautiful courthouse opened which heralded a
new era for Rowan County govemment. It is being restored to its
original grandeur in 2006 as the
Rowan County Arts Cen~er.
1900 (10): A company was
formed in Clearfield, Pa., and
stock issued in New Jersey. A.W.
Lee and John W. Wrigley were
the principle owners. Out of that
company came the Morehead
North Fork Railroad, Clearfield
Lurnber Company, Lee Coal
Company, Lee Clay Products
Company, a town, and a post office known as Clearfield, Kentucky.
1906 (10): Articles oflncorporation were issued for a corporation called the Kentucky Fire
Brick Company, located in
Rowan County. Principle stockholders were Lunciford Pitt
Haldernan, Grace Haldeman and
J.B. Hammond. Out of that cornpany came a firebrick factory, a
town, and a post office known as
Haldeman, Kentucky.
1911 (7): Cora Wilson Stewart, Rowan County Superintendent of Schools, opened the county rural schools at night with volunteer teachers. The program was
called "Moonlight Schools" and
was an attempt to educate illiterate adults. The frrst night they ·expected an enrollment of 150 and
over 1,200 showed up. The
Moonlight School program became synonymous with adult education and spread rapidly though
the nation and world.
1913 (5): A "Chautauqua" was
established that became the

Rowan County educational and
agricultural Jair, which continued
for almost half a century.
1917 (4): WW I took many
Rowan County men from their
home to fight a war on foreign
soil. Fifteen did not return. Cora
Wilson Stewart wrote several
manuals for the military designed
to teach illiterate soldiers to function in the milit~ry.
1920 (5): Prohibition in this
nation brought increased illicit
production of an alcoholic beverage known as "moonshine
whiskey" or "white lightening."
For over a decade it was the main
source of income for many mountain families.
1922 (7): Morehead High
School established as the first
public high school in Rowan
County. Sports team first called
"Black Cats". Today Rowan
County High School's sports
teams are "Vikings".
1923 (10): Morehead Christian Normal School became a new
state supported college. The cornmittee·appointed by the Governor
to select a site for a new state college in Eastern Kentucky finally
broke a deadlock between Morehead and Paintsville. Morehead
won the coveted prize.
1925 (10): Midland Trail, US
60, opened up though Rowan
. County. That brought a connection to the outside world that the
county had not had before.
Tourists came along with automobile and truck traffic. A new
era opened up.
1929 (7): Collapse of the stock
market and the beginning of the
era called the "great depression".
The Morehead State Bank failed
and the Citizens Bank came out
of that failure bank. But the Peopies Bank survived the crash.

Ma'ny new deal govertunent programs were establishe~i to .aid the
hungry.
1931 (7): New Breckinridge
High School building Iopened on
the Morehead College Campus.
Sports team called th1q "Eaglets".
(Closed 1982).
1933 (8): Row:f County
Civilian Conservat:i n Camp
(CCC) Camp F-4 Ccinpany 578
established in Clear fold. They
built many roads, b1ridges and
buildings.
1939 (8): Flash flood struck
Morehead. July 4, a trl·1gic, devastating flash flood st uck Morehead and Rowan Cou 1ty. Property damage was establl shed at between $2,000,000 - 5, )00,000 but
the human tragedy c mid not be
calculated because 25 people
drowned that night. 1 hey ranged
in age from 7 months o 77 years.
1941 (10): Pearl Harbor attacked by the Japanes ., launching
this nation into WV · II, which
lasted almost four yea ·s. All those
alive at that time we uld forever
remember where they were when
they heard the news.. Morehead,
Rowan County, as wa . the nation,
was forever changed. ver fifteen
hundred men (and w )men) from
Rowan entered som1 branch of
the military service. hose who
returned were forev ;!r changed
and sixty would neve · return.
1946 (4): Morehea State College dropped from tl 1e Southern
Association of Co, lleges and
9chools accreditati01 t list. That
was the worst penalt. r that could
be assessed a college.
1956 (4): Rowan Gounty Centennial Celebration. :E•or the first
time Rowan Counticbs remembered_their heritage. /
1956 (7): First Ro1.van County
Public Library Boan~! appointed.

:ELLIQTTV {LLE
SCHOOL

GRADE
1955

That group led the fight for a library tax and eventually a new
public library.
1960 (10): A newly formed organization called the Northeast
Kentucky Hospital Foundation
was formed. This committee of
fourteen citizens spearheaded the
drive to build a hospital in Morehead.
1963 (10): The new St. Claire
41-bed hospital, later called St.
Claire Regional Medical Center,
opened its doors to a whole new
era of medicine in Morehead.
1965 (8): Decision by the
Morehead City Council to build
and operate their own water system and go to Licking River for
their water.
1966 (8): Morehead State College became Morehead State University, opening a whole new era
of educatio_n in Kentucky.
1972 (8):
I-64 opened
through Rowan County.
1974 (10): Cave Run Dam
completed and operational. This
flood control project and recreation area on the Licking River
near Farmers was first authorized
in 1936 and created a lake of over
7,300 acres.
· 1980 (10): Opening of the new
and expanded St. Claire Hospital
facilities forming the bases for
becoming St. Claire Regional
Medial Center.
1997 (5):' Dedication of the
Kentucky Folk Art Center.
2002 (5): Construction of
Rowan County's Clyde F.
Thomas Regional Airport.
2006 (4): Renovation of the
Old Courthouse into an Arts Center.
2006 (7): Morehead Conference Center opened.
2006 (8):
Rowan Sesquicentennial Celebration.

r·· . ,
FLAG RAISING: Danny Oney, Ivan Jennings, Donny Oney, Paul Dehart, Patrick Oney, and
Jerome Bowen raising flag pole at Hayes Crossing/Haldeman Volunteer Fire Department.
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Row 1, across: Teacher Katheryn Caudill, Steve Pl1rker, Karen Templeman, James Fouch, unknown, Glenni sDehart, unknown, unknown. Row 2: Tommy Fouch, Monnie Dillon, Michael Templeman, Mary J. Jennings, Russell Kidd, unknown. H.ow 3: unknown, Michael Williams, Sally Hargis, unknown, Jewel Kidd, Ed Crisp, Laverne Fraley,/unknown. Row 4: Larry Hamlin, Estill Cdsp·,
Delmont Sparkman, Holly Manning, unknown.

The Morehead Methodist
Church on Main Street broke
ground for its new addition during the Centennial in 1956.

In 1956, an adverj:isement for the DeSoto car appeared in The Rowan
County News. "We dare you to compare the DeSoto with any other automobile in the medium pr:ibe field for performance ....
" - electronically c:locked at 137.293 miles per hour; for power - the 255
horsepower DeSoto Flireflite is by far the most powerful - and for driving
ease - with push butto:n driving, the modem gear selector... completely foolproof."

FAMILY REUNION: Arthur Gregory and Mary Alice Ham Gregory family reunion, May 28, 1995.

Habitat for Humanity begins
fund raising drive campaign

Holbroof{ Drug
·
· FulUine Dn~ Store
• • Prescriptions • Fountain Convalescent Aids
1•

Morehead Area Habitat For
Humanity has officially kicked
off a fund raising campaign to
build three additional homes next
year.
Habitat for Humanity provides
decent, safo and affordable housing for families in need.in Morehead.
The group hopes to raise
$120,000 from the community in
donations from service corporations, civic organizations, government entities through grants,
churches and individuals.'
The first $30,000 raised will
be matched by an anonymous

donor.
Habitat volunteers have built
18 homes in "partner families"
within the last 12. years.
The homes are not given to
families; 350 hours of work must
be done by the family after they
are chosen to · receive a house.
First the family must apply and
meet with an interview committee.
Homes are sold at cost and no
interest loans are repaid over a
20-year period.
The three homes will be built
in 2000. The foundation has already been poured on one of the

three houses; all which will be
built in Humanity Hills off Bullfork on Poplar and Hyatt Lane.
Habitat also works in collaboration with Frontier Housing, Inc.
The selection process is still
open for two of the homes. To apply, call executive director Russlyn Case-Compton at 784-8408.
Other officers include Henry
Oakes, president; Mark Minor,
secretary; and Perry Thompson,
treasurer. There also is an active
board of directors. Office space is
provided by the First Baptist
Church.
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AT THE STORE: Lewis Grocery, Elliottville. C.E. Lewis and Hobart Williams .
• -1

ti

Campaign kicked off
to raise $500,000 for
performing arts center

_,
fl
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Pictured above are Mary M. and Allie :E dward Hamilton at their home on Christy Creek. Ed worked at the Kentucky Fire Brick Company in Haldeman. Ed's tax return bel1ow the photo, shows that he earned $1,699.77 during the year of 1942. They were the parents
of the late Everett, George, Harlan, Go,ldie, Paralee and Olive Hamilton. They were the grandparents of the late Freeman Hamilton
of Morehead and Sheila (Wedding) Waddell of Olive Hill. They were the great-grandparents of Kim Hamilton of Morehead, Stephanie
(Hamilton) Conley of Sandy Hook and' Sonya Hamilton of Corvallis, Ore. Freeman Hamilton was a senior at Morehead High School
during the Rowan County Centennial i ,n 1956. .
,

The campaign to raise at least
$500,000 for a performing arts
center has begun. ·
The Rowan County Board of
Education announced the start of
the fund raising campaign at its
regular board meeting on Tuesday night.
The board hopes to match or
exceed the donation of $500,000
given by Lexington philanthropist Lucille Caudill Little, a native of Morehead.
Her donation was announced
in March.
Early estimates for the fine
arts center place the cost of construction at $1 ,370,300. Construction cannot begin until $1
million is in hand.
The proposed structure will
house a 400-seat auditorium, fine
arts classrooms and art exhibition
areas and will serve all ·Rowan
County Schools students in the

region1s first comprehensive program of performing arts instruction.
.
The center can also be used at
appropriate times by other community performing groups.
To help in matching Little's
donation, contributions from the
community and other friends of
the center can be given through
levels of giving or the "Buy-aBrick" project.
This project allows the donor
to purchas~ engraved bricks for
$100 per brick. Bricks can be engraved in memory or in honor of
any individual, important date or
eve:'lt.
All bricks will be used in the
auditorium and ~ay be engraved ·
with up to three lines.
Preliminary plans specify a
9,650 square foot addition to
Rowan County Senior High
School.
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Brief history of-Rowan ·c ounty
I

.!
f

l

From parts of Fleming arid ·confederate soldier during the . growth. Employment' opportuniMorgan counties, on May 1, 1856 Civil War to fight for the Confed- ties today are growing rapidly
the Kentucky Legislature created eracy, even though his father em- with the advancement of the educational opportunities, regional
Rowan County. It was the 104th ployed a Negro mammy.
county in the state and ·was He distinguished himself to be- medical facilities, industry, shopnamed for Judge John Rowan, a come a captain of the famed Or- ping centers and tourist attracdistinguished jurist and United phan Brigade. He later served as tions.
States Senator from Kentucky. Nicholas County Judge, KenThe seat of justice was named tucky State Senator, and Circuit Farmers
Morehead in honor of James T. Judge for this district. In 1879 he One of the first villages to develMorehead, a former Kentucky became the youngest Chief Jus- op was Farmers on Licking River.
governor. Although Morehead tice of the Kentucky Supreme The exact date is unknown, but it
was said to have been there durwas designated the county seat, it Court ever to be elected.
was not legally incorporated until In 1893 Judge Thomas Hargis do- ing the Revolutionary ·war. Natnated $500 and four acres of land ural resources such as timber,
Jan. 26, 1869.
In the 1880's the railroad arrived and built the first school building stone and water from Licking
River played a great role in the
and the towns began to grow. on that land.
Rodburn, Eadston and Brady de- Frank Button and his mother development of the •Community.
veloped as lumber towns, and Phoebe came to Morehead and Several names have been given to
Rockville and Bluestone as rock actually started a Christian the village: Farmer's Cross
school, which gradually evolved Roads, The Cross Roads, Confedquarry centers.
Trouble began in the 1870's dur- into Morehead Normal School: erate Cross Roads and the 1880
ing an election campaign for cir- After gaining state support it Rowan County Census listed the
cuit judge. More troubles accom- 'evolved to Morehead State village as Licking City. During
panied each suc~eeding political Teachers College. In 1966 it pro- this time Licking City was a
campaign until it became open gressed and. became Morehead thriving metropolis compared to
Morehead ... There were physiwarfare in 1884. In an altercation ·State University.
John Martin killed Floyd Tolliver,
The Moonlight Schools were cians, a drug store, hotel, with
and the Martin-Tolliver feud be- first estab'lished in Rowan Coun- many businesses and occupations.
gan. During the next three years it ty in 1911. This was made possi- represented. The stone quarries
grew to involve many families in ble by the inspiration and hard and lumberyards provided many
the fray. The lawlessness became work of Cora Wilson Stewart. jobs.
so prevalent that many citizens Through her efforts great strides Dr. T.A.E. Evans was elected
moved their families to more were made in .combating illitera- Mayor of Licking City (Farmers) .
and later in 1925 h~ was elected
peaceful areas. The state militia cy.
came to Morehead three times They were called "Moonlight Rowan County Judge and served
during the course of the feud and Schools" because classes were four years. Farmers is now just a
stayed for a while until order was · held only on bright moonlit ·small version of what it once was
restored, but as soon as they left nights due to the rough trails stu- in the 1800's.
,
lawlessness returned. Finally on dents had to travel and after the
Clearfield
June 22, 1887, a group of armed day's work was done.
citizens surrounded the hotel Near midnight on July 4, 1939, Clearfield was the second settlewhere the clan had gathered and nearly six inches of rain fell near ment in Rowan County. Dixon
shot it out with them. By the end . the Rowan-Carter line. By 2 a.m., Clack, from a military grant, obof the day several of the men of Triplett Creek had overflowed, tained land just south of the conthe feuding families were dead. causing the greatest disaster in fluence of Dry Cre.ek ap.d Triplett
The Rowan County war was over. Morehead's.history. Water rose so Creek and built his home, a store,
In 1856 Judge Thomas Hargis swiftly that 25 persons lost their and a water-powered sawmill.
came to Morehead. He studied lives and over two million dollars The Clearfield Water Company
law with his father Col. John Har- worth of property was destroyed. from Clearfield, Pa. established
• gis, Morehead's first postmaster, In the 1950's tobacco was the its sawmill near Dixon's site and
town trustee and businessman. leading farm crop. Completion of the town developed as Clearfield.
Young Thomas Hargis became a Interstate 64 brought industrial The mill operated about 17 -years.

In October 1925 the Lee Clay
Products Company purchased the
land to use the very fine clay for
tile and like products. Lee Clay
Company developed a community for their 300 employees. Since
transportation was a difficult
problem for men to get to work,
the company houses they provided were a Godsend.
In the late 1950's and early 60's
Union trouble began brewing and
a strike was called. During the
long strike, Lee Clay Company
lost most of their outstanding
contracts and was forced to go out
of business. Some blamed the
union for their loss of livelihood.

porated as Bristow, but the Elliottville name is still used. Elliottville was settled as a farming
community and pfogressed into a
small village with a large modem
school, fire department, and several businesses with many worthy ·
community activities.
Rodburn
Rodbum was a boom town,.
About 1873 the Hixon-Rodburn
.Lumber Company came from
New York and erected a million
dollar sawmill ·at the junction of
U.S. 60 east and KY 32 to process
lumber from the Cranston area.
They built one of the largest
mills, employing 300-500 men.
They provided homes and built
an up-to-date town for their emp1oyees and their families. There
was a biacksmith shop, general
store, post office, and a large
lodge. Board walks ran all
through the town. There was a depot and all trains stopped at Rodbum. There was also a railroad
from the sawmill to Cranston and
every Sunday the train took peo~
ple to church at New Hope for
free. After the timber began to be
exhausted the mill .was sold to a
company in New York. There was
a great fire and the sawmill and
many of the homes and buildings
were completely destroyed. The
man in charge of the mill was arrested. Only a few of the homes
and businesses were ever rebuilt.

Morehead
Morehead, the third se~lement,
was known as a stage stop on the
road to and from Ashland and
Lexington. Travelers to and from
tQe salt works in Carter County to
the Bluegrass depended on finding food and lodging in Morehead. Fertile land, good water and
the lack of Indians encouraged
people to settle in the area. It was
known as Triplett but the name
was changed to Morehead in
1856 when it became the county
seat. With the addition of the railroads, Federal highway U.S. 60
and good strong leadership, the
citizens no longer need to travel
to Ohio and Indiana to find employment. Morehead has become
the regional medical, educational,
industrial and shopping center for
this area of Kentucky.
Haldeman
· The town of Haldeman was
Elliottville
named for L.P. Haldeman of
Elliottville was first called Portsmouth, Ohio who, with his
Hoggetown for Squire and James uncle WA. Connally of Soldier
Hogge who settled there in 1870 and Joe H. Sole of Louisville,
and opened the first store. The formed a corporation in 1902
post office was Elliottville in called · ~e Louisville and
1876, probably for a Mr. Elliott Portsmouth Firebrick Company
whose first name has been lost. Iri to produce bricks from the area's
1878 Charley Ward, a storekeeper clay deposits. In 1906 a new corand judge, had the village incor- poration was formed: The Ken-

tucky Firebrick Company It continued until 1944 when it was
sold to General Refractories.
In 1916 a seqmd firebrick company was established. There were
two brickyards for about 30
years .
Haldeman developed into a modem town. There were company
houses, a company store, schools
and a medical facility, which was
established for their workers and
was also made available to the
community. General Refractories 's Nurse Lacy Kegley attended to the medical needs of their
employees. In addition to this
(without pay) she cared for the
citizens of the community (even
to delivering babies). She also
was available to the school children irt Haldeman for all their
cuts and scrapes. The post office
was established in 1907.
With the advent of the Union,
General Refractories Brick Co.
began to notice unrest with their
;workers. The Union called a
strike and turmoil broke out
among the workers. Neighbors
and friends became divided;
fights and gunshots took the place
of peace. After the strike, Haldeman never returned to its previous status. General Refractories
.moved their business elsewhere:
The community became a ghost
town and many of the workers
had to leave Kentucky . to find
jobs.
Haldeman was once known as the
Society Settlement in Rowan
County.
Other.communities
Bluestone, Rockville, Hilda,
Brady, Egypt, Bronson, Munson,
Cranston,
Cogswell,
Crix,
Paragon, Vale, Eadston and Minor.
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Telephones. And now you have to dial more than.three numbm.
.
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·Electricity~ It's in !ust ~bout every house. Cool, huh?
.
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Radio. It kept us entertained on those ·1ong drives with the family.

TV. It brought the ~orld into o~r. homes and freed us
trom having to think really, really hard about anything. ~,
Space travel. That one's yet to catch on here.
. Newspapers. You' got us there. We'-ve been there from the start
-· and as we celebrate·Rowan County's 150th year ... ·

•~-- we've still got you covered.
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722 West First Street• Morehead, KY
( 606) 784-4116
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REMEMBER THIS? Lucy Conn Moore, Bill Walker, Elliottville
Elementary.
Haldeman brickyard #2, taken in 1920s.
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In 1956, an advertisement
read: "Save $150 on this new, GE
CH~S-These M orehead Go11eg l;fosehallers won the first' Ka.A;C; baseball 1956 12 cubic foot refrigerator
-!~!l~;initll~ scboo}'s .history. ;Left -~o right't tll,eyar~: Front row~Don Cuzzort, 3di L •..J{inneyt freezer, regularly $549.95 .. .. You
)+f~;
.~ pnpil:gh;am, p; . ~ - Pe~pish, c; J . ,Ellis, ~; M. Wells, c; .C. Chattin. ss; .J. Win~ ' pay as little as $399.95 plus your
i'~s,(: Ba~ki;ow~oach Stanl~y R a<ljunas;W;.;Brokopovk~ p; Ed Stumbo, 2b-p; R. Scroggin; old refrigerator.
Kinney, p; M . LyoWl~ c; J. Danneti . . p; J. Purkhis~r, -manager. J ack . Carson was
"Safe magnetic doors! Autot!~s~B,!LW~~n ijj<:ture .wa~. ta~en.
f'l'W
matic defrosting, no buttons to
push or pans to clean..... " at
Morehead Home and Auto Supply on Main Street.
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Nadine Pennington
Nathanson.

Downing,
·

Renita

Jackson,

Hatn,!V__Birthdt,,y_~

Chance

I-

Rowan County!

"'

GUARDIAN
GUARDIAN I

AUTOMOTIVE

· Morehead Plarit
A Growing &Expanding
,
Business
CHORUS LINE (Morehead Lions Club show), from left, Thelma Skaggs, Mrs. Billy Calvert, Judy
Jones, Ethel Williams, Jewel Carr, Mrs. Bob Reynolds.

A 1956 story in The Rowan County News Centennial Edition read: "Morehead No Longer a Hot
Town ... Morehead in the 1920s, was known as a 'hot
town' - not in the underworld or jazz circles - but
only in fire insurance parlance.
"According to Clark B. Lane of the Lane Insurance Agency, Morehead at that time sustained more

loss by fire than policy premiums amounted to.
Lane stated that in 1926, when his agency was
formed, insurance companies were writing policies
here only because they felt that the town would
progress rapidly due to the recent establishment of
the state college. It

1'...>i
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200 Guardian Avenue
Morehead, KY 40351-5006
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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r.-.:::~::7:~!'J 50th
anniversary
of
MSU's
first
NCAA b. k th II . .
.
::t~r~;. Morehead's last passenger tr1111:1

2::~~~:t~;~i
11.r~~~L<lrania
ch'fi't~~;r:,;
were accompamlt,by
Skaggs \o

Louisville.
· :1t ·
With the except ti\ of Rallpax tralrtJI, all
passenger sorvlce' ln . the 1111tion was
discontinued May 1. The I.1st train, the
George Washington on the C&O, left
Morehead Saturday at 7 ,1.1n. bound west !or
Lexington and I;Qulsville.
.
The .first passenger service operated at
-. • Morehe11d ln 1663 when people came from
\ miles to view the steam .locomotive and
.. ?7®.\ co.a ~e5 with kerosene lamJllS,. und coal 11

rI ..· . burmng stoves.
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By BRAD LAUX

Francisco asked him why our
team didn 't play any defense,"
Chaney continued. "And Coach
Laughlin in that nasal twang of
his responded, 'We're averaging
96 points per game and leading
the nation in scoring. We shoot
about a 100 shots a game and are
making about 40·percent of them,
which is 50 more shots a game
than San Francisco, which is averaging only 56 points a game.
So, we have a differential of 14
points and they have just four
points. Now, you tell me who
doesn't play any defense?'
"That j ust brought everybody
there to their knees, and from that
point on all of the reporters were
hunting him down for quotes,"
Chaney concluded. "He just
broke them up with his country
wit."
The Eagles fell to the home
standing Hawkeyes .in their first
game, 97-83, but won the consolation match up with Wayne
State, 95-84, to finish the season.
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Things have changed quite a
bit since those days. That year,
the enrollment at MSU was only
national scoring leader at 28.6, 1,256 and the team traveled to
while three others--Hamilton, games in station wagons.
No matter, the Eagles still
Donnie Gaunce and Jess
made
a splash on the big stage.
Mayabb--all averaged at least 10
After
winn ing the OVC
a game.
with an 84-80
As a team, MSU scored more Championship
than 100 points in 10 contests that victory over Western Kentucky,
season, including a high of 138 MSU traveled to Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
where they defeated Marshall,
against Centre College.
However, the Eagles were not 107-92. The Eagles then went
known for playing much. defense. back on the road, traveling to
With their fast-break style of of- Iowa City, Iowa, for NCAA re-.
fense, they allowed their oppo- gional play.
Although many in attendance
nents to average 86.1 ppg.
The fast-paced action meant at the games held at the Universilots of rebounds. Hamilton led the ty of Iowa were there to see Bill
nation in defensive rebounds and . Russell and his San Francisco
Swartz in offensive rebounds. Be- Dons, which went on to win the
tween the two, they averaged national championship, Laughlin
kept the throngs of media on hand
nearly 28 boards per game.
"Basketball was king (in in stitches.
"Coach Laughlin had trouble
Morehead) at that time," recalls
hearing,
so he grabbed me to help
Rex Chaney, a manager on the
'56 team. "We were there to en- relate the questions to him at the
. press conference," Chaney said.
tertain the public."
"One of the reporters from San

Laughlin's team won first OVC title

Sec.u-rity cameras to be
installed at high school
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Fifty years ago the Morehead
State men's basketball team made
history. The 1955-56 squad was
the first at the school to advance
to the NCAA Tournament. Led
by All-Americans and future
NBA players Dan Swartz and
Steve Hamilton, the Eagles led
the nation in scoring and went 21 in the national tournament.
Under the direction of coach
Bobby Laughlin, MSU finished
19-10 and won its first Ohio Valley Conference title, which it
shared with Tennessee Tech and
Western Kentucky.
One observer once claimed
that the Eagles were "The fastest
big team I've ever seen'\ a fact
not surprising considering the
squad set a then-national scoring
record with 95.9 points per game.
Individually, Swartz was the
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The Rowan County Board of
Education is taking steps to have
security cameras installed at
Rowan County Senior High
School.
A group of 14 school administrators, including Superintendent
Kay Freeland, school board
member Bill Redwine and RCSHS principal Martin Voiers, attended a demonstration at the
school Friday by a digital surveillance system distributor.
Also in attendance were
school officials from Morga11,
Lewis, Bath and Carter counties.
"We want to be a model site
for districts that want to look at
other schools and see how (the
system) works. It's really state of
the art," Freeland said.

system.
What the camera sees is
recorded on a personal computer
(PC) hard drive and stored in a
data base. Images can be ac- ,
cessed over ·the Internet or ac·cessed over the school computer
network.
Key features of the system include remote access, - digital
recording and playback, alarm
functions, camera control and
time !::cheduling.
The system is sold by RTI/Securex based in Miamisburg,
Ohio, and distributed by Central
School Supply of Louisville.
Central School Supply has
been marketing the system for
about four months.
Cost of the system depends on
The C-ROM Digital Surveil- the number of cameras installed

lance System combines key func-

and the_,!yp_e of lenses installed in

$279 to around $900, according
to John McCallum of RTI/Securex.
"We looked at a number of
vendors but this is the first vendor
we've found that can do (surveillance) through the computer systern," Freeland said.
"Since all our schools are networked, this is the most econom-

ical way to do it," she said.
Rowan school officials will do
a "walk through" at the high
school on Wednesday at 9 a.m. to
detennine where to locate cameras and what kind oflenses to install.
Location of the cameras will
depend on what kind of camera is
purchased, Freeland said.
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Rowan County Centennial, 1956, Whitt's Grocery, R#173. From
left, Rufus "Dude" Whitt, Harmon Click.

In 1956, Dairy Queen, operat- freezer, regularly $549.95 .... You
ed by Jack and Mary Powell on pay as little as $399.95 plus your
U.S. 60 east, advertised the Co- old refrigerator.
"Safe magnetic doors! Autoconut Isle Sundae.
matic defrosting, no buttons to
In 1956, an advertisemer,t push or pans to clean ..... " at
read: "Save $150 on this new, GE Morehead Home and Auto Sup1956 12 cubic foot refrigerator ply on Main Street.
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Recollections from growing up on
Ditney Ridge: p.o ssum hunting
By Arthur McBrayer,
nephew of Edna Mae (Lambert)
Caudill and grandson of Amanda
(Nickell) Lambert
~ ¥ ' ' 1 P f 0fw;¥•fo0W¥~

In the early 40's on Ditney
· Ridge, before TV, VCRs and
computers, the boys hunted critters for meat, fur and sport like
squirrels, rabbits, groundhogs,
and the easy-to-catch possum.
There were no deer or turkeys on
the Ridge in those days like there
are now.
Every farm on the Ridge had
at least one possum-hunter in residence with family names like
Lewis,
Fultz,
Pennington,
Caudill, and of course, the
McBrayer boys.
Almost any dog that would
bark at a cat would do for possum
hunting. Coon and fox hunting
were specialties, requiring dogs
bred and trained for that purpose.
Besides, a big boar coon would
fight a running sawmill and could
kill a good-sized dog.
A possum couldn't run very
well. He lumbered through the
leaves dragging his belly along
making all kinds of noise and
would climb into the first small
tree he came across. I once saw
four big ones in one persimmon
tree.
Most of the time, a good shaking of the tree· would bring the
possum thrashing down to the

ground. He wouldn't run but
would play dead. (Play possum).
All curled up with a hideous grin
hoping he would be thought dead
and be left alone. This never
worked with us. We made sure

the dogs didn't tec:ir into him and
ruin the fur. We put him into a
burlap bag to be carried home.
Someti~s, we would let one go
to be treed again some other time.
If one had a rich pelt he wou!d be

skinned and the hide sold for
around fifty cents, which in the
early 40's would be enough to
buy a couple of gallons of gas.
Some neighbors cooked up a
possum with a bed of sweet potatoes and raved about how good it
was. I could never stand to even
taste one. They looked too much
like a big rat to me.
The _possum favored ripe persimmons just aftet the first frost
when the . fruit was plump and
slightly purple. They did taste
good but the aftertaste would
make your tongue and inside of
your mouth draw up like you had
eaten alum.
My dad, Bert McBrayer, and
cousins Harve and Joe McBrayer
went out one night possum hunting and took along the family
dog, Dempsy. This short stout

bulldog didn't know when to quit
when in a fight.
They treed a possum up inside
a tall hollow stump with a hole
near the bottom. Dad cut a switch
about four feet long and worked it
up into the hollow of the tree intending . to twist the end of the
switch into the possum's fur and
pull him out of the tree However,
the possum was not up high inside the tree but was instead just
inside the opening where dad's
hand was. As soon as dad stuck
his hand inside that hole the possum latched onto the skin between dad's thumb and forefinger
and wouldn't turn loose.
Dad yanked his hand out of
the hole bringing the possum
along· who was not about to turn
loose. Seeing this, Dempsy
latched onto the possum's
hindquarters and began violently
shaking the possum from side to
side. This, of course, caused dad's
hand and the possum's head to be
jerked from side to side. Cousin
Harve finally had to choke
Dempsy out till he turned loose of
the possum and then choke the
possum to free dad's tortured
hand. Sometimes a possum hunt
was not routine.
time granddad, Henry
McBrayer, in his later years, went
with dad on a hunt with the understanding that they would go no
further than a known persimmon
tree not far from the house. The

pne

household cat tagged - along,
bringing up the rear. Their luck
was not good that night. The per.simmon tree was vacant and the
dog had given no sign that a possum might be in the vicinity.
Granddad, not wanting to go back
home without hearing the dog
barking treed, took the cat and put
him up into the tree. He then convinced the dog to bark up the tree.
After awhile, being satisfied,
granddad took the cat down from
the tree and they all trailed back
to the house satisfied with a job
well done.
Granddad, in his younger
years, went out with my dad and
took along a young dog that
granddad had recently acquired.
This was the first time for possum
hunting for this youngster. It was
a very dark night. The dog would
not leave the dim light cast by the
lantern. Granddad, a man of little
patience, picked up the dog and
sort of tossed him off into the
dark woods with a stem command to get out there and hunt!
For a moment or two there was
total silence then granddad said,
"I think I just threw my dog over
• a cliff." Turned out he had, but it
was a small cliff and the dog was
all right.
I wonder what the possums on
Ditney Ridge are doing these
days.

Old courthouse restoration
marks county's birthday
By KIM HAMILTON
We've waited 150 years for
Rowan County's Sesquicentennial Celebration or 150th
):>irthday" is here.
May 1 marked the beginning
of just some of the festivities for
11

t~~unty's hl~day. Sirens were

the sesquicentennial:
• Everyone is asked to plan
picnics and family get togethers
for sometime during the year.
• All businesses are asked to
erect signs that read "Happy
Birthday Rowan County."
"I want to thank everyone for
helping to make this once in a
lifetime event for Morehead and
"w::> - - - ~ .i... ,...,._____ ,"...,,~ ,, n

e..A_n

Q~ ,;,-.L-. i

rode their horses throughout the
area to courthouses in different
counties where they presided
over court.
May 1 was only the beginning.
On May 13 at 2 p.m. at the
new conference center, there will
be a Sesquicentennial Celebration program.
Thomas will speak along witbl\.A-....-phe1:1d

Mavor

Rra.d Collins

;,;:E Ji:.~ES·,· ;
Soccer team, Oct. 1992.
The following public service
announcement appeared in the
1956 "Centennial Edition" of the
Rowan County News, which had
originated in an 1890 newspaper:
"Asa great many girls live in
the country where they have not
the convenient bath tub, it is best

to use a large wash basin, standing the while on a strip of oil
cloth.
"Really the bath taken. in a
basin is much more beneficial
than one taken in a bath tub, as
with the former you simply have
to scrub and wash, whereas with

1 ms yt:ar, L1uyu ut:au, 1,,;uau man of the birthday committee,
wants the celebration to be just as
special.
"I'm excited about it," Dean
said. "It's something the total
the latter some women are in- population of Rowan County can
clined to lie luxuriously in the participate in and it's a once in a
water, forgetting that what the · lifetime thing for all of us. It adds
body needs is to be cleansed of depth to the history of Rowan
grimy d~posits which cannot be County."
Restoration of tlie old Rowan
done without the use of soap, a
County
Courthouse is one of the
wash cloth and friction."
developments in the works and
should be unveiled later this year.
Activities are suggested for

·Places to visit in Haldeman area
1. Tunnel site of C & 0 Railroad
2. Haldeman Depot site
3. Haldeman Mine sites
4. Number 1 Brickyard site
5. Number 2 Brickyard site
6. Haldeman Voting House
7. Hays Crossing United Pentecostal Church, commonly
called the Cobblestone Church in _
the Wood.
8. Glenwood Elementary
School site
9. Little Perry Elementary
School site
10. Richards Cemetery, Hays
Crossing, Kentucky
11. Hays Cemetery, Hays
·Crossing, Kentucky
12. Nucille Cemetery, Halde-

man, Kentucky
13 '. Mabry Cemetery, Hays
Branch, KY
14. Haldeman Post Office
15. Haldeman Company ~tore
Sites Number 1 and Number 2
16. Haldeman Clinic Site
17. Haldeman City Park site
18. Haldeman School (Elem
& High building sites)
19. Hays Crossing Train stop
site
20. Gates Train stop site
21. Gates Tie Yard site
22. Haldeman Ball Diamond
23. Haldeman Trestle site
24. Hays Crossing Post Office
site
25. Hays Community
26. Glenwood Community

27. Buffalo Community
28. Bearskin Community
29. Little Perry Community
30. Big Perry Community
31. Gates Community
32. Haldeman Community
33. Tunnel Hill, Haldeman
34. Work camp for C & 0
Railroad when it was built at
Haldeman
35. Hays Crossing, KY
36. Haldeman Brickyard office site
37. C & 0 Railroad Spur up
Big Perry

"Itza Nice Time When Its Ice
Time, call 71, Morehead Ice and
Coal Company," read an advertisement in 1956.

Prepared by Lloyd Dean~July
'80.

"Snack time is any time when you have a food
The 275 horsepower Packard Clipper was adverfreezer," read an' advertisement from the Kentucky
Utilities Company in 1956. "Live better... electrical- tised by the Lewis Garage on U.S. 60 east in 1956.
ly with full horsepower wiring."

It requires that fireworks vendors
be at least 16 years of age and
have a license and liability insurance.
A permit to sell fireworks will
cost $10 and be valid for 12
months.
Fireworks may be sold and
stored only in permanent structures that have a functioning telephone and adequate fire extinguishers.
·
The ordinance prohibits smoking on the premises where fireworks are sold or their storage

within 100 feet of any gasoline
storage tanks or pumps.
This year, a fireworks stand
was set up in an adjacent lot of a
Morehead gasoline station.
Among other regulations, no
sales of fireworks will be permitted in residential zones, and no
one shall be allowed to sleep on
the premises where fireworks are
sold or stored.
Violation of the regulations
will result in revocation of a vendor's permit until compliance is
met. A $50 re-issuance fee must
then be paid.
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utive Tim Conley.
Remember, Rowan County
was formed from part of Morgan
and part of Fleming counties.
During the program, Jim Gifford with the Jessee Stuart Foundation will be the keynote speaker.
"By the 15th, there will be a
lot of activities going on with
churches, family reunions and
we'll have a garden contest this
year," Dean said.
As the year progresses, there
will be more to come.

"If you see 'flying ants' near
your house, you may have termites," read a 1956 advertisement. "Ask for free inspection.
For more information call Carr
Lumber Company, phone 6,
Morehead.
'

In 1956, a May advertisement
for the Morehead Drive-In Theatre touted "Entertainment and
Relaxation Under the Stars."
Playing at the drive-in was "Robbers Roost, with George Montgomery and Sylvia Findley."

irst
ederal
Savings & Loan

Salutes Rowan· County's

150th Birthday!

Restrictions on fireworks gets city's initial OK
The City of Morehead has given an initial nod to restricting the
sale and storage of fireworks.
The preliminary ordinance
was approved unanimously 6-0
by council Monday evening.
Morehead Mayor Brad Collins
hopes the restrictions will prevent
damage and injuries that can be ,
caused by fireworks sales that ·go
unmonitored.
The Morehead regulation is
based largely on state law which
specifies where fireworks can be
stored and sold.

,

Thomas said he is happy to have
been around for the l 00th and the
150th birthdays.
"I don't think we can do too
much to celebrate our 150th
birthday," he said. "I was around
for the first one and.being able to
participate in two of these is
great."
Thomas was 18 during the
Centennial Celebration in 1956.
He said he was in an outdoor theatrical producti~n where he
played the part of a circuit judge.
In earlier times, circuit judges
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Pictured above are retirees of the Haldeman brickyard, (Kentucky Firebrick Company) 1940s.
I

Happy Birthday Rowan County!

Healing from the home and the hills
By JACK D. ELLIS
Special to The Morehead News
"The fruit thereof shall be for
meat, and · the leaf thereof for
medicine" (Ezekiel 47:12).
One hundred years ago there
were few doctors and even fewer
roads in Rowan County. Therefore, much of Eastern Kentucky
was isolated from the outside
world.
For treatment of maladies and
disease, many people relied on
home remedies, native plants and
"Herb Doctors" for their medical
care. Although they didn't know
it at the time, today it is called
folk medicine. Webster defines
folk . medicine as "traditional
medicine practiced nonprofessionally by people isolated from
- - - 1. . ! ~1
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seems my grandfather insisted
that the best home remedy for a
boil was by placing a cow manure
poultice on the boil. It was supposed to bring the boil to a head
and it would clear up. Therefore,
I wore a cow manure bandage
around my leg for several days.
Thank goodness I was not in
school at the time as my humiliation would have been even worse~
The boils soon cleared up, but
I still have scars on my legs
where the "core" came out and
probably have trauma in my psyche.
Herbs used singly and together
Many of the herbs and plants
used by the herb doctors were
used either singly or in combination. For e.xampl~ yellow_root, a

bee stings. It was claimed to
draw out the poison and relieves
the pain. Many pioneers used it
for snakebites to draw out the
poison. The onion was simply
cut in half and placed over the
wound. Of course, eating onions
was supposed to be good for the
blood.
Lowly dandelion a star among
folk remedy
The hearty dandelion, which
so many people kill relentlessly
in their lawns, was once a star in
the folk medicine realm of remedies. In the springtime, the early
pioneers cut the tender shoots for
a raw salad or cook it as a green
vegetable.
The roots also could be dried
and ground up, roasted and
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rash on her face that Cr. Louise
24 Hour
Phone
~a~
Caudill attributed to drinking too
Obituary Line
much sassafras tea. More recent784-3300 ,
ly, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration has declared the
"Serving Others as We Would Like to Be Served"
compound safrale found in the
root to be potentially carcinogenic if taken in large amounts.
In the latter 1800s, there was
once a sassafras mill in Rowan
County. It was located past
Cranston on the banks of the
North Fork of Triplett Creek. The
company bought the sassafras
rnots dried them, chipped them
and sold them throughout the
U.S.
· The sassafras roots were used
in root beer (how do you think it
Call today for Availability • (606) 784-9666,I
got its name?), chewing gum,
toothpaste, sasspirilla (how many
time£_in _an__old west~':.[rn
g _;m[!!QOYYM;
ieWI- ======== === === = ,.,,,.--===~- - -

784-6491 ~

- i:---- - -- - -- ·-· -·-- - ·- ..----J,
was used as a sore throat gargle or
as an antiseptic. (Long ago the
Indians used it to make a bright
yellow war paint for their bodies).
The old herb doctors prepared
yellow root liquid as follows:
take two large roots, crush them
with a hammer, add one pint qf
water and bring to a boil for one
minute and set it aside to cool. It
is then ready to be used as a gargle for a sore throat.
In early Rowan County, before
.aspirin, the herb doctors used
what they called preachers feverweed (also called mouse ear) to
fight a fever. Feverweed also was
used to stop nosebleeds and treat
boils. Other plants used in folk
medicine for treatment of fever
include bervine root and plantain
root used in combination.

. .._..__, ...,. J ...., .... .1..a.vu.1.-~
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use of plants".
Folk medicine began when the
first settlers landed in Jamestown,
Va. Certainly there was no professional medical care, so they relied on local native plants sometimes using the ancient doctrine
of signatures.
That doctrine believed that
"God put a sign on plants for specific disease"; e.g. the eyebright
plant was thought to be good for
the eyes. Old timers claimed that
hawks would tear into the plants
and rub their eyes.with the juices
to improve their vision. The leaf
of the buglass plant was shaped
like a snake's head and was used
to treat snakebites.
I n deed, as late as 1733, a slave in
Virginia was given his freedom
and a lifetime pension for concocting a remedy for scurvy,
dropsy and other ailments made
from Spanish oak, pine bark and
sumac boiled in water. The
knowledge of herbs and plants
was handed down from one generation to the next.
Early pioneers brought folk
medicine west
As the early pioneers moved
westward into Rowan County
they brought their home remedies
and herb doctors with them. By
that time, there was a whole compendium of folk medicine practiced by the pioneers. It was a
skill that was respected by the
early pioneers.
This writer's mother, Dot Ellis,
used to tell about her grandmother making her wear .an asafetida
bag around her neck in the winter
time. It was a stinking gum
residue made from the carrot
family and tied tightly in a bag
and worn to scI-.ool as a necklace.
She was not to popular wearing
that foul smelling remedy. It was ·
thought to prevent colJs and flu,
and was rancid that no self-respecting germ would come near
it.
When this writer was a small
child, you would think my mother would not subject me to that
kind of home remedy folk medicine after the trauma she suffered.
But she did. It happened one
summer when I developed several painful boils on my legs. lt

Folk medicine offered myriad
of treatments
Early herb doctors used witch
hazel to treat skin diseases. The
mixture was prepared by soaking
the plant bark, twigs and leaves in
water for 24 hours. it wa~ then
applied with a hot towel on cuts
and bruises, or with a cold towel
on fevered brows.
Many people think witch
hazel has something to do with
black magic, but it actually comes
from an old Englisl]. word meaning to bend. Its branches make
excellent divining rods (used to
locate underground water).
Other folk remedies include
bone set or wild cherry bark in the
treatment of cold and flu. It is reputed to break a fever and loosen
the bowels. It is drunk as a tea
made from the leaves and flowers. Wild cherry bark tea with
added sugar makes a good tasting
cough syrup. But the lea*s and
the fruit pits of the wild cherry
should never by consumed because they contain a poisonous
acid that causes shortness of
breath, loss of balance, convulsions and even death.
Tea from the lady slipper is reputed to cure headaches, tension
and is an antispasmodic. But
people with dermatitis should not
use these plants because it could
aggravate their condition. The
lowly onion was used, among
other things, as a treatment for

The bright blossoms were brewed
into a summer wine. Boiling the
blossoms over a hot fire gave you
a soft yellow dye, and boiling the
roots gave you a bright yellow
magenta dye. Dandelion tea supposedly was considered good
treatment for heartburn, liver
problems and made a good laxative. To this day, this writer refuses to have his lawn sprayed with
an herbicide that kills the dandelions.
The soft inner bark of the slippery elm tree has long been used
in folk medicine. It was used as a
tea to calm an upset stomach.
When soaked in water it makes a
gummy substance used on cuts
and bruises.
During the Revolutionary
War, the military surgeons used
slippery elm as a dressing for gun
shot wounds. Early midwives also used it as a lubricant to ease
the childbirth process. Other early remedies for gynecological
problems included a tea made
from witch hazel bark that was
supposed to clear up bleeding between menstrual periods. Also,
wild ginger tea was used to ease
monthly cramps and regulate a
woman's cycle.
Wild ginger is nothing like the
fragrant spice used in spice cake
and gingerbread. Wild ginger
gives off a foul odor that resembles rotting meat. Early residents
used wild ginger tea to break a
fever, relieve gas and stimulate
the appetite.
Sassafras once a commercial
crop in Rowan County
Sassafras tea is a distinctive
tasting aromatic tea' familiar to
most Rowan Countians. It offered a welcome taste change
from coffee, cola or regular tea.
The tea is made from the dried
roots of the sassafras tree. It is a
aelightful aromatic drink prepared by boiling the root in a pan
of water and adding sugar. According to the early pioneers, it
was used in the springtime to
eliminate "poison" from your system.
Evidently one can drink too
much, as did this writer's wife,Janis, during her co\lege days. The
result was that she broke out in a
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bartender for a sasspirilla?) and
many other products.
Catnip, · that bushy, fresh
smelling herb with the gray
leaves and lavender flowers,
makes an excellent tea. But unlike cats, humans get no "high"
from the special oil the plant secretes as an insect repellent.
However, catnip does offer some
benefit in folk medicine remedies. Chewing the leaves is said
to relieve a toothache. The tea
supposedly serves as a sleep inducer and prevents nightmares.
Catnip is prepared by pouring
boiling water over two teaspoons
of dried leaves and allowed to
steep for five minutes. Lemon
and honey may be added.
Bostonians patriotic -- drank
liberty tea
Goldenrod tea is another common tea in the lexicon of folk
medicine, and was once exported
to China, which was the birthplace of tea.
After the Boston tea party,
when protesters threw all of the
imported tea into the harbor, they
suddenly realized they had nothing left to drink. Forced to turn to
native plants, one ingenious
colonist came up with "Liberty
Tea", made from the leaves of the
goldenrod. Also, the flowered
tops of the goldenrod were used
as a treatment for colic and the
each was used to treat urinary disorders.
·
Much of the ingredients used ·
in herbal folk medicine are now
synthesized and •used in modem
medicines. Of course, many of
those folk remedies did not live
up to their claims. But then, neither does our modem medicine.
However, history shows that
many of those old remedies did
have some merit to some extent.
The folk medicine now called
"traditional" medicine is returning to our lexicon of treating diseases. But those who use traditional medicine urge common
sense in us. Never concoct or ingest any folk medicine you are
unsure about. Avoid wild foods
and herbs and use great care and
common sense in using traditional medicine as well as modem
medicine.
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Ghosts of Christmas past - 1941
By JACK D. ELLIS
"When you shall hear of wars
and coIM1otions be not terrified:
for these things must first come to
pass." Luke 21:9
Christmas is a meaningful
time of rich remembering, and almost everyone has vivid memories of a special Christmas past.
With apologies to Ebenezer
Scrooge and Charles Dickens,
this writer would like to recall
some ghosts of Christmas past, of
a time like our country had never
known before, or may never
kQow again.
The year was 1941 , and the
ghost of war was very real in
Rowan County. That was the first
Christmas this nation was locked
in mortal combat in the global
conflict called World War IL

Many lives lost before war began - and on Dec. 7, 1941
In early December, even before the war began, the U.S. Navy
had lost their first warship in the
battle of the Atlantic. The USS
Reuben James was sunk by a
German submarine off the coast
oflceland with 76 men lost out of
a crew of 110.
Although
tensions
were
mounting between the U.S. and
Japan, talks were continuing.
Even as Japanese troops were
slaughtering the Chinese, U.S.
Secretary of State Cordell Hull
urged the Japanese to end their
hostilities with China. Relations
with Germany were also almost ·
at the breaking point.
On Dec. 7, 1941, "a date that
would live in infamy," 360 Japanese warplanes suddenly and without warning attacked the U.S .
Naval Base at Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii. That attack destroyed or
damaged 22 ships and 200 aircraft and over 2,200 American
soldiers and sailors were killed.
Over 400 civilians were also
killed in that sneak attack.
There were a total of over
1,300 soldiers, sailors and civilians wounded. The ghost of Dec.
7, 1941 will always haunt this nation with sad memories.
Those old enough remember
where they were Dec. 7, 1941
A, ..........
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Other Morehead ghosts of service in the summer of 1941.
Christmas past - 1941 were the Many were already in battle in the
Christmas sales and merchandise Pacific area. And everyone knew
available. That year, Allie Jane's · many others would also soon be
Beauty Shoppe offered perma- in harm's way.
nents for $2 and up. A.B. McKAmong those local men to eninney's Department Store offered ter service soon after Pearl Harmen's dress shirts for 59 cents and bor . were: Robert Brigham
galoshes for $1. Womeµ's skirts Hogge, Claude Dillon Kessler,
were $1 and step-ins for 50 cents. Walter Carr, Elijah Hogge, Ligon
Another ghost of Christmas - ' Kessler, Pete Kessler and many
1941 was automobiles were more.
cheap. Just one week before
On the home front during
Pearl Harbor, this writer's father Christmas 1941, Civil Defense
bought a new 1941 Chevrolet for programs were soon organized.
$540 including a heater, but no Morehead Fire Chief C.B. Mcradio.
Cullough was chairman of the
Another ghosts of Christmas County Civil Defense. Eight
past - 1941 was the cost of gro- members made up a board that
ceries. That year the Kroger administered the Civil Defense
Store at Main and North Wilson . program.
Avenue (yes, we had a Kroger
That board consisted of: Boyd
Store in Morehead in 1941) of- McCullough, fire services; Bill
fered coffee at three pounds for Carter, police services; Dr. W.A. ·
53 cents, 100 pounds of potatoes Adkins, medical services; Burl
for $1.89 and 25 pounds of Domi- Fouch, road services; W.H. Rice,
no sugar for $1.49.
utility services; W.E. "Snooks"
Golde's Departmen~ Store of- Crutcher, public relations; .Roy E.
fered men's suits and topcoats for Cornette, educational services;
$9.98, boys' hi-top leather boots and the Rev. A. E. Landalt,
for $1.98 and all wool sweaters church services. ·
for-98 cents. If these all sound
like good prices, remember to- First casualty comes to Rowan
'
bacco averaged seliing for $29.93 ·county
per hundred.
Morehead's first casualty of
World War II was U.S. Navy
Books, paper and metal collect- Coxswain Irvin Hamm. His parents, Mr. and· Mrs. · Melvin
ed
More ghosts of Christmas past Hamm, received that bitter
- 1941 wer~ the paper and scrap Christmas announcement on Dec.
ctrfves as well as war bond sales. 15, 1941.
The American Legion, under the
The message stated: · "The
direction of Jack Cecil, began Navy Department regrets to inTheaters show newsreels of collecting scrap metal and waste form you that your son Willie
Pearl Harbor bombing
paper.
Irvin Hamm was wounded in acMany Moreheadians were tryThere were pick up points as- tion in service to his country."
ing to forget the bloodshed and signed throughout the county aod Furthermore, the message stated,
war around the world by going to the Legion members collected the "The department appreciates your
the Trail or Mills Theaters. paper and metal and shipped it to anx~ety and will furnish further
Movies shown that week were the central Kentucky collection information as soon as it is re"Shepherd of the Hills," starring point.
ceived. To prevent possible aid to
John Wayne, Harry Carey and
The money made from these the enemy do not divulge the
Betty Field. In addition, "The scrap drives went to the USO name of his ship or his station.
March of Time" newsreels prom- clubs. There was also a book (He survived Pearl Harbor).
ised the latest war news and films · drive to collect books for the ser- Signed: Rear Admiral C.M.
of the bombing of Pearl Harbor. . vicemen's clubs throughout the Nimetz."
Moreheadians were also lis- world. Alice Palmer Morris, MSC
It was in those dreaded
tening to Nat King Cole singing Librarian, was chair of what was telegrams that the war was made
"Straighten Up and Fly Right" called the "Victory Book Drive." real to many Rowan Countians.
and Helen Forrest, vocalist for
Perhaps the ghosts of Christmas
Harry James and the Music Mak- Civil Defense organized as men past - 1941 still haunt us because
ers, singing "I've Heard That enter the military
Rowan remembers those 60
Scout toy collection drive. The unto the hills for their strength Song Before.
Of
course,
the
important
young men who never saw anoth1\./f-.-...,,_ h.,,. a A 1\_,.f ,:::,..,..,-.."h ~ --nt-c:!- rl,1h ~ non-

Dec. 7, 1941 when they heard the W.H. Rice, collected the toys.
news of the Pearl Harbor bombBroken toys were repaired and
ing.
distributed by the Agriculture
This writer was a student at Club, under the direction of ProBreck, and a member of the Min- fessor H.C. Haggen. Rowan
strel Club. Although it was Sun- County was still mired in a deday, Dec. 7, we were having a fi- pression, and Professor ijaggen
nal rehearsal for the minstrel pro- estimated half of the children in
gram scheduled for Dec. 10. Rowan County would not get any·
George McCullough came up to toys for Christmas, except for the
rehearsal and gave us the news. toy drive.
He was later killed in the Pacific
Rowan County was beginning
War.
to recover some ofthe true meanProfessor George Young 'was ing of Christmas giving, even in
the director and the endmen that war. The Morehead Men's Club
_year included Jack · Freedman, . and the Morehead Merchants
Irvin Kash, Earl Fraley, Meredith Club also met jointly that month
Mynhier, Jimmy Bradley, Jack and voted $25 to purchase new
Ellis and Tommy Powers. Also, toys for needy Rowan County
there were many others in the children.
cast.
Another ghost of Christmas
At first there was talk of can- 1941 was letters from serviceceling the minstrel that year. men. Mrs. Flora Hicks received a
However, it was decided to pres- letter from her son, Pfc. Roy
ent. the minstrel for the seventh Hicks, who was stat~oned in
straight year, 'tand that it might Hawaii. At that time, he was enhelp overcome the somber mood joying his army experience in a
of the community.
peaceful setting.
But that
In 1941 , the whole nation was changed shortly after his mother
in a somber mood. The future received that letter.
was uncertain and the solution
was bleak. U.S. troops were be- 1941 brought true spirit of
ing overrun by the Japanese at Christmas
By Dec. 15, 1941 , the mood of
Bataan, Wake Island and Guam.
Then, on Dec. 25, the British Moreheadians had changed from
Colony of Hong Kong fell to 38 joy to sadness, and then back to
joy as Christmas approached.
divisions of Japanese troops.
Germany and Italy had de- Their mood also changed from
clared all out war on the U.S. and materialistic to spiritual.
our allies. H,owever, President
As Christmas approached that
Roosevelt in one of his memo- year, the ghost of Christmas rerable fireside chats assured this minded Rowan Countians that it
nation that, "With the help of was not a season of material
Almighty God, we shall ultimate- things, but a season of spiritual
ly prevail. "
understanding by celebrating
Christ's birthday.
War declared - meaning of
That year, The Rowan County
Christmas recovered
News carried
prayer for our
Following that declaration of President. That prayer requested
war, and as the 1941 Christmas God's help for our President and
season approached, there was cer- all leaders of this nation during
tainly little peace on earth or good those trying times. That they may
be shown the way, and be given
will toward men.
But as the season continued, the strength to walk in that way
Rowan Countians seemed to re- and that ultimately all mankind
cover more of the real meaning of might live together in peace.·
Christmas.
Christmas programs presented
by civic and church groups
Toy collection continued
There was an editorial in The
Among those ghosts of Christmas 1941 , remembered by many Morehead Independent that urged
Rowan Countians, was the Girl Rowan Countians to "Look up

the top of Triangle Tower and experience the full meaning of receiving help from the hills.
That was especially good advice for those young men who
would soon be leaving the serenity of these hills and might never
see them again. That year "The
Messiah" was presented by the
Morehead Civic Chorus, under
the direction of music professor
Lewis Henry Horton, for the fifth
consecutive year. The Civic Chorus was made up of MSC faculty,
students and_townspeople. It was
an inspired performance that .lifted the spirits of all who attended.
During the Christmas season
of 1941, the First Church of God
presented a program at the church
on Sunday evening. That program included Junior Alfrey playing "Under the Stars" on piano,
the welcome by Pauline McBrayer and a prayer by James Lowell
Ellington. Others on the program
included Jack McBrayer, Phyllis
Ann Alfrey, Sandra Day and
Harold Gee.
Memories of the ghosts of
Christmas past - 1941 also included spiritual, patriotic, civil
and commercial ghosts. That
year, Professor H.C. Haggen,
Chairman of the local Red Cross,
issued an appeal for funds. He
predicted there would soon be
great demands upon that organization. That appeal raised $2,500
in Rowan County. Those giving
-$1 or more had their name printed in the paper.
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In 1956, Rowan Farmers Supply, Morehead's Southern States
Cooperative Agency, advertised
the Haag washing machine andLeonard Electric appliances
along with seed,fertilizer, rakes,
hoes and tools.
"Men will tell you ...it it's a
good looking suit, sport coat or
slacks you want, be sure. to visit
Layne's ... fine tailoring, fine fabrics and all at popular prices," advertised Layne's Department
Store on Main Street. They also
advertised Knox Hats.
Dr. N.C. Marsh, chiropractor,
advertised an X-ray service, electrical treatment, sweat baths and
a lady attendant in 1956. Phone
160, located opposite the Baptist
Church on Main Street.
Attorneys J. Sidney Caudel,
James E. Clay, Lester Hogge,
Elijah M. Hogge, Thomas R.
Burns, George L. Cline, Harlan
Powers and Austin Alfrey were
members of the Rowan County
Bar association in 1956.
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Happy 1S0t1J Birthday!
1956 Rowan County Centennial, Hobart and Ethel Williams, children Mike and Bonnie.
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